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JUST THE FAX ... 

··············································~---····-····~~~·······-· 
TO: Annette Hochstein 

FAX NUMBER: 011-972-2-619951 

f ROM: Isa Aron 

FAX NUMBER: 213/939-9526 

Date: 1/20/92 Page_1_ of _8_ 
························~·············································· 

Dear Annette, 

It was nice talking to you yesterday, I'm glad we got all the details for our 
meetings squared away. 

Enclosed are the documents in preparation for the Research Capability Project 
meeting. I tried to check with David Cohen before writing up the agenda, but he 
won't have time to talk with me until Wednesday morning. If he has any 
substantive changes to suggest, I'll fax them to you in Cambridge. 

If you yourself have something to change or add to the agenda, please let me 
know. I'll hold off sending this out to everyone else until Thursday or Friday. 

I am assuming that you'll give a copy of everything to Seymour. If you would like 
me to send hlm a copy directly, let me know the address. 

B'Shalom, 
Isa 



Wu®m© ~@: Participants in the 1/31 meeting of the advisory committee for the 
CIJE's Research Capability Project A 

f U'©ffl: Isa Aron 

Our meeting will be held on Friday morning January 31st, at the conference 
room of the Far West Laboratory in San Francisco. We will begin at 9:00 a.m., 
and go until 11:30 or 12:00. The Far West Lab is located on Harrison, bet\-veen 
3rd and 4th; their phone number is (415) 929 - 1647. 

Enclosed ls an outline for the preliminary draft of the final report, including, in 
the final section, a proposal for the establishment of a national research 
institute. 

I propose the following agenda for our meeting: 

1) a review of the outline, with special attention to the proposal in section 5, 
and its attendant questions; 

2) a discussion of the format of the final document; 

3) a discussion of steps to be taken after the document is completed. 

Please let me know if you have anything you would like to see added to the 
agenda. 

I look forward to seeing all of you on the 31st. If you have any questions, please 
feel free to call me at (213) 939 • 9021 . 

• Hanan Alexander 
David Cohen 
Seymour Fox 
Annette Hochstein 
Susan Shevitz 
Lee Shulman 



Outline of the Final Report of the CIJE's 
Research Capability Project 

January 20, 1992 
(with special note of changes from draft 6 and questions which remain) 

Section 1: Why Research? 

This section will begin with a vignette inviting the reader to imagine what an 
educational institution might be able to accomplish, if it had at its disposal 
certain research findings. for example, 

a) What might a director of either a supplementary school or a day school 
do differently if he or she had: 1) an inventory of teacher knowledge and 
skills; 2) an instrument for assessing the capabilities and deficiencies of 
his or her teachers and 3) a series of learning materials and/or learning 
opportunities through which teachers could improve in specific areas of 
deficiency? 

b) How might the regional office of one of the denominational movements 
change the programming it offers at camps, retreat centers and youth 
groups if had more information on the Jewish Identities and special 
needs ot high school students? 

c) How might the allocation decisions of a Federation or central agency 
be informed by data on the long-term effects of a variety of family 
education programs? 

QUESTIONS: DOES THIS APPROACH ADDRESS THE PROBLEMS WHICH 
WERE RAISED WITH REGARD TO THE PREVIOUS VIGNETTE? ARE THESE 
THE RIGHT EXAMPLES? IS 3 THE RIGHT NUMBER? 

Following this, would be a sub-section entitled "What is Research?·", a 
slightly modified and expanded version of a similar section in draft #6. It will 
be pointed out that we need a variety of research efforts -- both "decision
oriented" and ·conclusion-oriented." 
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Section 2: What are the elements of a Credible 
Research Capability? 

As in the previous draft, this section will delineate the components necessary for 
the establishment of a research capability. It has been suggested that the 4th 
item, the infrastructure, be expanded to include funding (not explicitly 
mentioned before) and the coordinating function (which had previously been a 
separate Item). The revised version will list the following five components: 

1) Scholars and researchers; people who understand the context of Jewish 
education. and possess expertise in a number of research methodologies. 

2) One or more universities in which these researchers are trained. 

3) A number of settings (such as universities, research centers, and/or central 
agencies) in which these researchers can work. In addition to enabling 
researchers to support themselves, the available positions must offer them 
opportunities for career advancement, and contlnued intellectual growth. 

4) An infrastructure which supports research . This would Include: 
a) reliable sources of funding, disbursed through a process which would 

allow for an open submission of proposals which would be reviewed on 
their merits; 

b) at least one coordinating body, which would serve as an advocate for 
research, and a gatekeeper for funding and publication. 

c) opportunities for collegial networking through conferences, journals, and 
other venues. 

5) Avenues for dissemination to the public in general, and to policy-makers 
and practitioners in particular. 

Section 3: The Current Situation 

This section, too will remain essentially the same, but will be re-organized so as 
to parallel the order of the five elements outlined in section 2. 
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Section 4: Possible Steps towards the Establishment 
of a Research Capabitity 

This section will contain, as it currently does, an elaboration of the possible 
variations within each of the components of a fully developed research 
capability. In addition, each element will be assessed according to the following 
criteria: 

--cost 
-- time frame -- how long might it take to implement, and how long might it take 

before some results can be shared 
-- feasibility in light of institutional constraints and available personnel 
-- potential impact on field 
-- quality of resultant research 
-- responsiveness to communal needs 
-- encouragement of individual initiative 

This assessment will be more systematic than the rather random comments 
contained in draft #6, but the essential points will remain the same. 

QUESTION: HOW CAN THIS SECTION BE SYSTEMATIC WITHOUT 
BECOMING TEDIOUS? IS THERE ANY WAY TO COLLAPSE OR SUMMARIZE 
SOME OF MY ASSESSMENTS? (I may not know until I start writing them) 

Section 5 
Short and Long-term Proposals for Establishing 

a Research Capability 

Although the components enumerated in section 2 might be varied and 
combined in any number of ways, an assessment of each variant in light of the 
seven criteria listed in section 4 narrows the range of options considerably. As a 
result of this weighing of the altematives, I will offer a short-term and a long-term 
proposal. These proposals are based on the following assumptions: 

1) Without a supportive infrastructure, researchers, regardless of the positions 
· they occupy, will not be able to function at an optimal level. Thus, the 
creation of an Infrastructure must be given priority over the creation of 
positions and over training, at least In the first phase. 

2) At the present time, both of the most likely settings for potential researchers 
have serious limitations, though for different reasons: 
a) The institutions of higher learning in Jewish education, although closely 

connected to the field, and keenly interested in the findings which might be 
generated by research, are not, as currently configured, able to sustain 
large research efforts. F acuity members at these Institutions are few in 
number and have multiple demands on their time; there Is no tradition, in 
these institutions, for research furloughs or frequent sabbaticals. 
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b) Large research universities have the reverse problem. While explicitly 
configured to support research efforts, they are largely removed from the 
realities of Jewish education. Researchers at these universities might face 
two problems: i) they might not have sufficient contact with the field to 
appreciate the important differences between Jewish and public 
education; ii) the reward structure in the university setting would place a 
premium on research of a more universal bent, sacrificing, in the process, 
its potential impact on the field of Jewish education. 

Over the long run, none of these problems is insurmountable: the Jewish 
institutions can be encouraged to recognize the centrality of research to their 
mission, and to make appropriate structural accommodations; likewise, if 
research in Jewish education were to achieve a high profile through important 
studies and serious publications, research universities might recognize and 
reward research efforts that might otherwise have seemed parochial. Indeed, 
over the long term, both Jewish training instrtutions and research universities 
could become ideal settings for both housing researchers and preparing new 
ones. 

3) An appropriate balance must be struck between research derived from the 
perceived needs of various stakeholders, on the one hand, and research 
initiated by researchers and stemming from their intellectual interests, on the 
other. Both types of research must be endorsed and supported, but the 
balance between them may shift over time. In tha short-term, it will be crucial 
to win over the skeptics who see research as an academic Indulgence, and 
to conduct, relatively quickly, a number of studies with potentially high 
impact on the field. As research in Jewish education became more 
established and accepted, increased funding for scholar - initiated research 
efforts would be justified. 

Proposal for Phase One (years 1 - 5): 
A National Institute for Research in Jewish Education 

The institute would have the following functions: 
a) to initiate and coordinate a small number (two to four) of programmatic 

research efforts; these might be organized by either competition or invitation, 
as determined by the governing board (see below); 

b) to administer a competition for research grants to individuals and/or 
institutions; 

c) to develop and implement a strategy for broadening the appeal of research 
among current and potential funders, practitioners, and other stakeholders. 

In addition, the Institute might choose to undertake one or more of the following 
projects: 

d) a competition for post-doctoral fellowships for either practising Jewish 
educators interested in strengthenrng their background in research or 
researchers interested in learning more about Jewish education; 

e) a seminar for ·reflective practitioners· 
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f) seminars or retreats for Jewish researchers at research universities, whose 
purpose would be to Interest them in becoming involved, in some way. with 
research in Jewish education; 

g) the dissemination of the findings of research generated under its auspices, 
either in coordination with existing organizations or on its own; 

h) raising funds for additional research efforts, 

The Institute would be governed by a board composed of prominent 
researchers, representatives of the CIJE board (including key funders), and 
other potential stakeholders. This board would meet regularly for extended 
periods of time, to set policies. including the appropriate topics for programmatic 
research, procedures by which the various competitions were organized, and 
budgetary parameters for other projects. Smaller committees would be 
responsible for overseeing individual projects. 

Initially, the lnstitute's staff might be limited to a director, an associate director, 
and a secretary. The director would be a prominent researcher, who might 
serve a two-year term, on leave from another position; he or she would take an 
active role in conceptualizing the programmatic research efforts, and might 
serve as a team leader in one of the studies. The associate director, who would 
also have a research background, would have a more permanent position. and 
would be responsible for the institute's administration. 

Some of the staff of the lnstitute's programmatic research efforts would likely be 
researchers at various universities and central agencies, who would participate 
on these projects on a part-time basis; graduate students and post-doctoral 
fellows at various universities might also be employed. Alternately, some staff 
members might be based in the Institute itself. 

QUESTIONS TO BE ANSWERED: 

1) IN WHAT WAYS CAN ISRAELI RESEARCHERS AND RESEARCH 
INSTITUTIONS BE BROUGHT IN TO COMPLEMENT THIS EFFORT? 

2) WHAT MIGHT BE A MINIMAL BUDGET FOR THE INSTITUTE? (One member 
of the advisory committee has suggested that if the Institute did not have an 
annual budget of at least $1. 5 million, it might not be worth establishing.) 

3) IS THE STAFFING DESCRIBED SUFFICIENT AND APPROPRIATE TO 
ACCOMPLISH THE INSTITUTE'S AIMS? WOULD STAFF MEMBERS 
CONDUCT RESEARCH OR SIMPLY COORDINATE THE RESEARCH DONE 
BY OTHERS? 

4) WHAT MIGHT BE DONE TO STRENGTHEN THE RESEARCH 
CAPABILITIES AT UNIVERSITIES IN THIS PHASE? (One member of the 
advisory committee has suggested that , in addition to attending separately to 
the needs of Jew[sh institutions and research universities. the Jewish 
institutions themselves need to be subdivided into those with a national focus 
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and those with a more regional one, and that each of these would have different 
strengths and different needs) 

5) AT WHAT POINT IN THE PLANNING PROCESS IS IT APPROPRIATE TO 
AGREE UPON A RESEARCH AGENDA? (This proposal assumes that the 
agenda should be set by the board of the Institute, once it is up and running; but 
at least one member of the advisory committee believes that discussions ought 
to be initiated sooner, before this planning process concludes). 

Proposal for Phase Two (years 5 - 10): 
The Creation of Professorships and Research Centers 

As the projects initiated in Phase One proceeded, certain institutions would 
emerge as natural centers for research, by virtue of their faculty and staff, and by 
virtue of their interest in and support for research. In Phase Two, some number 
of these institutions would receive substantial endowments for research 
professorships and centers, which would enable them to either initiate new 
Ph.D. programs or enhance existing programs, and establish themselves as 
important centers for research. In keeping with the notion that positions alone 
are not sufficient, the endowments would include allocations for research 
centers at these locations. Such a center might be housed In a single institution 
or emerge from a consortium between several institutions. 

In this phase the National Institute would continue to operate, hopefully 
expanding its budget and its funding capabilities. The extent of the lnstitute's 
involvement in the selection of sites for professorships and research centers 
would be determined at a later date. 

The cost of such endowments would be high -. between $1 and $2 million for 
each senior position, and perhaps half that for each junior position. The annual 
budget for a research center could be as little as $200,000 or as much as $5 
million. 

QUESTION: SHOULD THIS PROPOSAL ADUMBRATE A NUMBER OF 
DIFFERENT MODELS FOR RESEARCH CENTERS? 
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JUST THE FAX ... 

TO: Annette Hochstein 

FAX NUMBER: 011-972-2-619951 

FROM: Isa Aron 

FAX NUMBER: 213/939-9526 

Date: 1/5/92 Page_ 1_ of _3_ 
·····~··············••*••···················-···~~--~-··••*••·-·····-·-

Dear Annette, 

FYI -- a copy of my latest Interim report. 

I doubt you'll need to contact me, but you should know that I'll be away on a 
small vacation from 1/6 - 1/10 (my "last hurrah• of the sabbatical -- I go back to 
teaching on 1/ 14). 

Hope all is well. 

As soon as you have more specifics as to the location of the meeting on 1/31 I'd 
appreciate them. 

B'Shalom, 
Isa 
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·Building a Research Capability for Jewish Education· 
Interim Report to the CIJE staff. January 5, 1991 

Isa Aron. Ph. D. 

My work during the month of December consisted of reviewing my most recent 
discussion draft (#6) with a variety of stakeholders, including communal leaders 
(both lay and professional), foundation directors, additional practitioners and 
academics. I interviewed two members of the CIJE board, Mort Mandel and 
David Arnow, to solicit their opinions on my work thus far, and on the planning 
process as a whole. I also consulted at length with nearly all the members of the 
advisory committee; I sought from them, in addition to their general reactions, 
specific responses to particular sections, and, in some cases, alternative 
proposals. 

I now have the materials with which to create yet another draft; at the suggestion 
of Jack Ukeles this one will no longer be called a ·discussion draft," but a 
"preliminary draft of the final report.· Although I haven't yet completed this 
version, the following are among the changes and additions it will contain: 

1) The vignette will be changed to more crosely reflect the relationship 
between research and innovation. 

The general consensus among the readers of this document was that the 
vignette was a good idea, in that it made the document more accessible and 
appealing. But several of my readers pointed out that the connection 
between the policies of the imaginary institution and the research on which 
these policies were supposedly based was never spelled out. 

For the next version, I will attempt to sketch not an Institution, but the type of 
research which would enable institutions to function more effectively. 

For example, I will ask readers to imagine ... 

a) what a supplementary school director could do if he or she had an 
inventory of teacher knowledge and skills, an instrument for assessing 
the capabilities and deficiencies of his or her teachers, and a series of 
learning materials and/or learning opportunities through which teachers 
could improve in specific areas of deficiency. 

b) how a day school director could utilize research on the impact of day 
school education on families (research which suggested which types of 
activities affected parents the most). 

c) how a central agency could structure area-wide programming for 
teenagers, if it had access to a study of successful post Bar/Bat Mitzvah 
programs. 
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2) The section on research will be expanded a bit, and the different ways in 
which research and practice interface outlined. The point will be to 
demonstrate the need for both ·pure· and "appliedft research. 

3) A seventh element of a research capability will be added -- funding. 

4) Prior to the section in which the seven elements are discussed, the criteria 
by which these elements are to be assessed will be set forth. My tentative list 
of criteria includes: cost, time-frame, feasibility (given institutional 
constraints, availability of personnel, and other factors), potential impact on 
the field, the probability of producing research of high quality, 
responsiveness to communal needs, and opportunity for individual initiative 
on the part of researchers. I'm sure this Hst will undergo a number of 
revisions. 

5) The section in which the seven elements are discussed In full will be 
organized around the criteria suggested in #4, in a more systematic way 
than in the current version. The challenge will be to make this presentation 
both thorough and concise. 

6) Finally, the proposals of the last section will be organized into three 
clusters: short - term (2 - 4 years), medium range (4 - 7 years), and long term 
(7 - 10 years). 

At the end of January (1/31 ), a meeting of six key m,:mbers of the advisory 
committee (Alexander, Cohen. Fox, Hochstein, Shevitz and Shulman) will be 
held in Northam California. The agenda for the mee1ing (which Is yet to be 
finalized), includes: 

-· a general review of the document 
-- a discussion of next steps, in terms of both process and content 
-- the format of the final report 

It is unclear to me, at the moment, whether or not the first draft of the preliminary 
version of the final report will be completed in time for the meeting of January 
31st . In part, this will depend on what addition al feedback I will receive from 
several members of the advisory committee; it will also depend on how time
consuming it will be to complete the revisions enumerated above. In any case, 
large chunks of the next document will certainly be available for comment on 
the 31st. 
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JUST THE FAX-.. 

·········--············-~~~-································~·-··-····· 
TO: Annette Hochstein 

FAX NUMBER: 011-972-2-619951 

FROM: Isa Aron 

FAX NUMBER: 213/939-9526 

Date: 12/6/91 Page_1_ of _19_ 
•••••••••••~-•••••••••••••••••••••••a•••A,•••••••••••••~••w~••••A~*•••• 

Dear Annette, 

I am devastated (truly) that my attempt to send a file through bit-net is 
temporarily stymied. I don't know exactly what went wrong, but after spending 
two days on the phone with the USC computer consultants, I decided that in the 
interest of getting out of town in one piece (I leave for Cleveland, NY and Boston 
on Sunday morning), I had better resort to the older, more expensive, but still 
more reliable (for me, at least at this point) method$. 

Enclosed Is the entire packet sent to members of the advisory committee, minus 
Scheffler and Tanenbaum, with whom I have yet to meet (I sent them the draft, 
and a more subdued letter). I also have not sent anything to Mike lnbar. Would 
you please make copies of this and pass them along to Seymour and Mike? 

It's hard to have any distance from this draft at this point, but I think that it moves 
the process forward significantly. Please let me know what you think. I hope that 
you and Seymour (and Mike, as well?) will take up my Invitation to propose 
alternative models to the ones I dreamed up In section 5, 

Happy Hanukkah! I'll be back home on December 17th, and hope to hear from 
you then, with your reactions, (and with more details on your visit to the West 
Coast?) 

B'Shalom, 

Isa 
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'Resaorch Agenda' Project 
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(2) 3) 939-9021 FAX: (2 13) 939-9526 

December 4, 1991 

Dear advisory committee member, 

Along with this letter, I am sending the latest ·working dratt· for the 
Research Capability project. As you'll see, this version is considerably 
longer ( 14 pages), and reflects both the changes you have suggested 
and the feedback I've received from the various •tocus groups." In 
particular, I'd like to point out the followirg two changes: 

1) Two entirely new sections at the beginning (sections 1 & 2), which 
address head on the question of why we need research, and what 
comprises a research capability. At Lee Shulman's suggestion, I have 
introduced the question of -why research?· through a vignette. I'm 
not sure this is the type of vignette Lee had in mind, and I worry that it 
seems a bit hokey. Please let me know your reactions: do you have 
suggestions for improving it, or do you think I should discard the 
vignette altogether? 

2) At the end of the document (in Section 5). I offer three preliminary 
plans. This was suggested to me by David Cohen, who thinks that the 
sooner we start putting the pieces together the better. I'm not 
particularly attached to any of the three proposals -- they are merely 
Intended to get the ball rolling. My hope is that each of you will 
suggest changes, or, better yet. come up with alternative proposals. 

David's suggestion was that I send this out on bit-net to those of you 
who have bit-net addresses, so that we could have a many-way 
electronic conversation. As some of you know, I tried very hard to do 
this. It seems that, although the computer told me that the file was 
sent, several of you (perhaps all of you) didn't receive it. I spent 
several hours on the phone with the USC computer center 
consultants trying to figure out what to do; but when they said, uwe 
have to look this up ln the manual," I gave up. Maybe I'll have my 
system working for the next round. Just in case, and for your 
information, I'm enclosing a list of all members of the advisory 
committee, their Bit-net addresses and Fax numbers. For this round, 
I'll take care of collating and sending out your responses, so you can 
at least have some inkling of what the others are saying. 
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I want to let you know that the meeting I had hoped to have on January 27th will 
not take place, because the CIJE staff feels that they need to devote that time to 
the "lead communities" project. A smaller meeting will be held at the end of 
January or early February, either in Northern or Southern California. I'm not 
sure, as yet, how many people the budget will allow me to bring out. This 
makes it all the more important that I get your feedback, so please let me hear 
from you! I'll be on the East Coast between December 8th and the 16th, but 
home otherwise. 

Finally, I want to thank all of your generosity in meeting with me, arranging 
meetings for me, and being at the other end of the line when I needed you. 

Happy Hanukkah! (or, if this arrives to late, happy winter vacation) 

B'Shalom, 

~Sc--, 
Isa 
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BUILDING A RESEARCH CAPABILITY FOR JEWISH EDUCATION 
Discussion Draft #6 

Prepared by Dr. Isa Aron 
December, 1991 

The purpose of this project is to present the Council for Initiatives in Jewish 
Education (CIJE) with a set of proposals which would lead to the enhancement 
of research in Jewish education. The starting assumption of the project is that 
current research efforts in the field of Jewish education are highly inadequate, 
In terms of both quantity and quality, as is discussed in section 3. If the CIJE 
adopts these proposals, it will seek funding for them from among its affiliated 
foundations and organizations. 

Research is a complicated enterprise, and deciding which programs and/or 
institutional arrangements will yield the highest payoff is not an easy task. The 
purpose of this working draft is as follows: 

~-To explain why research Is critical to the process of reform and renewal in 
Jewish education; this Issue is addressed in section 1. 

--To set forth, In broad terms, what a fully developed research capability would 
consist of (section 2). 

-- To survey the currant situation (section 3). 
-- To explore the different components of a fully developed research capability 

(section 4). 
-- To begin putting together the various components into a number of possible 

plans (section 5). 

Since this Is a working draft, I welcome all manner of comments on each 
section. In particular, your reactions to the very prellminary plans outlined in 
section 5, and any alternative plans you might suggest, are critical to moving the 
planning process to the next stage, 

SECTION 1: WHY RESEARCH? 

Imagine Aha, the Jewish educational institution of the future .... 

At first glance, Atid might not seem very different from the educational 
institutions of today. like many large synagogues and Jswish Centers, Atid 
houses a day school, a religious school, and a nursery school, a day camp, a 
youth group, and a variety of programs for adults and families. A closer look, 
however, reveals some striking differences: the formal classes of today have 
largely been replaced by small groups, fuforials, and individual work at 
learning stations. A relaxed, but purposeful atrHude prevails. Parents and 
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children are working together on various projects. Teachers often teach 
together, plan together, and interact with students of all ages. 

What most distinguishes Atid from today's institutions, however, Is its 
underlying philosophy and structure. Atid ls committed to two goals, which are 
not easily combined: meeting the diverse needs of diverse learners, and 
maximizing the Jewish learning of each participant. In order to meet both 
goals, each program Atid offers is carefully articulated, and designed to 
dovetail with the others. Thus, a student who attends both the day school and 
the camp is exposed to a different aspect of the Jewish tradition at each; a 
student who attends the religious school and the camp will be offered a 
modified camp program, designed to replicate some of the day school 
students' experiences. For students who don't attend the camp, an effort is 
made to replicate some of that experience through retreats and family 
programs. 

Aft'd recognizes that children of working parents require after-school care; 
thus, for both day school and religious school students it offers a homey 
environment in which to relax and do homework. In addition to their formal 
classes, religious school students are exposed to Juda.ica through a varied 
format of learning centers, craft activities, and performances. Public school 
students on a year-round calendar are offered special Judaic •,nsUtutes" 
during their winter break. Students who cannot ,rttend regularly on weekends 
are given an extra weekday option; a network of interactive computers links 
students who are unable to attend on certain days, as well as adults who are 
looking for an intellectual challenge. Atid offers special groups, classes and/or 
programs for the children of divorced families, for the children of intermarried 
families, and for the !earning disabled,· it's policy is to fry to accommodate any 
spec/al needs that may arise. 

Atid's recognizes that families are the primary Jewish educators and that its 
role is to empower and support them. It recognizes that adults, despite their 
interest in learning, have a multitude of conflicting demands on their time; 
consequently, it offers a variety of venues for adult /earning. Atid realizes that 
Jewish teachers are an endangered species, in need of special attention, 
support, and educational enrichment. And, although the students at two 
nearby colleges are served by Hillel and Judaic Studies programs, Atid 
reaches out to these students as well, offering them jobs as assistant teachers 
and counselors, and finding other roles for them in the community . 

What enables Atid to combine curricular and programming ideas from a 
variety of sources Into a coherent, holistic plan that wort<s? What does this 
educational Institution of the Mure have that the institutions of today lack? 
Three key features stand out: 

-- Atld has developed a guiding educational philosophy, a vision of the 
knowledge, skills, identifications and activities which contribute to the 



creation of committed Jews. Atid's philosophy is coherent without being 
dogmatic, flexible, without being relativistic. 

-- Atid neither deprecates nor idealizes its members; it understands that they 
are both highly accomplished and greatly in need. It does not ignore the 
demographic facts -- the rates of assimilation, intermarriage, and divorce, the 
lack of time parents and children have to spend together. It sees the Jewish 
tradition not as an additional commitment to be taken on by an already 
overburdened family structure, but as a resource which has the potential for 
enriching people's lives. 

--finally, Atid has an additional advantage over the educational institutions of 
today -- it has a fund of knowledge on which to draw: knowledge of what 
works in classrooms and in camps; knowledge of how curricular units can be 
individualized and transmitted through a variety of media; knowledge of the 
assistance teachers require in order to grow in their sense of profession and 
vocation; and knowledge of the kind of leadersh:p required to keep an 
educational enterprise afloat and on course. 

How can we move from the institutions of today to our ideal institution of the 
future? How can today's schools, centers, synagogues and camps be imbued 
with a philosophical mission, an understanding of their clientele, and a firm 
grasp of the available alternatives? Certainly strong leadership and great 
resourcefulness will be needed; but these alone are not enough, Without 
knowledge, intelligent decision-making is impossible. The move from the 
institutions of today to the institutions of the future will require the kind of broad
ranging knowledge that derives from serious research. 

What is research? 

Research is commonly thought of as the work of a scientist in a laboratory, or 
of a scholar in a library, but my use of the term research in this document is 
much more inclusive: research is the serious study of a subject over a sustained 
period of time, through a variety of modalities. Research in education includes 
conceptual analysis, anthropological interpretation, historical documentation, 
the gathering of pertinent data, experimentation, assessment and evaluation. 
Research in a field such as education enables one to articulate a philosophy, 
identify the core components of a curriculum, understand the relevant 
characteristics of both learners and teachers, express concretely what success 
would mean, and shape the environment to maximize one's chances of 
success. 

A caveat, however, is in order: it is important that we not view research 
simplistically, as a "quick fix," or a means for finding sure-fire prescriptions. 
Research in education rarely provides unequivocal answers. Rather, it can 
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provide something which is ultimately more important -~ a thoughtful and 
insightful approach to the enterprise. Research forces us to look more closely at 
situations which we presume to understand. It enables us to explore and assess 
a range of alternative actions, rather than the one or two which spring to mind 
immediately. Most importantly, research can bring new intellectual energy to a 
field, infusing activities that have become routine and unreflective with new 
ideas and new vision. In a field such as Jewish education, research can be a 
vehicle for bringing some of the most creative and rigorous thinkers in American 
universities into an enterprise which has become intellectually impoverished. 

SECTION 2: WHAT ARE THE ELEMENTS OF A CREDIBLE 
RESEARCH CAPABILITY ? 

If knowledge is the key to transforming the educational institutions of today, 
and if this kind of knowledge is best generated by research, then the following 
questions arise: What kinds of knowledge will support and encourage the 
renewal of the Jewish educational institutions of today? And what manner of 
research capability will be required to produce and disseminate that 
knowledge? 

A credible research capability comprises, at minimum, the following six 
elements: 

-- Scholars and researchers; people who understand the context of Jewish 
education, and possess expertise In a number of research methodologies. 

-- One or more universities in which these researchers are trained. 

-- A number of settings (such as universities, research centers, and/or central 
agencies) in which these researchers can work, In addition to enabling 
researchers to support themselves, the available positions must offer them 
opportunities for career advancement, and continued intellectual grolNth. 

-- An infrastructure which supports research. This would include technological 
and other assistance. It would also include colleagial networking through 
conferences, journals, and other venues. 

-- Avenues for dissemination to the public in general, and to policy-makers 
and practitioners in particular. 

-- At least one coordinating body, which would serve as an advocate for 
research, and a gatekeeper for funding and publication. 

In Section 4 I will discuss each of these components in detail. But even this 
schematic listing demonstrates an important point: No one of these 
elements can stand alone. It makes no sense to create positions without 
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qualified people to fill them. These people require rigorous training; but few will 
enter lengthy training programs if there is little hope of a future position. Without 
an infrastructure, a position alone will not produce much research. Without 
dissemination there will be little interest in, and public support for, either the 
positions or the infrastructure. And without some sort of coordination, findings, 
no rnatter how important. are hard to disseminate. 

Thus, the problem of improving the research capability of the field of Jewish 
education is quite complicated. It will require not one, but an interlocking set of 
institutions, agencies and funds in order to sustain itself. The analogy which 
comes to mind Is that of Lego blocks. On its own, any one Lego block is little 
more than a piece of plastic; it is only in combination that Lego constructions 
become functional and inspiring. And the most artful of these constructions 
involve considerable planning; one must choose the building blocks carefully, 
understanding the properties of each, and their potential for combination. 

The ultimate purpose of the wresearch capability" project is to propose a 
number of plans or programs through which a strong and credible research 
capability might be established in the ~eld of Jewish education. In Section 4 I 
examine the different components which rnight be utilized in the ultimate 
construction of the plan. Like Lagos, each component has a number of variants, 
and each variant has advantages and disadvantages. I try to outline the assets 
and liabilities of each variant in this section. Then, In Section 5, I attempt to put 
together a few constructions -- to see what a completed structure might look like 
if one or another of the possible combinations were realized. These 
constructions are only first approximations, Intended to raise certain issues and 
to inspire the reader to suggest alternate constructions, so that the ultimate 
choice will be informed by a great deal of discussion and debate. But before I 
turn to the building blocks themselves, I want to describe briefly the current state 
of research In Jewish education -- to lay out the few elements that are already 
available, and to point out the many others that are missing. 

SECTION 3: THE CURRENT SITUATION 

Research on Jewish education In North America has been carried out for at 
least 50 years. Most researchers in the field have been trained in American 
research universities, and have held Ph.O.'s or Ed.D's. Their studies have 
drawn heavily on educational research paradigms and methodologies In the 
field of general education, and have included work ln history, philosophy, 
history, psychology, sociology, anthropology, and political organization. 
However1 the entire enterprise of research In Jewish education has been 
hampered by the following factors: 
--There are approximately two dozen full-time academic positions in the field of 

Jewish education. Half of these carry with them administrative responsibility, 
and most of the others require Involvement in community education projects. 
thereby curtailing the time available for research. At least 75% of the research 
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that exists, was conducted by Ph.D. or Ed.D. students as part of the 
requirements for their dissertation. 

--There is no infrastructure to support research In Jewish education: 
-- no regular sources of funding exist; occasional funding is disbursed by 

agencies or foundations on an ad hoc basis. 
-- there are no centers for research in Jewish education 
-- there exists no journal devoted to research in Jewish education. Those 

conducting research must either attempt to publish in journals devoted to 
general education, publish abridged versions in the one or two journals 
devoted to Jewish education, or seek out venues for •occaslonal papers." 

-- At the present time, there Is no routine collection of even the most basic data 
on enrollment, staffing patterns, or finances. There are no generally accepted 
and validated achievement tests. Moreover, the voluntary nature of Jewish 
education and the loose organizational structure of its institutions, militate 
against the collection of this data. 

-- A significant number of studies are planned, and even partially executed, 
either by Bureaus or individual researchers; most of them are ultimately 
abandoned due to a lack of time or funding.The annual conferences on 
research in Jewish education, of which there have been five, receive 
submissions of only 5 - 1 O papers per year; In addition, they receive 10 - 12 
reports of research in progress, but many of these studies do not seem to be 
completed. 

~- There Is only one Ph. D. program in North America (at Stanford) which is 
geared towards research in Jewish education. This program was unable to 
open In 1991-92, for lack of qualified applicants . 

... There are perhaps two dozen practising Jewish educators, or people with a 
deep interest in Jewish education who are enrolled, at any given time, In 
Ph.D. programs in education at their local universities. Often these people do 
not write their dissertations on topics related to Jewish education. either 
because they cannot find faculty advisors, or because it is recommended to 
them that a dissertation In general education would make them more 
•marketable.· 
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SECTION 4: POSSIBLE STEPS TOWARDS THE ESTABLISHMENT 
OF A RESEARCH CAPABILITY 

I. ENLARGING THE POOL OF RESEARCHERS 

A) The creation of Ph.D. programs specifically for researchers in 
Jewish education. 
-- At present, none of the Jewish universities have a faculty ot sufficient size, 

and with sufficient expertise to prepare students for a variety of research 
methodologies. 

-- It Is not er ear that any research university other than Stanford is prepared to 
mount a doctoral program in research in Jewish education; even Stanford's 
program is predicated upon outside funding and relies on visiting professors 
of Jewish education. 
-- If various institutional requirements could be circumvented, a Ph.D. program 
offered jointly by a Jewish and a research university might be a possibility. 

B) The creation of post-doctoral programs 
• In Jewish education, tor researchers trained in research universities 
- in research, for Ph.0.s with experience in Jewish education 

-- This may be a more feasible alternative than doctoral programs. 

C) Institutes and/or stipends for reflective practitioners and/or 
action research 
-- This is a very important avenue for linking research and practice, and 

improving practice as well (see IIC, question 4); bJt it doesn't seem likely that 
this will greatly expand the pool of researchers. On the contrary, it will 
probably require additional researchers to work with practitioners. 

D) Attempting to involve Jewishly identified researchers at research 
universities in collaborative research projects. 
-- This does not seem like a promising short-tern, strategy, since few 

researchers are both sufflciently flexible In their career paths, and sufficiently 
clear about the research topics they might pursue, to agree to participate in a 
new and very different research projed in the near future. 

-- It would be a promising long-term strategy, if an ongoing effort were made to 
cultivate the Interest of a group of researchers. In talking to researchers who 
might fall into this category, I found a great deal of Interest in an ongoing 
seminar, or series of conferences, on areas of mutual concern with regard to 
Jewish life ("the transformation of Jewish life" was suggested as an 
overarching theme by one group with whom I spoke). This format would allow 
researchers In education and related fields to form informal networks, which 
might, further down the road, lead to research projects. 
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II: CREATING POSITIONS FOR RESEARCHERS IN JEWISH 
EDUCATION 

A) Endowing research professorships at Jewish universities 
Although this would seem like one obvious solution, a number of caveats are in 
order: 
-- Most educational research operates within a social science research 

paradigm, which has increasingly come to involve large, multi-site, cross
methodological studies. In the absence of a colleagial network and a 
supportive infrastructure, an individual research professorship (or even two or 
three) may not be productive way to seed research. 

-- Jewish universities demand a great deal of their faculty in terms of teaching, 
supervision, and community outreach. These calls on a faculty member's time 
would limit his or her availability for research. lf1 on the other hand, research 
professors were exempt from these obligations, various internal problems 
might arise. 

B) Endowing professorships in Jewish education at research 
universities (a combination of an endowed chair and half-time junior positions 
has been suggested; joint appointments in Judaic studies and education have 
also been proposed) 
--rhis arrangement would only work if the research conducted by faculty 

members had a universal educational appeal, as well as a Jewish focus, 
since these faculty members would be expected to publish in the same 
journals as their colleagues. Might this serve to skew research topics, and 
would this kind of skewing be good or bad? 

-- Judaic studies departments and programs have been notoriously 
inhospitable to Jewish education In the past; this attitude may not be prevalent 
In some newer programs, and might be changed in others. 

-- It would be unfortunate if the effort to create new positions for researchers 
were to undercut the vlability of the departments of education at Jewish 
universities, many of which have made great strides in recent years. 

C) Creating positions for researchers at centers for research, which 
are either independent, attached to a graduate school of education, 
or located in a central agency. 
•- An independent institution would presumably be free of the constraints listed 

in 1 &2; nonetheless, its creation might be interpreted as an abandonment of 
existing institutions. 

·- An independent institution might not be able to attract researchers, unless it 
were able to offer them joint appointments with a university. 

~· A good argument can be made, 1 believe, for supporting the efforts of existing 
institutions at Jewish universities and central agencies, while building in 
safeguards to assure that the research program is not neglected. 

•- Given all the constraints discussed above, the creation of research consortia 
might be the best solution. Research centers funded by OERI are often created 
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through various consortia arrangements, either with individuals or with their 
institutions. A number of different models exist, which bear investigation. 

A variety of questions might be raised regarding research centers: 

1) Should they be funded by endowment, by competitive grants, or by some 
combination of the two?Competition fer research funds makes the process 
more democratic, and can spur individuals and institutions to marshal! their 
creativity and resources. On the other hand, established researchers (or even 
less-established researchers who are very busy) may not be inclined to enter 
into competition; these researchers might only be enticed to devote their 
energies to research in Jewish education if they are invited to do so. Which is 
likely to yield research of the highest quality -- invitation or competition? 

2) Should the center be organized around a programmatic research agenda set 
at the outset by some coordinating or governing body? Given the CIJE's need 
for research related to the "best practices" project and the evaluation of 
progress made in the "lead communities," these areas, at least, would seem 
to require programmatic research. On the other hand, some have argued that 
research of high quality is best obtained when scholars are left to set their own 
agendas; What is the optimal balance of programmatic and more 
individualized research? 

3) Of what priority is the need for a center devoted to the field tasting of curricula 
and/or programs? 

4) Should there be one or more centers devoted to ref! ective practice and/or 
action research? Research efforts undertaken by practitioners can add a new 
dimension of knowledge and understanding; they can also create closer 
linkage between research and practice, and serve as catalysts for institutional 
change. 

5) Should there be a center or comparable agency devoted to the collection of 
data on enrollment, staffing patterns, finances, etc. ?This tends to be what 
communal leaders think of when they think of research. A number of people 
have raised their concern that funding limitations will result in a research effort 
which is limited to this kind of data collection; they have argued that in the 
absence of more contextual, interpretive research, this data is of little use. 

If the decision is made to create research centers, in an effort to foster 
programmatic research, these and other questions must be discussed. Nearly 
all the establ!shed researchers with whom I spoke suggested that if centers 
were to be established, a coordinating group would have to be formed, 
consisting of approximately 30 researchers, funders, practitioners and 
communal leaders. This group would meet several times to hammer out a 
research agenda, set the parameters for the centers, and oversee the 
competitions, if these were agreed upon. The group, or its designees, would 
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continue to be involved in reviewing the resultant research and monitoring the 
centers' productivity .. 

Ill: THE CREATION OF AN INFRASTRUCTURE TO SUPPORT 
RESEARCH 

A. Funding for equipment, technology, research assistance, etc. 

1) A centrally administered research endowment might be 
established. Researchers would submit proposals to a review panel, 
composed of prominent researchers, and (possibly) other stakeholders . 

2) Special funds might be designated for certain groups, e.g., 
doctoral students, postdoctoral fellows, or established researchers not 
previously involved in Jewish education research. 

B. Colleagial networking: 

1) The establishment of a journal 
-· At the present time, there is not enough research being done to fill a 

quarterly journal of high quality. One alternative might be beginning with 
an annual publication. Another might be commissioning articles by 
established researchers, to set a high level at the outset, and instituting 
blind peer review only when sufficient papers became available. 

2) Expanding the conferences of the Network for Research in 
Jewish Education. 

-- Seminars might be held to encourage and/or plan research on specific 
topics. 

~- Researcners not pr~VIOU~ly ll°IVOlveO In Jewl;::,h cduc,;;uliv, 11.11 1 o«..:,.11-ch .-ni9h4: 

be invited for exploratory discussions, as suggested in IC. 

3) Holding sessions on research in Jewish education at the 
conferences of other scholarly associations, such as the AJS and 
the AERA. 

4)The creation of an annotated bibliography of existent research 
and/or a clearinghouse. comparable to ERIC, for research in 
Jewish education. 

None of these suggestions would be particularly difficult or costly to implement. 
All. however, would require one or more people designated to carry them out, 
and compensated for their time in some way. This points to the need for a 
coordinating council. 
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IV. VENUES FOR DISSEMINATION 
For purposes of discussion I am separating the scholarly exchange of ideas, 
(components of which were proposed in section Ill), from more popular forms 
of dissemination, whose purpose is to create an interest In research, and to 
share the findings of research with a broader audience. 

A) The establishment of a magazine comparable to Educational 
Leadership, or or a newsletter like the Harvard Education letter. 
-- the practitioners interviewed for this study indicated that they regularly read 

(or, at least, peruse) magazines such as Educational Leadership, and 
newsletters related to the teaching of English, math, and foreign-languages. 

B) Commissioning articles in the Jewish press summarizing 
research findings, and spelling out their implications for practice 
and policy. 

C) Sponsoring sessions on research as a regular feature of 
conferences such as the GA, CAJE, denominational groups, etc. 

V. A COORDINATING COUNCIL 

It is hard to imagine how many of the suggestions ovtlined above could be 
implemented, without the existence of some sort of coordinating council. Such a 
council might serve some of the following functions: 

a) setting a research agenda for programmatic research centers 
b) awarding and administering grants 
c) dissemination and publication, as enumerated above 
d) serving as an advocate for research 
e) seeking new sources for funding research 

Though the need for such a council would seem self-evident, a number of 
questions arise regarding the method by which it would be convened, and its 
composition: 

1) Which group or organization has the authority to convene such a council? 
2) In what proportion (if at all) should the following groups of stakeholders be 

represented on the council: 
-researchers from Jewish institutions 
-researchers from research universities 
-practitioners 
-communal leaders 
-funders 
-members of the CIJE board? 

3) Would membership on the council be rotated? 
4) Would the council require a professional staff? 
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SECTION 5: PUTTING THE COMPONENTS TOGETHER: THREE 
PRELIMINARY PROPOSALS 

The components delineated in the previous section might be combined in any 
number of ways. This section contains three "first approximations· -
combinations which highlight some of the differences between the possible 
components. These proposals differ as to their cost -- the first is probably the 
most expensive, while the third is deliberately scaled down. As we collectively 
assess these proposals, and the others which I hope will be forthcoming, my 
hope is that we will be able to arrive at a consensus as to which is most feasible 
in terms of economics and institutional constraints, and which will yield the type 
of research which meets the needs of our current situation. 

PROPOSAL 1: A NETWORK OF RESEARCH CENTERS ORGANIZED AROUND 
A PROGRAMMATIC RESEARCH AGENDA 

This proposal is based on the following assumptions: 

1) The greatest need at the present time is for programmatic research that is 
sustained over a period of years, cumulative, ard focused on a number of 
pressing needs. 

2) Rather than trying to study everything, the community of scholars in Jewish 
education ought to concentrate on a few areas to which it can contribute the 
most. 

3) Rather than avoiding or circumventing the Jewish training institutions, we 
should enrich them by making them partners with some of the leading 
research universities in the research endeavor. 

4) The participation of scholars from research universities will require an 
investment over the short run; that investment will ultimately yield important 
new work. 

5) Along with a major funding effort for research centers, a smaller, but not 
insignificant fund should be established to support the work of independent 
scholars from various institutions and from various disciplines. 

In this proposal most of the research-related activities would emanate from and 
be organized by a core group of 30 researchers, funders, practitioners and 
community leaders which would serve as the initial "Research Council.- Over 
the course of a year and a half, the Council would: 

a) set a research agenda for the field 
b) prioritize the research agenda 
c) ascertain how much concerted research In each priority area would cost 
d) ascertain how much money is available, and consequently, the number of 

centers that can be established. 
e) coordinate the creation of research centers, either by invitation or by 

competition . 



f) create a mechanism to oversee the competition, If there is one, and to 
monitor the work of the centers 

g) create a mechanism for reviewing and awarding individual grants. 
h) delegate a subgroup to create seminars, summer institutes, or some other 

mechanism whereby a network of Jewish researchers holding positions in 
research universities can begin meeting to discuss common concerns 
related (either directly or tangentially) to Jewish education. 

PROPOSAL 2: ESTABLISHING RESEARCH PROFESSORSHIPS AT 
MAJOR UNIVERSITIES 

The assumptions behind this proposal are: 

1) The key to producing research is the training of researchers and the 
creation of attractive positions for these researchers. 

2) Universities are the best structure in which to conduct research and train 
new researchers. 

3) The scholarly initiative of Individuals will produce research of higher quality 
than that of research centers organized around a programmatic agenda. 

4) Publishing and promotion are key elements In the reward structure for 
researchers. 

The core component of this proposal is the creation of positions for researchers 
in Jewish education at major universities. Some of these positions would be for 
senior f acuity, and others for more I unior faculty: some might be in the school of 
education, while others might be In Judaic studies. If possible, all would be joint 
appointments with an existing department (such as sociology of education or 
curriculum and teaching). An issue which would require considerable 
discussion is that of the criteria by which some un versities would be selected 
for these positions. And an important sub-issue would be the question of 
whether positions would be created at Jewish institutes of higher learning, as 
well as at research universities. 

This proposal would also require the creation ot soma sort of coordinating body, 
but its function would be limited to: 

a) raising and disbursing funds for research 
b) publishing or funding a journal and a series of books. 
c) publishing a newsletter for the non-scholarly public, for which the editorial 

responsibility would be shared by the universities with endowed 
professorships. 

d) awarding doctoral and post-doctoral fellowships. 
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PROPOSAL3:A"GRASSROOTS"APPROACH 

Two major assumptions are at the root of this proposal: 

1) That the sums of money required by proposals 1 and 2 will not, at least 
initially, be obtained. , 

2) That the centralized coordination of these two proposals is either: a) too 
oligarchic, or b) impossible to achieve, given the fragmented nature of the 
Jewish community. 

This proposal, therefore, calls for more modest and experimental efforts, parts of 
which, if proven successful, might be expanded in the future. It would include 
the following components: 

1) The creation of two post-doctoral programs, one at a Jewish university (for 
Ph.D.s with strong research skills, who need to learn more about the context 
of Jewish education), and one at a research university (for Ph.D.s familiar 
with Jewisn education, but lacking in research skill~). 

2) The creation of a fund for research, to which any individual or institution 
might apply. 

3) The creation of special funds for specialized research efforts. Requests for 
proposals in specific areas would be sent out, and individuals, teams of 
researchers, or institutions might apply. 

4) The endowment of a joumal1 and appointment of an editorial board. 

Note that this proposal would create only a few new positions for researchers 
(at the universities where the post-doctoral programs were located). The grants 
for research would create additional positions, but these positions would be 
funded only by "soft" money. In addition, the proposal (as it stands) would not 
include any form of drsseminatlon to a broader audience (though such a 
component might be added). 
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JUST THE FAX ... 

TO: Annette Hochstein and Seymour Fox 

FAX NUMBER: 011-972-2-619951 

f ROM: Isa Aron 

FAX NUMBER: 213/939-9526 

Date: 11/12/91 Page_1_ of _7 _ 
•·•· ·•·•••·•··· ···~•·•·······••**••••••·········••A•••••••••~•-•·-••*•* 

Dear Annette and Seymour, 

I am leaving on Friday moming for my trip to East Lansing and Madison, but I 
wanted to send you a copy of my latest ~working draw before I left. I tried to 
follow Jack's and your advice and categorize the options with variations, 
leaving the issues for the end. I am Faxing a copy to Jack as well , though he 
won·t receive it until after I leave. Please let me know your reactions. I find that 
receiving feedback from you is very helpful. 

David Cohen has agreed to serve on the advisory eommittee. By coincidence, 
I'll be meeting with him on the same day that Danny Marom is. If, by some 
chance, you make contact with Scheffler or Coleman before I leave on Friday 
morning, please let me know. Otherwise, you can leave a message on my 
answering machine (213) 939-9021 when you do make contact with either or 
both. 

Persuant to our conversation regarding a meeting of the advisory committee on 
1/27/92, Shulamith tells me that you voiced some reservations. I would like to 
urge, again, that we have such a meeting; I don't see how we can make an 
informed and considered choice without it. Unfortunately, Lee Shulman will be 
unable to attend on the 27th, and David Cohen (who will be at Stanford by then) 
may not be able to go East either. Is there any chance of our having a meeting 
in California, some time during the month of January? Lee tells me that 
Seymour promised him a visit to Stanford before June -- could this be an 
opportunity to keep that promise? Let's discuss this soon -- perhaps on the 
phone sometime during the week of 11/25? 

B'Shalom, 

Isa 
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BUILDING A RESEARCH CAPABILITY FOR JEWISH EDUCATION 
Discussion Draft #5 

Prepared by Dr. Isa Aron 
November, 1991 

The purpose of this project is to present the Council for Initiatives in Jewish 
Education (CIJE) with a set of proposals which would lead to the enhancement 
of research in Jewish education. The starting assumption of the project is that 
current research efforts in the field of Jewish edueation are highly inadequate, 
in terms of both quantity and quality, as is discussed in section A. If the CIJE 
adopts these proposals, it will seek funding for them from among its affiliated 
foundations and organizations. 

In its first phase (through December, 1991 ), this project aims to explore a broad 
array of potential components of a research capability, to explore the 
ideological underpinnings of each, and to raise certain empirical questions 
relating to their feasibility. In the second phase (January through March, 1992), 
the options will be winnowed down to a small number of the most desirable; 
following this1 the cost of each option, in terms of money, personnel, institutional 
support, and other factors, will be projected. 

The components presented in Section 8 deal primarily with the institutional 
changes which will be required to produce more and better research, and not 
with the confent of the resultant research. When specifie topics for research are 
cited they are intended only as illustrations. The components are not conceived 
of as mutually exclusive: on the contrary, it is assumed that some combination of 
several options will be required. 

The outline of this document is as follows: 
••Section A describes the current state of research In the field; 
--Section B presents an array of potential components for enhancing our 

current research capability; 
--Section C sets forth the underlying issues which will have to be discussed 

before a choice between the various components can be made. 

A: The Current Situation: 

Research on Jewish education in North America has been carried out for at 
least 50 years. Most researchers in the field have been trained in American 
research universities, and have held Ph.D.'s or Ed.D's, Their studies have 
drawn heavily on educational research paradigms and methodologies in the 
field of general education, and have included work in history, philosophy, 
history, psychology, sociology, anthropology, and political organization. 
However, the entire enterprise of research in Jewish education has been 
hampered by the following factors: 

9ZS66£:6£,Z 
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-- At the present time, there is no routine collection of even the most basic data 
on enrollment, staffing patterns, or finances. There are no generally accepted 
and validated achievement tests. Moreover, the voluntary nature of Jewish 
education and the loose organizational structure of its institutions, militate 
against the collection of this data. 

--There are only 20 full-time academic positions in the field of Jewish education. 
Of these, 12 carry with them administrative responsibility, and most of the 
others require involvement in community education p(ojects, thereby curtailing 
the time available for research. At least 75% of the research that exists,·was 
conducted by Ph.D. or Ed.D. students as part of the requirements for their 
dissertation. / 

--There is no infrastructure to support research in Jewish education: 
-~ no regular sources of funding exist; occasional funding is disbursed by 

agencies or foundations on an ad hoc basis. 
-- there are no centers for research in Jewish education 
-- there exists no journal devoted to research in Jewish education. Those 

conducting research must either attempt to publish in journals devoted to 
general education, publi3h abridged versions in the one or two journals 
devoted to Jewish education, or seek out venues for •occasional papers." 

... A significant number of studies are planned, and even partiaJly executed, 
either by Bureaus or individual researchers; most of them are ultimately 
abandoned due to a lack of time or funding.The annual conferences on 
research in Jewish education, of which there have been five, receive 
submissions of only 5 - 10 papers per year; in addition, they receive 10 - 12 
reports of research in progress, but many of these studies do not seem to be 
completed. 

-- There is only one Ph. D. program in North America (at Stanford) which is 
geared towards research In Jewish education. This program was unable to 
open in 1991-92, for lack of qualified applicants. 

-- There are perhaps two dozen practising Jewish educators, or people with a 
deep interest in Jewish education who are enrolled, at any given time, in 
Ph.D. programs in education at their local universities. Often these people do 
not write their dissertations on topics related to Jewish education, either 
because they cannot find faculty advisors, or because it is recommended to 
them that a dissertation in general education would make them more 
"marketable.· 

2 
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8: Possible Components of a Research Capability 

I. RESEARCH CENTERS 

Rationale for organizing research in centers· 
-- eneourages collaboration 
-- allows for continuity and long-term projects 
-- creates an ·address" for certain types of research 

Different~ of Centers .. -variatio~ 

a) FUNDING 
-- endowment 
-- competition for grants 
-- individual fundraising 
-- some combination of these 

b) AFFILIATION 
-- independent 

• .. .. -t . 

/ 

-- located within an existing instiMion (a Jewish or general university, 
Bureau, JESNA, denominational agency, etc.) 

-- composed of a consortium of institutions 
c) RESEARCH AGENDAS 

-· a programmatic agenda set at the outset by some coordinating or 
governing body 

-- affiliated researchers select their own research topics 
0 field testing of curricula and/or programs 
-- reflective practice 
-- action research 
-- collection of data on enrollment. staffing patterns, finances, etc. 

Empirical Questions 
a) How many researchers does it take to have a well-1Ur"lctlonlng center? 
b) What are ancillary costs, In terms of research assistants, support staff, 

equipment, other? 
c) How many existing institutions have a critical mass of researchers willing and 

able to engage in research in Jewish education? Alternately, what would it 
take to attract researchers to these institutions? 

d) What are the additional costs, in terms of both money, time and energy, of a 
consortium arrangement? 

II. (rather than funding research centers) CREATING POSITIONS 
FOR INDIVIDUAL RESEARCHERS 

... e.g., research professorships at Jewish or secular universities 

3 
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Ill. FUNDING MECHANISMS 

Possible Variations· 

a) A centrally administered research endowment. Researchers submit 
proposals to a review panel, composed of some combination of the following: 
~- funding agencies and foundations 
-- researchers (In both Jewish and general education) 
-- other stakeholders 

b) Special funds designated for certain groups, e.g.: 
-- doctoral students 
-- postdoctoral fallows 
-- established researchers not previously involved in Jewish education 

research 
c) Research funds available from foundations and/or donors on a project by 

project basis 

IV. ENLARGING THE POOL OF RESEARCHERS 

eClssib~ 

a) Ph.D. programs specifically for researchers in Jewish education. 
b) Post-doctoral programs 

-- in Jewish education, for researchers trained in research universities 
-- in research, for Ph.D.s In Jewish education 

c) institutes and/or stipends for reflective practitioners 

Emplrlcal Questions.:. 
a) What does It take to mount a high quality Ph.D. program in research? Are 

any of the Jewish universities able to offer programs of this caliber? 
b) What is the feasibility of a Ph.D. program offered Jolntly by two institutions? 
c) What are the costs of a post-doctoral program? What would Jewish 

universities/secular universities require in order to mount post-doctoral 
programs'? 

d) What kind of training and support would ·reflective practitioners" require? 

V. VENUES FOR DISSEMINATION 

.Eossible vada.tioos: 

a) scholarly 
-- Journals 
_. book funds 
-- conferences 
... sessions at conferences such as the AERA, AJS, etc. 
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b) popular 
-- a magazine 
-- articles In the Jewish press 
-- sessions at conferences such as the GA, CAJE, denominational groups, 

etc. 
c) bibllographlc resources 

•· creation of an annotated bibliography 
-- clearing-house modeled after ERIC 

,,. 
VI. ONE OR MORE GOVERNING BODIES/ COORDINATING 
COUNCILS 

Eassibla..Euoctio 

a) to award and administer grants 
b) to set priorities for programmatic research centers 
c) to undertake joint dissemination projects 

-- publish a Journal 
•- sponsor conferences 
~- schedule sessions at the conferences of other organizations, such as the 

GA, AJS, AERA, etc. 
d) act as an advocate / spokes-person for research 
e) seek new sources of funding for research 

C: QUESTIONS AND ISSUES WHICH COME INTO PLAY IN 
DECIDING AMONG THE OPTIONS: 

1) Some research topics may be deemed worthy of being assfgned highest 
priority, These are likely to fall under the rubric of the social sciences, and to 
benefit from multi-site, multi-methodology research, These type of studies are 
best conceptualized and coordinated within a research center. On the other 
hand, some have argued that research of the h;gh quality Is best obtained 
when scholars are left to set their own agendas; thi3 tends to be the view of 
those operating from a humanities perspective, though numerous social 
scientists also subscribe to this view. What Is the optimal balance of 
programmatic and more individualized research'? 

2) Though research is important to the process of informed decision-making, 
and though it can make important contributions to the revitalization of an 
endeavor, it is important not to over-state this point. There is a good deal of 
evidence that policy-makers, for example, do not usually use research to 
Inform their decision-making In a direct way. Instead, research serves to 
validate previously formed opinions, at best, and as political ammunition, at 
worst. Practitioners, as well, are not known for incorporating the findings of 
research into their work. Therefore, it is important to ask ourselves: To what 
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extent should the perceived needs of various stakeholders (be they 
foundations, donors, Federation executives, practitioners, or researchers 
themselves) determine the type of research which is funded'? For example, 
how important is the collection of basic data on enrollment, personnel and 
finances? This tends to be what communal leaders think of when they think of 
research. A number of people have raised their concern that funding 
limitations will result in a research effort which is limited to this kind of data 
collection; they have argued that in the absence of more contextual, 
interpretive research, this data is of little use. 

3) Existing institutions of higher learning in Jewish education ought to be·-form 
an integral part of the research effort. However, this research cannot be -
allowed to detract from their other functions, such as training and oufreach. 

4) The institutions of higher learning in Jewish education have much to benefit 
from cooperation and the pooling of resources. The existence of funds for 
research ought not to serve as a divisive element. 

6) Involving r(i)SGarch@rs from laro~ r~$4;l~rt'.'.h 11nivAr!';itiAi:; would enhance both 
the quantity and quality of research. What these researchers may lack in the 
way of first hand knowledge of Jewish educational institutions may be 
compensated for in a number of ways. 

6) Competition for research funds is healthy, spurring individuals and 
institutions to marshal! their creativity and effort. On the other hand, 
establlshed researchers (or even less-established researchers who are very 
busy) may not be Inclined to enter into competition; these researchers might 
only be enticed to devote their energies to research in Jewish education if 
they are invited to do so. The quality of the resultant research is of paramount 
importance. The question is: which is likely to yield research of the highest 
quality • ., invitation or competition? 

7) The world of Jewish educational research is small and insular ... 
inclusiveness and democracy ought to be guiding values, though not at the 
expense of quality. 

8) Research efforts undertaken by practitioners (whether In the form of 
"reflections on practice· or, more elaborately, as action research) are worthy 
investments, for a number of reasons: 
-- they add a new dimension of knowledge and understanding 
... they serve to enlarge the pool of researchers 
-- they allow for closer linkage between research and practice 

6 
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Mandel Institute 

Tel: 972-2-662 296; 618 728 

Fax: 972-2-619 951 

- -· _,,J--
-. _: .::.?-11 1-t··. ~ I.I\ /I, ....... 

·--:;: , .......... ~--~... ~ 

Facsimile Transmission 

✓ 

To: Ms. Isa Aron ------''--"""'--'---"'-"<=--..t..!..:e...=:'-'->---------- Date: ___ __..,,N_,.o,_,v<...>e .... m...._b_e....,r____;;a4-...,..__1..._9_,__,_9....,1_ 

,· 

From: 
--~A~n-n~e,...,t""'t""'e-~H""'o,..,c,,.,.n,....s=t,,,....,..e~i=n-------

No. Pages: __________ _ 

Fax Number: ----------------

Dear Isa, 

Thanks for you fax confirming tomorrow's telecon. We'd like to 
suggest that the following be part of the agenda: 

1. Review the interim report of October 28th, 1991. 

2. Review the major issues under consideration, particularly 
the question of what we need to know in order to recommend a 
strategy for change. (This relates to item 2 of your agenda.) 

3. Initial discussion of final report. 

We ' ll try to have as many answers as possible ready to your 
questions . 

Talk to you tomorrow . 

{Je)- fkrv-J'l c~LIXGi_, 
c.c.: Shulamith Elster 



JUST THE FAX ... 

TO: Annette Hochstein and Seymour Fox 

FAX NUMBER: 011· 972~2-619951 

FROM: Isa Aron 

FAX NUMBER: 213/939-9526 

Date: 11/4/91 Page_1_ of _1_ 
•*•········••*••····••**••············································· 

REVISED AGENDA FOR TELECONFERENCE 
Tuesday 11/5. 11 :30 EST 

1) Review of process to date -- Isa 

2) Review of interim report of 10/28 

For an elaboration of items 3 - 9 see lsa•s 2 - page memo: 

3) Need for a coordinating / "governing• body? 

4) What does it mean to •maintain the relative importance of various items?" 

5) Funding parameters - can we project minimum and maximum amounts? 

6) Need to convince people of the importance of research? 

7) Additional interviews to be set up: 
-- board members? 
-- commissioners? 
•· Scheffler? 
-- David. Cohen? 

8) Ongoing communication with advisory committee 

9) Possible advisory committee meeting, January 24th or 27th? 

10) Initial discussion of final report 

Talk to you soon! 

B'Shalom, 
Isa 



JUST THE FAX ... 

TO: Annette Hochstein and Seymour Fox 

FAX NUMBER: 011-972-2-619951 

FROM: Isa Aron 

FAX NUMBER: 213/939-9526 

Date: 10/31/91 Paga_1 __ of _3_ 
A••••~·•••-~•-·•••A~•·••••··•·•·••-••••••••~•-••~•••·•••••••••••••••~~~ 

Dear Annette and Seymour, 

This is to confirm that the teleconference regarding the "research capabilityA 
project will be on: 

Tuesday November 5th at 11 :30 a.m. (EST) 

(As I mentioned in my last fax to you, Jack will only be able to participate In the 
first 45 minutes.) 

The following is my proposed agenda (the enclosed two-page memo spells 
these out in detail): 

1) the need for a coordinating / "governing• body 

2) what does it mean to maintain "the relative importance of the various 
items?· 

3) funding parameters -- minimum to maximum 

4) the need to convince people of the importance of research 

5) additional interviews which need to be set up: 
-- Board members? 
-- Commissioners? 
-- Scheffler? 

6) communication with advisory committee, including possible January 
meeting 
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4) Annette's letter, as well as recent conversations with Lee Shulman and Sam 
Heilman (who, by the way, agrees to serve on the advisory board), point to an 
important Issue which is partly taken into account by the final option in my 
report, but, in actuality goes far beyond this. In the current climate, it is not 
enough to create a blueprint for research n we also need to implant firmly in 
people's minds the notion of the critical importance of research. We need to 
create a climate in which research is valued. 

My specific question is: does creating a strategy for valuing research fall within 
the purview of my project? If so, how shall I approach this task? As several 
members of the advisory committee have pointed out, this calls for marketing 
expertise of some sort. To whom can we turn for advice in this area? 

5) In Shulamith's description of my proiect (p.3) it says: 
·11sa] will solicit opinions and direction through group and individual 
interviews -- from Board members, commissioners and Senior Policy 
advisors." 

Thus far, I haven't been given any names of board members or commissioners 
to interview. If you want me to do these interviews, I can probably work them into 
my December trip -- but I need to know no.w. 

That's it for major questions. Now fot some little details: 

1) How can I reach Abe Tanenbaum? I tried YU, but his number is incorrectly 
listed, and no one in the various Deans' offices seems to know which 
department or school he's in, 

2) Please let me know when Seymour has reached Scheffler. 

3) David Cohen hasn't returned any of my calls. Sharon has urged him to call 
me, but no lud< so tar. 

4) Please let me know as soon as possible: 
a) Seymour and Annette's January schedule 
b) whether there will be money for an advisory committee meeting 

B'Shalom, 

Isa 
-rs~ 
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·aullding ·" Research Capability for Jewish Ed'ucatfon· 
Interim Report to the CIJE $taffJ October 2(', 1991 

Isa Aron1P~. D. 

Th• Planning Process 

As Indicated In the propc,aal, ttle ·research capabil~ project has two distinct 
phases, an Intake phase, and a phase In 'M'lich a li'nrted..ntrnber of opfion8 will 
be chosen and adumbrated. The Intake phase Is eurrentfy In fun awing, wfth one 
focus group completed, and an adcfrtionaJ eight or nine in the pfamng. Eleven 
of the proJect8d 15 members of the advisory committee ara on board, and I have 
had extensive conversawns wtth many a them. At this point. a wide variety of 
options are being con$ldered; whlle various ·reality~$· socn as feaslblllty, 
cost, and avanabillty Of personnel have been noted, they have not, as yet, been 

. dl~sed In any detail. In January. with the beghmng of phase 2. these 
concerns will oome to the forefront. 

Options Under Consideration 

1) Research certteni dedicated to specific research areas. Each 
center would be funded fot a five to terr-year period, and woud pur,ue a 
programnatio research agenda In its designated area, much as the National 
Research centers funded by OERf. A center might be located In one fnstttution, 
or it might be created as a eorl$0ffi1S11 of a numb8r of institutions. The centers 

·. might be established by etther ~tition or Invitation. This type of "' 
·. arra~ would lend naalt to poOcy-orlented research. Some exnmpfeo Of 

· the research agenda adopted by a partteufar lnstitutfon ~re: 
- In-depth~ of 1he ·best ~a• rn 3C:hoors, camp, and/or JCC.s 

· - envf,lonlr,g (and pos!ltiy experiTienting with) attemative models of 
-.,. · · Jewfsh education, both formaJ and Informal 
· · •· teacher reorutment, preparation, and assessment 

.,. .c' ··= - '. ._... ·--- ----.; ... ~,eadel'3hlp In Jewi6h educational Instttutions 

'., 

Batlooela· 
.. If ccrtzun ~eardl topics are of Importance to tne CIJe, or to pa.rtfruar 
·.d¢n0r$, research ought to be focused In this directfon. 

- Sophtsticated, polley-orfented research requrres the colfaboratlon of a team 
of researchers over a sustained period of time. 

a·urw;ions tn be ~ 
a) Woold the researdl o,nt~ be established by competftion or by Invitation 
(aasl.ffllng that the Invited propou.Js would b8 refereed)? 

b) How could the researctt projeci! !eNe to 6t1'$ngthen the lnstitution(s) In 
whlcn tney were located, rather than being isolat8id entitles, at best, and 
energy drains, at worst? 

• 
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2) Endowed research professorships and/or research centers, 
either at exis.ting institutions or as inde1>9nd<'nt ontitie~. The major 
dtfferenoo botween thls option and the first is that in this option the researchers 
would t>e fr&o to ~.et their own research topics, and would not be tied to a 
programmattc rese~ agenda. (Of course, th~ researchers oould also 
~e for other funding, but the auUCTl)tion Is that at least part Of their staff 
would be on •haro,· rather than ·sotr money.) 

BatiQaa.la.: 
.... Research ought not to be linked entirely to pet"C$ived needs; there is a need 

for more •basic• r~arch. and for greater freedom for th~ researcher. 
--A research r>rofusorshlp and/or center at an ~ng sd,ool of education 

would Insures that research and training were finked tooather; It would also 
~iifn to g-eato a. climate valk:!Gtlng ~IU'c;ti In that lnaiffutlon. 

Oud:sttom to be aoswsced· 
a) How many re.:,earcners would it take to maintain both the Integrity and 

productivity ol an endQwed ~nter? How could a sufficient m.rnber of 
· ruea~ be entte6d Into the field? 
b) Couid a eonsontu,, arrangement be worked out between a number of 

Institutions? 

. · . . : 3} On• or m«e centers for field t6sting cc.,rricula and Pfi)grams aa 
: they are being dov•loped. These might be organlz&d b-f region. 

:denomination, or type Of sstting (day school, s~emeotary school, camp, 
_Jee.etc.>. - -

.Batiooale: 
Jewish e<:tJcatJon Is rela'tivoly net, In the area ot new te~. curricula, and 
programs; but these are rarely fleld-tested in a systematic way that can 

. ) · ,;. . provide feec:l,ad( to the developers. 

'•~:; : ' "•''·'►·· ····~•~~4fTiiiit encour•gement and funding of •reflective practice• and 
. action re:search. Practitioners (perhaps In teams, perhaps in<.fMdUally) would 

be trained to do re,earch, perhaps In summer wori<ahops, or as an ongoing 
course rn a partloJlar location. ~ their research proceeded, they would be 
guided and supported by ~rieneed researchers . 

• 

.B.atiooafa; 
-:- This would Jrnk ro.eearch and practic;o in two Important ways: flret, research 

topics would be generated from the concerns of people in the flek1; second, 
It might facilitate <:Ussemlnatlon, aa re$eareh done by Practitioner.s would 
presumably ~ more er-edible to other practitionm1J. 

•· This wouk1 also serve as a form of professional development for some of the 
fine~ practttloner.J, who may be looking foc opportunities for growth . 

2 
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Questioas to b(t .a□s.wru:ect 
a) Would j:)(actitioners be interested in this type of pro}ect.1 Whirl might serve 

as an Incentive for them to partidpate? 

G) >. fv"'d to oupf,tort roooarel,_ lndtvl~1,,1c,Ji, or tea.n,~ Qf rooo\J.rcno~ c,c.uld 
obtain flndlng from an estabRsh$d fu'ld, through a cc:,n,,pettttve ~- Those 
applying for funds might include academicians i(I Jewish itl3titutions, academics 
in oth;er lnstttuti~, praciitioners, and/or Bureau personnel. 

Rationale; 
•· Ngt all research ought to be llri<ed to the Rerceived needs of policy-makers. 

There ~ a n&ed for research that 1$ mort basb· and Independent than the 
types of research which woud be generated under the options 1,3, and 4. 

- TM process of fuoclng would be more open, and fUnds would be available 
· to morv peq:,le than under opttoo 2. 
- This mJght'serve as an incentive for researchers ~8 primary focus Is not 

Jewish 9CkJCation to get lnvofved In a particutar research prefect 

. ~mfons to be~ 
a) Would tttese awards be governed by a.ff! pre--s..et criteria or conctittoni? 
b} Hew would the review process work? Woutd the pane4 cf reviewers rotate 

each year? Woufd tho pan6' which revfewed ~al, for prQgrarmtatlc 
research be apprcprlats to revtew these proposaJs as wefl? 

c) What would be an appropriate funding balance :between proganvnatlc 
· rEtSeareh and lndMdual reseflld,? 

.. . 6)' Fellowships for doctoral 'candidates and beginning raseardl•rs. 

RattOl'lAla.: 
Af. present there ere not enough l'e$earch'" vmo we free to foc::us on Jewish 

1· •J education a.a an area of study. l:stabfisled reaeardters, who are already 
., committed to a tine of research. are less lil<efy to become Involved than those 

·.:-:-· ' :· -···:··-..;, :·~ .'the be~nnlng of their career,. 

• 7) Data collectlon regarding enrollment, per$onnel1 finance•, etc. 
This effort might be organized locally, regionally. nationally, b'J type of setting. or 
by denominatiol'l, Data to be collected might lndudEt: 

-enro'lment in pre-schoola, scnoots, campa, and other Institutions; 
. -ltafflng patterns (runber.1 ot staff In different categories, hours ot 

employment, qualifications); 
--fln&ioes (tuition,, salaries, scholar.ships); 
-•perhaps soma bas'o cunictlfar Information, e.g., hours allotted to d'lfferent 

subject matters. 
It is lrrlportant to note that although the aed.Sion concerning what data to 
collect, and the creation of ¢erlaln ~ of lnstrumenb (svch a:s survey 
quest.ionn~ires and achievement tests) wouk:1 constttute reS&arch problems, 

• th,Q coll~on ol the d2t~ lh:'9ff would n,:it ~ rtA rf'l~A$1rN"I. Sexn~ ha.VA 
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argued, therefore, that this item ought not even to be Included among tho 
research opti()('lS, :,ince It mlght lead to a misconception r&gardlng the rnrture 
of research . 

.B.a:t1ooala:. 
- This lnfotrnation ts criUeal to pol~-makers, and can serve as the baseline 

for other research efforts. 
- Th8'e is a danger, however. that thla type of low•levef data collectk)n might 

be seen as a sufficient resaarch effort, In and at tt:salf. Thus, the usefulness of 
this type of data must be balanced against the usefulness at findings 
emanating from other research efforts. 

Que~45 to be an.swerr,d: 
a) What purpose would the datl serve? Every lttim wO<Mf have to be justified 

ln terms of Its usefulness to either researche,s, policymakers or practttlooers. 
In order to Justify the costs invotved In Its wllectioo, 

b) Need this data be collected uwersally. ot WOUid a representative sarrp(e 
$Vffiee? 

o) P.ut experience with the JESNA-Hebfew Umeraity Census and ~ 
suggesb that echoots either do not have muc:h of this Information readily 
avellabh,, or wm net vofuntarfty fiU out forms, and that (In contra.st to publJC 
school &yswms, In Which dirta collectioo can be required by law l.'lnd su:,fed 
to rewards and/or ~naftf e,} ooy a few JocaJ bureau:s can provide Incentives 
for schools to cooperate. How could tr.s problem be overcome? 

.. ~) Venues for dls1emlnauon. .. 

.~,J .. J 

These venues might lndud• (but not be limited to}; 
-the cn,ation of one or more journals; 
-endowing a ft.Ind for \he JX.lbflcatlon of books; 
·-sponsoring and/or subakitzlna C0C1forencea: 
-using new techno(og!es to aw.te data ban<s, cfeannghouses, networks, 

.• and/or teleoonferenelng opportunities. 
·\,; ••~ 

.RaUQQ&l.a:. 
- Research that Is not dissemfnated is of llmlted use 
- Alona wffh a rAAAArcii r..Ap~hility. fnArN i11 A """rt 4n ~•v•lnf\ .A l"I A1 ll'ilNll"e 

whJc:h reacts and understands research. 

9) Devetoplng an awareness of and appt'eclaUon for research 
amoftg a broad range of stakeholders. This might rnvolve some sort o1 
marl<eting or publfc relations plan. The current efforts of th~ National Academy 
for Education might serve as a useful model; other models also need to be 
explored. 

4 
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Battooalft.:. 
. -. The di~emination venues listed in option 8 are too limited. There I-' a need 

for·a broad appl'Golatior:t of the, role that researcil can play In shaping our 
educational fuhse. 

- WrthOut broad-based ~. research effort:s will be the last to be funded 
and the first ta be wt. 

Ques:ttoos ta. ba aoswsced· 
a) Who hu expertise In this area? To 'What lndlYlduals or gro~$ can w9 turn 

for guida~? 

1 O) Some sort of over-arching c:oucicil to ovensee and coordinate 
the research efforta that are brought rnto being. 

Batiooalq 
'"""'!cit In most of the options I~ above Is the notion that $0018 ag~ncy i:J 
Initiating tlrd'or COOfdnatfng the disparate efe~nt;. FOf ex~o, regarding 
option 1, some group must be re~ble for decidng which areas ol 
rasearoh are of Nghe~ pnority, and appropriate for a re.seardl center. 
Regarding options 5 and 6, some group must be responsit-Ae for reading 
preposals and ~ecldlng among candidates, The CIJE sees it$ role as 
enabUng, not lmpfementlng, the options it will endorse. The question of who 
will lrrl>(ement the pr~a13. once they are approved, rs, as yet, unanswered. 

:-... • • • •.•J••"l•o. A1..~~ .: .. 
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JUST THE FAX ... 

TO: Annette Hochstein and Seymour Fox 

FAX NUMBER: 011-972-2-619 951 

FROM: Isa Aron 

FAX NUMBER: 213/939-9526 

Date: 10/28/91 Page_ 1_ of _8_ 
••••••-••~••~*••••••••••••*•••~••••••••ft••~•••w••••••••••••••••r••••••• 

Re: Times for a teleconference about the Mresearch capabilrty" project 

Dear Seymour and Annette, 

The following are the times that Shulamith, Steve, Jack and I are all free for a 
tQIQconforonco. Unfortun;a.tely, th9r9 ar9 only two: 

FIRST CHOICE: Wednesday Nov. 7th, 11 :30 a.m. -· 2 p.m., Eastern Standard 
Time ,,,,,, 

SECOND CHOICE: Tuesday November,.¾h -- 11:30 a.m. -- 2 p.m., Easte~ 
Standard Time (Jack will only be available till 12: 15) _J 

I hope that one of these times is OK for both of you --Please let me know within 
a day or two. 

Enclosed are: 
-- my interim report for October 
-- a memo with my questions for the teleconference. I'll prepare an agenda 

too, which you'll receive as soon as the time is confirmed. 

Look forward to talking with you soon. 
. ,.. 

B'Shalom, 

;0 
\ \ 1/ 
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Memo to: Steve, Seymour, Annette, Shulamith, and Jack 
From: Isa 
Re: Questions to be discussed at the teleconference 

I 
I 
I 

I 
i 

Enclo:::."d i:::. my inle, irn , epor l for 01.,;lulJer. It :)u,nn 1a1 i"-e~ ll ,e planning pr oce::is in 
which I have been engaged, and outlines the options that have suriaced thus -
far. While I would certainly welcome input from all sources on these options, I 

. ' 
' I j 

I 

: 
: 
! 

don't think this needs to be the primary focus of the teleconference at this stage. 
Rather, I would like some guidance on the following questions: 

• I 

I 

1) In her fax of 10/20, Annette pointed out that the CIJE itself is not empowered L.'"' l 
to bring any of the options into being; that its role will be to encourage others to ()~~ \:i 
implement those options which it recommends. This raises the question of the -::0.,;. 'IA'-J()( _tJ j 
need for a coordinating body, the equivalent of the U.S. government's Office for C'""~ ) 
Educational Research and Information. If the CIJE caAA9t f~n as-thi-s booy,u't~ 
what agency o~ organization will? " 40t. ~ 1 -> , ~) 

I guess what I am suggesting is that one of the recommendations made in my w~ '. uAJ,, 
report may have to be the creation of a Jewish Education Research Council ~ , 
(bad acronym, but never mind that for the moment). This council would set the ~ ~ 
programmatic agendas, endow the centers, organize the competitions for funds, ~ "'! ~: 
etc. If I'm correct about this, then we come to the sticky question of who sits on . ~ ~: 
the council, and by what authority? I don't think this question is insoluble -~e ~ ~ ; 
answer, I would guess, lies in some combination of appointed and elected__J 1 ~ v::? ;j 
representation. But it does raise all the ugly issues of turf. ] ". · ~7~1 ' 
Am I right in suggesting the need for a council? If so, how shall I deal with the S~~ l . 
issues it raises? For the time being, l have listed it as option #10. Any other (µ.,v~l_ ·! 

1 
suggestions? '- ----1 :: 

' . ·: i1 
2) Also in Annette's fax of 10/20: '. :; 

"The rationale must be spelled out of why a fund, a professorship, (etc.) are ;; :I 

the way to go. ;~ - :: : 
"Many of these items are in your documents, butJs.-in::,portant for us to ~ ~ _ : :: 
maintain the relative impo1iance of the variou~) Tl~e re ei~rc~ age~da ~~;I 
is but one of a whole set.· e.1- f ~~ ~ ~~!1 I 

I've tried to set forth the rationale for each option in the ef'fcl re~"t3ut ,- ~ ;I I 
don't understand the last 1 1/2 sentences. I am assuming that by the end of the ~--¾ ii · 
planning process, several of the options may be eliminated, and the rest wlll be ~ ii 
prioritized. Is that what you mean, or is there something else that I'm missing? <?>~ r11 

~ , I 
3) In connection with the process of elimination and prioritization, which will g,6l.,i....v7 6'-" I ; 
begin in phase 2, I think that it will be impossible to discuss thls intelligently ~- 1 

without some funding parameters. Are we talking about $15 million, $5 million, :i 
or $1 million? It's OK to create minimum, medium, and maximum plans but I 7} '. 
would still need approximate dollar figures for each. / _ ') \ 

11 

j 
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4) Annette's letter, as well as recent conversations with Lee Shulman and Sam 
Heilman (who, by the way, agrees to serve on the advisory board), point to an 
Important issue which ls partly taken into account by the final option in my 
report, but, In actuality goes far beyond this. In the current cfimate, it is not 
enough to create a blueprint for research -- we also need to Implant firmly in 
people's minds the notion of the critical importance of research. We need to 
create a climate in which research is valued. 

My specific question is: does creating a strategy for valuing research fall within 
the purview of my project? If so, how shall I approach this task? As several 
members of the advisory committee have pointed out, this calls for marketing 
expertise of some sort. 1 o wnom can we turn ror aov1ce 1n tn1s area? 

\ ' \ I a) 

'I 

2 j: 
I 
1 
I 
I 

j 
I' 

I: ,. ' . 
' I' 
l: 

i; I 

I~C~\ ~o}~< 
F 
I 

\ I 
5) In Shulamith's description of my project (p.3) it says: (llo JVR!)Jl. t~ 

·r1sa] will solicit opinions and direction through group and individual --i 

interviews -- from Board members, commissioners and Senior Policy ~ ll/J\iJ 
I 

A, ,. 

advisors.· ~ 
Thus far, I haven't been given any names of board members or commissioners __..., · "'....}4~ 

to interview. If you want me to do these interviews, I can probably work them into \-N"' 0 _..,, . 
my December trip•- but I need to know no.w. ~~'o'-°

7 

That's it for major questions. Now for some little details: 
/7 ~~ ~S,"1 

1) How can I reach Abe Tanenbaum? I tried YU, but his number is incorrectly 
listed, and no one in the various Deans' offices seems to know which 
department or school he's in. 

2) Please let me know when Seymour has reached Scheffler. e-
3) David Cohen hasn't returned any of my calls. Sharon has urged him to call 
me, but no luck so far. 

4) Please let me know as soon as possible: 
a) Seymour and Annette's January schedule 
b) whether there will be money for an advisory committee meeting 

B'Shalom, 

Isa 

- -k ' . JU--'- . • p 
j. 
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·Building a Research Capability for Jewish Education· 
Interim Report to the CIJE staff, October 28, 1991 

Isa Aron,Ph. D. 

The Planning Process 

1 

,, 
., 

As indicated in the proposal, the "research capability" project has two distinct 
phases, an intake phase, and a phase in which a limited number of options will 
be chosen and adumbrated. The intake phase is currently in full swing, with one 
focus group completed, and an additional eight or nine in the planning. Eleven 
of the projected 15 members of the advisory committee are on board, and I have i· 
options are being con~idered; while various "reality factors" such as feasibility, .. 
had extensive conversations with many of them. At this point, a wide variety of l ,, 
cost, and availability of personnel have been noted, they have not, as yet, been I, 

\ _,1. _,.p ~ discussed in any detail. In January, with the beginning of phase 2, these I.,) _ . j1
; 

, ~QXl concerns will come to the forefront. T~ (f_ 

'\~v-;_, ~ J... ~ ~ Options Under Consideration --i-=G.e._ ~ 
~ \ 1) Research centers dedicated to specific research areas. Each ~~ ~~ 

center would be funded for a five to ten-year period, and would pursue a ~
1 

/ 1 

programmatic research agenda in its designated area, much as the National ~- , 1 ' 
Research Centers funded by OERI. A center might be located in one institution, I~ \ •, 

~ or it might be created as a consortium of a number of institutions. The centers , . JJ~)' · 
might be established by either competition or invitation. This type of ~ \) (i i 

~ '<. . arrangement would lend itself to policy-oriented research. Some examples of ~ 1 '. 

~~ ,\._ the research agenda adopted by a particular instiMion are: " r; 
W ~- ~'$))-.. -- In-depth study of the ·best practices· in schools, camp, and/or JCCs ~ ~ . -j 
\, cr-1v ~IJ -- envisioning (and possibly experimenting with) alternative models of ~ ~ 
0 .~~)·~ Jewish education, both formal and informal - ,· 

}. i -- teacher recruitm,mt. prAp~r::1tion, ~nci :i~~A!::~P.nt ~ \S0Q.,0)-
'\ \ -- leadership in Jewish educational institutions ~~ ~ 

, Bationale.:. ·~ { ~q 
'\J\J" -- If certain research topics are of importance to the CIJE1 or to particular ~ ~~ i~-_L\~ 

donors, research ought to be focused in this direction. J,1.1 "\ ) 

1:>0 . d 

-- Sophisticated, policy-oriented research requires the collaboration of a team J .d:5.-: ·1

1 of researchers over a sustained period of time. ~ 
1 

ss~ 

Questions to .. be .aDS.Wftred:. 
a) Would the research centers be established by competition or by invitation 
(assuming that the invited proposals would be refereed)? 

b) How could the research projects serve to strengthen the institution(s) in 
which they were located, rather than being isolated entities, at best, and 
energy drains, at worst? 

11:-~ 
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2) Endowed research professorships and/or research centers, 
either at existing institutions or as independent entities. The major 
difference between this option and the first is that in this option the researchers 
would be free to select their own research topics, and would not be tied to a 
programmatic research agenda. (Of course, these researchers could also 
compete for other funding, but the assumption is that at least part of their staff 
would be on ·hard," rather than "soft" money.) 

B.atiQnala: 
-- Research ought not to be linked entirely to perceived needs; there is a need 

for more •basic" research, and for greater freedom for the researcher. 
--A research professorship and/or center at an existing school of education 

would insures that research and training were linked together; it would also 
begin to create a climate validating research in that instiMion . 

.Questions .to..be..answe.rect. 
::a.) ~ow many rGsGarcherc would it to.ke to maint~in both the integrity :1nd 

productivity of an endowed center? How could a sufficient number of 
researchers be enticed into the field? 

b) Could a consortium arrangement be worked out between a number of 
institutions? 

3) One or more centers for field testing curricula and programs as 
they are being developed. These might be organized by region, 
denomination, or type of setting (day school. supplementary school, camp, 
JCC,etc.). 

Bationale: 
Jewish education is relatively rich in the area of new textbooks, currlcula, and 
programs; but these are rarely f ield-tested in a systematic way that can 
provide feedback to the developers. 

4) The encouragement and funding of •reflective practice· and 
action research. Practitioners (perhaps in teams, perhaps individually) would 
be trained to do research, perhaps in summer workshops, or as an ongoing 
course in a particular location. As their research proceeded, they would be 
guided and supported by experienced researchers. 

RatiQnale.: 
-- This would link research and practice in two important ways: first, research 

topics would be generated from the concerns of people in the field; second, 
it might facilitate dissemination, as research done by practitioners would 
presumably be more credible to other practitioners. 

-- This would also serve as a form of professional development for some of the 
finest practitioners, who may be looking for opportunities for growth. 

2 
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Ques:tioos to be answered· 
a) Would practitioners be interested in this type of project? What might serve 

as an incentive for them to participate? 

5) A fund to support research . Individuals or teams of researchers could 
obtain funding from an established fund, through a competitive process. Those 
applying for funds might include academicians in Jewish institutions, academics 
in other institutions, practitioners, and/or Bureau personnel. 

Rationale· 
·- Not all research ought to be linked to the perceived needs of policy-makers. 

There is a need for research that is more "basic· and independent than the 
types of research which would be generated under the options 1,3, and 4. 

-- The process of funding would be more open, and funds would be available 
to more people than under option 2. 

-- This might serve as an incentive for researchers whose primary focus is not 
Jewish education to get involved in a particular research project. 

Questions to_ be .. ao.sw.er.at± 
a) Would these awards be governed by any pre-set criteria or conditions? 
b) How would the review process work? Would the panel of reviewers rotate 

eac.h year? Would lh" pani::,I vvl 1ivl I r 1:ivi~w~ i,.,1 Vf,Ju:.,e1I::, ru, fJI v~• c:11111 r 1aliv 
research be approprfate to review these proposals as well? 

c) What would be an appropriate funding balance between programmatic 
research and individual research? 

.,_,1.._~M ..... ,::;- • oT '-.ti-ti.I T ..:._e,~-l'"lr-1 
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6) Fellowships for doctoral candidates and beginning researchers. 

BatiQQa~ 
At present there are not enough researchers who are free to focus on Jewish 
P.rl1 ll"'~tion ~~ ~n ::tre-a of study. E~ablii.hod re~~archGrs, who are already 
committed to a line of research, are less likely to become involved than those 
at the beginning of their careers. 

7) Data collection regarding enrollment, personnel, finances, etc. 
This effort might be organized locally, regionally, nationally, by type of setting, or 
by denomination. Data to be collected might include: 

--enrollment in pre-schools, schools, camps, and other institutions; 
--staffing patterns (numbers of staff in different categories, hours of 

employment, qualifications); 
--finances (tuitions, salaries, scholarships); 
--perhaps some basic curricular information, e.g., hours allotted to different 

subject matters. 
It is important to note that although the decision concerning what data to 
collect, and the creation of certain types of instruments (such as survey 
questionnaires and achievement tests) would constitute research problems, 
the collection of the data itself would not constitute research. Some have 
argued, therefore, that this item ought not even to be included among the 
research options, since it might lead to a misconception regarding the nature 
of research, 

B.atiQnale..:. 
-- This information is critical to policy-makers, and can serve as the baseline 

for other research efforts, 
-- There is a danger, however, that this type of low-level data collection might 

be seen as a sufficient research effort, in and of itself. Thus, the usefulness of 
this type of data must be balanced against the usefulness of findings 
emanating from other research efforts. 

Questions to be answered:. 
a) What purpose would the data serve? Every item would have to be justified 

in terms of its usefulness to either researchers, policymakers or practitioners, 
in orde(. to justify the costs Involved in its collection. 

b) Need'this data be collected universally, or would a representative sample 
suffice? 

c) Past experience with the JESNA-Hebrew University Census and others 
~ugge::il:s ll 1c.1l :s<;llool~ either oo not have much or this 1nrormat1on reaa11y 
available, or will not voluntarily fill out forms, and that (in contrast to public 
school systems, in which data collection can be required by law and subject 
to rewards and/or penalties) only a few local bureaus can provide incentives 

/ for schools to cooperate. How could this problem be overcome? 

.L13"d 9Z£66£6£lZ 
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8) Venues for disseminati~n. 
These venues might include (but not be limited to): 

--the creation of one or more journals; 
--endowing a fund for the publication of books; 
--sponsoring and/or subsidizing conferences; 
--using new technologies to create data banks, clearinghouses, networks, 
and/or teleconferencing opportunities. 

Rationale· 
-- Research that is not disseminated is of limited use 
-- Along with a research capability, there is a need to develop an audience 

which reads and understands research. 

9) Developing an awareness of and appreciation for research 
among a broad range of stakeholders. This might involve some sort of 
marketing or public relations plan. The current efforts of the National Academy 
for l:duoa.tion might horve oo n u3eful model; other model3 e.l:,o need to be 
explored. 

Bationale: 
-- The dissemination venues listed in option 8 are too limited. There is a need 

for a broad appreciation of the role that research can play in shaping our 
educational future. 

-- Without broad-based support, research efforts will be the last to be funded 
and the first to be cut. 

Questions to b.e answered· 
a) Who has expertise in this area? To what individuals or groups can we turn 

for guidance? 

10) Some sort of over-arching council to o>Jersee and coordinate 
the research efforts that are brought into being. 

Batia□ale 
Implicit in most of the options listed above is the notion that some agency is 
initiating and/or coordinating the disparate elements. For example, regarding 
option 1, some group must be responsible for deciding which areas of 
research are of highest priority, and appropriate for a research center. 
Regarding options 5 and 6, some group must be responsible for reading 
proposals and deciding among candidates. The ClJE sees its role as 
enabling, not implementing, the options it will endorse. The question of who 
will implement the proposals, once they are approved, rs, as yet, unanswered. 
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Mandel Institute 

Tel: 972-2-662 296; 618 728 

Fax: 972-2-619 951 

, . ·. ; ..;. : .......... --...... .. ~ , ... . 
·········· ... -•-

Facsimile Transmission 

To: ___ ~M~s~___._I .... s .... a____._A ... r ..... c .... o....__ _________ _ Date: October 23, 1991. 

From: -------------------Annette Hochstein No. Pages: -----------
Fax Number: ----------------

Dear Isa, 

A quick response to your fax of October 21st : 

1. Could you please get in touch with Shulami th about the 
conference call -- Seymour and I think it should take place as 
soon as possible, probably at the end of this week or early on 
next week. 

2. Seymour will speak to Izzie Scheffler before the weekend to 
formally invite him to the advisory committee and we will let you 
know. 

3. About the Orthodox -- our recommendation is that both Sam 
Heilman and Abe Tannenbaum be invited to join. 

4. As regards January schedules, we sti ll need a little ~time 
to make that more specific. \ 

Best regards, 

)~ sr''lz (',:, 

'l'ifVV'- r"-J'.i~~ 
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TO: Annette Hochstein, Machon Mandel 

FAX NUMBER: 011-972-2-619 951 

FROM: Isa Aron 

FAX NUMBER: 213/939-9526 

Dear Annette, 

I think a conference call would be a good idea. I'll work on developing an 
agenda and set of questions for the conference, and will FAX it to you a.s.a.p. 
Given one or two days advance notice, I can be available to talk any morning 
after 8:30 a.m. (my time), with the exception of 10/25 and 11/4. After November 
1st, I can probably be available as early as 7:30 a.m. 

At the risk of sounding like a broken record, I'd like to repeat three requests 
which can't wait for the conference call , nor do they need to: 

1) Could you and/or Seymour please call Scheffler to formally invite him to the 
advisory committee? I'll take if from there. 

2) Please give me your reactions, a.s.a.p. to the Orthodox representative on the 
advisory committee. It would be embarrassing to get much further in the 
planning without having one of them on board. In case you need your memory 
refreshed, the possibilities I have suggested are: 

••Sam Heilman 
--Steve Bayme of the AJC 
-- Karen Bacon of Stem College 
-~Abe Tanenbaum, formerly of TC, now adjunct at YU 

3) Please let me know (also a.s.a.p.) when In January you and Seymour will be 
in the States, and what cities you plan to be in. It is critical that either the whole 
advisory committee (if that budgetary option i$ approved) or a smaller group of 
advisors meet then to prioritize the options, and suggest the next steps. It also 
seems critical that you and/or Seymour be at that meeting. Lee Shulman has 
agreed to make himself available (as have others, if I can afford to bring them), 
but I must have a specific date, and Lee's calendar (and that of others) fills up 
quickly. 

Annette, I know that you are extremely busy, and that this is hardly the only 
project you're involved with, but please take some time soon to address these 
three items. Without them (especially (lumber 3) I feel ham-strung. 

SF 

NO~~ 33:et NOW t6-t3-L~O 



Mandel Institute 

Tel: 972-2-662 296; 618 728 

Fax: 972-2-6➔ 9 951 

Facsimile Transmission 

To: ___ __....M-5~-~I-5-a__....A_r~o~D~--------- Date: 

From: -------------------Annette Hochstein No. Pages: 

Fax Number: ----------------

Dear Isa, 

October 20. 1991 

-----------

First I would like to confirm that I have indeed received your 
fax and that it has arrived whole. s econd, I 'd like to express 
once more my appreciation for the rate and manner at which you 
move ahead: it is indeed a pleasure to know that your project is 
launched and moving. We here are eager to see it become a product 
leading to implementation. Which brings me to more substantive 
points. 

Though the issue of the project's name may be academic, it is the 
continuing dialogue between us on what is in the name that reall y 
matters. It is of great importance that the project be really, 
and substantively, prescriptive. That it address directly the 
question of "what is likely to change the situation for research" 
and that it provide practical options for the development of a 
research capability in North America. Thus, I believe that your 
interviews should reflect more strongly a concern with the means 
likely to bring about change. (Means being substantive [content], 
but also structural/institutional; related to personnel; finan
cial.) 

A clarification about the CIJE : In your questionnaire, the CIJE 
appears as the agent that will implement recommendations, that 
will adopt the programmatic research agenda, etc . In fact, the 
CIJE is a mechanism that will encourage others -- foundations, 
institutions, individuals to undertake the implementation. It may 
adopt your recommendations and thereby encourage one or severa l 
foundations to undertake part or the whole. It is not likely to 



adopt a programmatic research agenda, nor to solicit proposals, 
nor to fund research. It might encourage others to do so. This is 
why the question of "what are the institutional, organizational, 
financial mechanisms that need to be developed" is of such impor
tance. The rationale must be spelled out of why a fund, a profes
sorship, the development of research centers, are the way to 
develop the research capability. 

Many of these items are covered in your documents, but it is 
important for us to maintain the relative importance of the 
various items. The research agenda is but one of a whole set. 

Perhaps a conference call might be useful to keep us all in sync 
as regards the project. If you agree, Jack, Shulamith, Steve, 
Seymour and I would participate . You may wish to suggest an agen
da, including any questions that still need to be responded to. 

I hope this is helpful. Again, best wishes for a very happy and 
fruitful project . 

Best regards, 

c.c.: Shulamith Elster 



JUST THE FAX ... 

TO: Annette Hochstein 

FAX NUMBER: 011-972-2-619951 

FROM: Isa Aron 

FAX NUMBER: 213/939-9526 

DATE: 10/15/91 

Dear Annette, 

Page __ L ___ of __ 2-=: 

I spoke with Shulamith this morning, and she shared with me some of your 
comments on the description of the research project that she is preparing. The 
changes you suggested sound fine, and I think that re-naming the project 
"research capability" instead of •research agenda" is probably a good idea. 
Unfortunately, I've already sent out a bunch of things with the name ·research 
agenda" on them, and had labels printed as well, but such is life ... 

! don't have time to write an extensive report, but I'd like to give you a quick run
down of what I've been doing: 

a) I've been to Stanford and met with Lee Shulman 
b) I've had extensive conversations with Hanan Alexander, Michael Zeldin, 

Susan Shevitz, Sharon Nemser and Adam Gamoran, and lined all of them 
up for the advisory committee, 

c) On the basis of these conversations I've prepared a 'discussion draft. • 
which has gone through several revisions, and will undoubtedly go through 
many more. This document will serve as the basis for the focus group 
discussions. 

d) I've already mailed a draft out to the board members of the AlHLJE, who will 
be meeting for three hours on Oct. 21 to discuss it. Susan Shevitz will 
facilitate that meeting; both Barry Holtz and Sara Lee will be in attendance. 

e) I've set up a second focus group for the Bureau Directors' Fellowship 
meeting at the GA. Shulamith will facilitate that meeting; invitations will go 
out shortly. 

f) I am in the process of arranging : 
--a focus group discussion o'f practitioners in L.A. 
--meetings ot various sorts in East Lansing and Madison The latter is pending 

a return call from David Cohen, to see whether he'll agree to serve on the 
advisory committee, and whether the dates we've picked are good for him. 

Here's what I still need from you and/or Seymour: 



a) a phone call to Israel Scheffler, asking rt he'll serve on the committee; once 
he agrees, I'll call him mysetf and arrange a visit 

b) your opinion on Orthodox representation. The choices, thus far, seem to be: 
•-Sam Heilman 
--Steve Bayme of the AJC 
-- Karen Bacon of Stern College 
--Abe Tanenbaum, formerly of TC, now adjunct at YU 

c) Suggestions on how to correspond with Mike lnbar, and what to ask him 
d) your own feedback on the draft l am enclosing. 

Any suggestions as top how we can stay in touch? 

Hope all is well with you. 

B'Shalom, 
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SETTING A RESEARCH AGENDA FOR JEWISH EDUCATION 
Questions and Issues for Discussion 

Working Draft #3 

[Still to be written: a preamble that includes some vignettes of very 
compelling, innovative, futuristic fom,s of Jewish education, and 
an argument that research has an important role to play in 
conceptualizing, bringing to fruition, and continually field testing 
and modifying these new fonTJs.J 

A: The Current Situation: 
Research on Jewish educaton in North America has been carried out for at least 
50 years. Most researchers in the field have been trained in American research 
universities, and have held Ph.D.'s or Ed.D's. Their studies have drawn heavily 
on secular educational research paradigms and methodologies, and have 

;eluded worl< in history, philosohy, history, psychology, soaology, 
anthropology, and political organization. However, the entire enterprise of 
research in Jewish education has been hampered by tha following factors: 
-- At the present time, there is no routine collection of even the most basic data 

on enrollment, staffing patterns, or finances. There are no· generally accepted 
and validated achievement tests. Moreover, the voluntary nature of Jewish 
education and the loose organizational structure of its institutions, militate 
against the collection of this data. 

--There are only 18 full-time academic positions in the field of Jewish education. 
Of these, 12 carry with them administrative responsibility, and most of the 
others require involvement in community education projects, thereby curtailing 
the time avatlable for research. At least 75% of the research that exists, was 
conducted by Ph.D. or Ed.D. students as part of 1he requirements for their 
dissertation. 

--There is no infrastructure to support research In Jewish educaUon: 
·- no regular sources of funding exist; occasional funding is disbursed by 

agencies or foundations on an ad hoc basis. 
-- there are no centers for research in Jewish education 
-- there exists no journal devoted to research in Jewish education. Those 

conducting research must either attempt to publish in secular journals ot 
education, publish abridged versions in the one or two journals devoted to 
Jewish education, or seek out venues for ·occasional papers." 

-~ A significant number of studies are planned, and even partially executed, 
either by Bureaus or individual researchers; most of them are ultimately 
abandoned due to a lad< of time or funding.The annual conferences on 
research in Jewish education, of which there have been five, receive 
submissions of only 5 - 10 papers per year; in addition, they receive i O - 12 
reports of research in progress, but many of these studies do not seem to be 
c::impleted . 

- .... .. 
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-- There is only one Ph. D. program in North America (at Stanford } which Is 
geared towards research in Jewish education. This program was unable to 
open in 1991-92, for lack of qualified applicants. 

-- There are perhaps two dozen practising Jewish educators, or people with a 
deep interest inJewish education who are enrolled, at any given time, in Ph.D. 
programs in education at their local universities. Otten these people do not 
write their dissertations on topics related to Jewish education, either because 
they cannot find faculty advisors, or because it Is recommended to them that a 
secular education dissertation would make them more ·marketable." 

B: In order to redress the situation, the CIJE should undertake 
some combination of the following: 

1) The CIJE might adopt a programmatic research agenda, identifying a number 
of high priority research areas, and soliciting proposals for long-term (5 - 10 
year), multi-disciplinary, coordinated studies in each of these areas. The 
National Research Centers might serve as a model for how this research 
would be carried out. Given the small number ot researchers in Jewish 
education, the resultant research centers might have to function more as 
consortia of individuals from a number of ditf erent institutions than as satf
contained centers In one location. In order to identify the high priority research 
areas the CIJ E might convene a panel of experts, which might conduct its own 
research and/or hold its own hearings, and then go through a process 
whereby consensus was reached. Some areas which would most certainly 
come under consideration would include: 

-- evaluation and assessment. as will be needed in the lead communities 
-- in-depth study ot the "best practices' identified by the project of that name 
-- envisioning alternative models of Jewish education 
-- teacher recruitment, preparation, and assessment 
-- leadership in Jewish educational Institutions 

Questions to be answered: 
a) are the research projects best conceived of as competitive or invita1ional 
(assuming that the invited proposals would be refereed)? 

b) how could the research projects serve to strengthen the instrtution(s) in 
which they were located, rather than being Isolated entities, at best, and 
energy drains, at worst? 

2) The CIJE might encourage and/or facilitate the endowment of research 
professorships and/or research centers either at individual universities or 
shared by a consortium of universitie5; alternately, the center might be an 
independent entity, modeled after the Rand or Brookings institutes. These 
centers would differ from those outlined in :::1 in that they would be free to 
establish their own research agendas. 
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3) The CIJE might establish one or more centers devoted to the field testing 
and evaluation of curricula and/or programs. These centers might be 
organized according to region, denomination, type of setting, etc. 

4) The CIJE might create a mechanism for the encouragement and support of 
reflective practitioners and action research. Experience in secular education 
has shown that simply making funds available would not be sufficient: that 
practitioners would need to be coached and assisted in this process. 
Potential models for these might be the National Teaching and Leadership 
Academies currently being established by the Oeaprlrnent of Education, or the 
NEH summer institutes for college faculty. Participating practitioners could be 
brought together for the summer to work with mentors or guides, who would 
also maintain contact with them during the course of the year. 

Questions to be answered: 
a} Would practitioners be Interested in this type of project? What might serve 

as an incentive for them to participate? 
b) Would these best be organized by setting (encouraging, or even requiring. 

teams from a single instiMion), topic, location, denomination, or by some 
other means? 

5) One or more funds might be established in support of individual research 
projects. Grants would be awarded on the basis of a competitive review 
process. 

Questions to be answered: 
a) Would these awards be goverened by any pre-set criteria or conditions? 
b) How would the review process work? Would the panel of reviewers rotate 

each year? Would the panel which reviewed proposals for programmatic 
research be appropriate to review these proposals as well? 

c) What would be an appropriate funding balance between programmatic 
research and individual research? 

6) The CIJE might encourage the creation of fellowship support for both 
doctoral candidates with an interest in Jewish education and beginning 
scholars in the field, enabling them to pursue research In Jewish education. 
Thesa fellowships might be modeled after the Spencer Fellowships, which are 
reviewed by a panel ot distinguished scholars. 

Questions to be answered: 
a) might different categories be established for applicants in secular and 
Jewish universities? 
b) might researchers working 1n other settings, such as Federations or 
agencies be elligible as well? 

7) The CIJE might establish one or more agencies for the collection ot basic 
data regarding: 



--enrollment in different types of educational institutions. 
--staffing patterns (numbers of staff in different categories, hours of 

employment, qualifications) 
--finances (tuitions, salaries, scholarships) 
--perhaps some basic curricular information, e.g. , hours allotted to different 

subject matters 
It is important to note that although the decision concerning what data to 
collect, and the creation of certain types of instruments (such as survey 
questionnaires and achievement tests} would constitute research problems, 
the collection of the data itself would not constitute research. Some have 
argued, therefore, that this item ought not even to be included among the 
research options, since rt might lead to a misconception regarding the nature 
of research. 

Questions to be answered: 
a) What purpose would the data serve? Every item would have to be justified 
in terms of its usefulness to erther researchers, policymakers or practitioners, 
in order to justify the costs involved in its colledlcn. 
b) need this data be collected universally, or would a representative sample 
suffice? 
c ) past experience with the JESNA-Hebrew University Census and others 
suggests that schools either do not have much of this Information readily 
available, or will not voluntarily fill out forms, and ihat (in contrast to public 
school systems, in which data collection can be required by law and subject to 
rewards and/or penalties) only a few local bureaus can provide incentives for 
schools to cooperate. How could this problem be overcome? 

8) The ClJE might establish a variety of d issemination venues for the research 
generated by the mechanisms proposed above. These venues might include 
(but not be limited to): 
--the creation of one or more journals 
--endowing a fund for the publication of books 
·-sponsoring and/or subsidizing conferences 
--using new technologies to create data banks, clearinghouses, nehvori<s, 
and/or teleconferencing opportunities. 

9) The CIJE might conduct or coordinate a public relations campaign to 
convince key stakeholders ot the critical importance of research to the entire 
enterprise cf reform and renewal in Jewish education. 

4 



C: Working Principles 
Underlying the options presented in section B are a number of assumptions 
regarding the elements that contribute to an environment in which research of 
high quality can be supported and carried out. ln addition, there are a number of 
assumptions regarding models and resources for improving the current 
situation. These working principles are: 

C.1 The assessment of research priorities and the funding for 
research must come from a variety of sources and perspectives. 
All the stakeholders in Jewish education {practitioners, policy-makers, 
consumers, as well as researchers and representatives of their institutions) 
have important contributions to make to the process of establishing a research 
agenda, since each will be contributors to and recipients of the resultant 
research. 

C .2 The process by which priorities are set and funds disbursed 
must be open, democratic and flexible. 

The history of research (in both the natural and social sciences) abounds with 
examples of opportunities missed and challenges unmet because a narrow 
group which controlled research in a particular fie1d developed tunnel vision 
and failed to pursue a wide enough range ot research questions. The only way 
to guard against this sort of ossification is by creating a decision-making 
process which is inclusive and democratic, as well as rigorous and fair. 

C.3 An endeavor as complex as Jewish education can best be 
studied through a plurality of research paradigms and 
methodologies. 

C.4 There is a comparable need for a variety of contexts for 
promoting and supporting research . 

The justification for both of these principles can be as simple as the folk warning 
against putting all one's eggs in one basket. A more sophisticated justification 
may be found in the works ot Dewey, Schwab, and more recent educational 
scholars who argue that the traditional disciplines and structures of knowledge 
can obscure as much as they reveal , and can teach us more when they are, in 
Schwab'3 terms/harnessed together." 

C.5 The great success of many research endeavors in the field of 
secular education in the past two decades offers much hope to 
those concerned about the state of research In Jewish education. 

Research in secular education can contribute to research In Jewish education 
in at least two ways: 

-- a variety of models have been developed for the organization and support 
of research. We can learn a great deal from both the successes ana failures 
of these models. 

- - . ....... ... ~ . ·=- . 
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-- quite a few of the most highly regarded researchers in secular education are 
committed, affiliated Jews, who have expressed an interest in contributing, in 
some way, to research in Jewish education. While these estaolished 
researchers will not abandon their own research programs, they-may be 
happy to work on particular projects on a part-time basis, supervise the work 
of doctoral students, serve on advisory boards and review panels, and make 
other, as yet unspecified, contributions to the field. 

C.6 In setting a research agenda for the field, we would do well to 
take a systemic perspective. 

In other words, It is not sufficient to fund research; we must also concern 
ourselves with the training and placement of researchers, the dissemination of 
results, and with the creation of a climate which will assure future appreciation 
and support of research efforts . 
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Dear Annette, 

Kl~KOS COPIES~972 2 699951 

1227 South Hi Point 
Los Angeles, CA 90035 
September 17, 1991 

As I write this, you and your family are probably setting off for 
shul: and as you read it, I'll probably still be in shul. So, once again, 
G'mar hatlma tova. 

I've lost track of what number draft this is -- but It takes into 
account your concerns when we last spoke (see especlally Item A2). 
I took over $23,000 off of the budget. I still believe, however, that a 
full meeting of the advisory committee (or as many as were able to 
come) is critical to the project. As per Steve Hoffman's suggestion, 
I have added options A and B to the budget, to accommodate two 
potential additions to the advisory committee and to enable more 
advisory commitee members to travel to the January meeting. In 
addition, I would like to remind you that if, per chance, my phone 
bills go over the total (and are not balanced out by lower xerox 
bills), I will be coming back to you for more money. 

Some suggestions for an Orthodox member of the committee: (from 
Jack:) Karen Bacon, the Dean of Stern College, or (from my friend 
David Ellanson:) Samuel Hellman. No leads, as yet, on Informal 
education. Given the budgetary constraints, we may decide that 
Hanan Alexander is sufficient. 

I hope this will do it, and that I'll get the green light during Hal 
Hamoed Sukkot. One item I'd like to discuss with you, as soon as the 
project officially begins. pertains to formal invitations to the 
advisory committee for Scheffler, David Cohen, and Mike lnbar, I'd 
like if you would formally invite them, and I'll follow up with Faxes 
and phone calls outlining my questions. 

As soon as the FAX and phone are in, I'll let you know. 

B'Shalom, Isa 

;~ 2/ 8 
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HEBREW UNION COLLEGE-JEWISH INSTITUTE OF RELIGION 
Cincinnati • New York• Los Angeles • J erusa/em 

RHEA HIRSCH SC:!iOOL Of EDUr.ATiCl:-1 

June 26, 1991 

Drs. Seymour Fox and Annette Hochstein 
Machon Mandel 

Dear Seymour and Annette, 

3077 UNtV'ERSITY AVENUE • LCS ,\KCZt.BS. CAt.tFO~:-IIA 90007-J7ga 
(2131 7~9-342. 

Thanks for your call (Seymour) and note (Annette). My family is doing about as 
well as can be expected. During the sbiva we had large crowds of visitors, which my 
mother found comforting but I found exhausting. Now my mother has many details 
and arrangements to attend to. Since my aunt Channie and Uncle Max are still in 
New York, I've returned to L.A. 

With my mother's encouragement, I will be coming to Israel from July 12t.h to July 
18th. I sent a separate FAX to Daniel Laufer regarding the hotel reservations. 

If I remember our phone conversation correctly, we are now in agreement as to the 
scope and outcome of my project. I will bring to Israel a revised outline which will 
spell out the process by which the final priorities will be reached. I will also bring 
c! potential list of advisors and a plan for covening the advisors in the Fall. 

If at all possible, I would like to have the budget approved before I leave for Israel. 
The research assistant I have in mind needs to know how much he can expect to 
earn. And with both Sara and her secretary going away in July, sending and 
receiving FAXES via HUC will be more problematic. Do you need me to be more 
specific about certain categories? 

I will be away from Thursday, June 27 through Sunday, June 30. You can reach me 
at home during the week of July 1, if you let me know in advance when to expect 
your call. On Tuesday, July 2 I'll be at HUC in the morning. I look forward to 
hearing from you. 

B'shalom, 

Isa 
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HEBREW UNION COLLEGE-JEWISH INSTITUTE OF RELIGION 
3077 UNIVERSITY AVENUE • LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90007-3796 • PHONE 749-3424 

Annette Hochstein 
Seymour Fox 

TQ ___ ---''----------------

ffiOM __ ~S~ar_aa....-L=e~eJ_,t-A4<----------

D~~F ___ 5_~_0_/9_1 __ _ 

I wanted to let you know that I will be in Israel from July 11-31. I will be 
staying at Hebrew Union College and doing a number of things, including 
working with the class of education students we have just admitted. If 
possible, I would very much like to meet with you and chat about our 
forthcoming master planning process. The number at HUC is 203 333. 

I look forward to seeing you in July. 
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May 24, 1991 

Ms. Annette Hochstein 
Machon Mandel 

FAX#: 011 • 972 • 2 • 699-951 

Dear Annette, 

Thanks far your FAX of 5/17. I'm glad that your conception of this project and my 
proposal were on the same wavelength. I am in no rush to get started, having 
plenty of work with which to occupy myself In the interim; whenever you have an 
opportunity to get back to ms will be fine. 

I do, however, have one question which should be addressed immediately, Jest 
on opportunity bo I~. Ao you probe1bly know, thl~ year~ Conference on 
Research in Jewish Education wllt be held in Cleveland, from June 2 • 4. 
Because of the limited number of flights between L.A. and Cleveland, I will have 
some tree time in Cleveland on both Sunday morning, June 2nd and Tuesday 
aftemoon, June 4th. Would there be anything gained by my meeting with either 
the CIJE staff or researchers who will be at the conference? If so, I should 
attempt to arrange such a meeting as soon as possible. 

If you think it is premature to have any type of meeting, you needn't re,pond to 
thlsF~. 

I hope your Board meetings went well, and look forward to talking with you 
when time permits. 

B'Shalom, 



DRAFT D R A F T D R A F T 

DEVELOPING A RESEARCH CAPABILITY IN NORTH AMERICA 

SOME ISSUES FOR CONSIDERATION 

1. The Commission on Jewish education pointed to the lack of 
reliable data on Jewish education in North America. Its report 
states: 

"There is a paucity of data about the basic issues, and 
almost no evaluation has been made to assess the quality an 
impact of programs. 
Because of this, decisions are taken without the benefit of 
clear evidence of need, and major resources are invested 
without sufficient monitoring. We do not know what works 
in Jewish education. We do not even know much about what 
students know at different stages of their education. 
There are not ~nough standardized achievement tests. There 
is not sufficiently accurate information on the number of 
teachers in the system, their qualifications and their 
salaries . 
We also need more extensive investigation into the history 
and philosophy of Jewish education in order to enrich the 
creative process that will help design the Jewish education 
of tomorrow." 

As a result of its findings the commission adopted, as one of its 
five recommendations the decision to develop a research capabil
ity in North America: 

"A research capability . . will be developed at 
universities, by professional research organizations, as 
well as by individual scholars. They will create the 
theoretical and practical knowledge base that is 
indispensable for change and improvement . A comprehensive, 
long-range research agenda will be outlined .... 11 

2. The Council on Innovations in Jewish Education (CIJE) decided 
that a fist step in the implementation of this decision would be 
to turn to a distinguished/outstanding researcher and as them to 
map and assess the existing research capability (people, 
institutions, forums, resources) and then to recommend ways to 
bring about its development. The researcher would work with an 
active steering committee or editorial committee. The product of 
this work would be brought to the Senior Policy Advisors and then 
to the Board of the CIJE for approval. The first choice was to 
turn to Prof. I. Scheffler of Harvard University and present to 
him the challenge: 

1 



a. The pool of researchers : 

1. There is a growing, but still very small, number of 
people who are actively, involved in research on Jewish 
education in North America (e . g . , Dr . Isa Aron at HUC). 

2. There is a group of academics in the field of general 
education who are Jewish and who have expressed great 
interest in Jewish education (e . g . Gammoran and Pekarsky at 
the University of Wisconsin; Sharon Fineman-Nemzer at 
Michigan State University) . 

3. There are Jewish researchers with an interest in gener
al education, who might be recruited to the task (e.g. 
Henry Levin, an economist of education, at Stanford 
University) . 

4 . There are subject matter experts - professors of Judaica 
primarily, who could be invited to contribute of their 
expertise for Jewish education (e . g . Prof. I. Twersky at 
Harvard University) . 
. - - -

What can be done and what should be done in order to expand the 
pool of individuals who devote themselves to research in Jewish 
education? 

b. The Research Agenda: 

1 . There is a need to map out what research exists and what 
its validity is . In the continuum from basic to policy 
research there is a sense of enormous gaps in knowledge -
far beyond what is the situation in general education or in 
other areas of social endeavors. (See appendix A - from 
the background papers to the 5th Commission meeting . ) These 
gaps should be defined and documented . 

2. Some early attempts have been made to define the agenda 
of research for Jewish education . The problem is that 
these attempts often consist of extensive lists of possible 
research topics. There is a need for a reasoned agenda . 
Researchers and other experts should be involved in think
ing through the needs and prioritizing them in light of 
what is already available, what will make a difference, and 
what is most urgent. 

3 . The researcher who will undertake this assignment will 
need to consider the situation in several areas of endeav
or. From that of statistical data (profile of the teaching 
force) to the question of indicators (how are we improving 
knowledge and skills this year?); from that of the econom
ics of Jewish education (what is the true relationship of 
tuition to day- school attendance; how much does it cost to 
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run an educational institutions; what are alternative modes 
of financing education?); to that of the outcomes of pro
grams (how effective has this innovative - or ongoing 
program been?). 

4. In the area of curriculum there are single examples of 
attempts at preparing the use of subject matters for cur
riculum (e.g. in the past the Bible teaching project at the 
Melton Center in New York; research into the translation of 
subject matters for curriculum development by Dr. J. Cohen 
in Jerusalem). However in general the curriculum for 
Jewish education in both formal and informal settings is 
underdeveloped and - except for the Haredim - lacks a 
contemporary historical and philosophic foundation. Most 
settings work without either an overall syllabus or set 
curricula. Programs often depend on the individual 
ingenuity of individual educators. 

5. Needs, desires, expectations -- the market -- have not 
been addressed: what do parents want for themselves and for 
their children; what do students want, what· do rabbis and 
lay people want? What is the fit between what exists and 
what -is wanted? Do the Jews of North America have the 
education they want? 

6. What are the policy implications of any of the above -
and many additional questions? 

c. The assignment: 

a. The researcher should undertake his assessment on the 
state of research in Jewish education and work together 
with a steering committee or editorial committee. The 
product of this work should consist of a paper that will 
offer . an overview and assessment of the current state of 
research in Jewish education, guidelines for an agenda, and 
suggestions concerning the development of existing and 
perhaps new settings where research will be undertaken. The 
work should take about 6 months to complete. 

b. This paper will be presented to the Senior Policy Advi
sors and to the Board of the CIJE for discussion and 
recommendations for action. 

c. The CIJE will involve the appropriate foundations in 
this process with a view of securing funding for the devel
opment of research opportunities. It will decide whether 
the research endeavor will be the domain of one single 
foundation or whether several foundations will be ap
proached for specific elements of the plan, consistent with 
each foundation's interest. 
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6. Research 

I. Background 

There is very little research on Jewish education being c:irried out in North America. As a 
result, there is a paucity of data; too little is known concerning the basic issues and almost 
no evaluations have been undertaken to assess the quality and impact of programs. 

Because of this, decisions are made without the benefit of clear evidence of need; major 
resources are invested with insufficient evaluation or monicoring. We seldom know what 
works in Jewish education, what is better and whal is less good, what the impact of programs 
is. The market has not been explored; we do not know what people want. There are not 
enough standardized achievement tests in Jewish education; we do not know much about 
what srudents kpoyl[. We do not bay_e_accurate information on how many teachers there are, 
how qualified cheyare, whut their s-alaries nre. 

Various theories and models for the training of educators need to be considered as we 
decide what kinds of training are appropriate for various types of educators. The debates in 
general education on the education of educacors need to be considered in terms of their 
significance for Jewish education. A careful analysis of the potential of the existing training 
institutions would help us determine both what is desir.able and what is feasible. 

More extensive investigation into the history and philosophy of Jewish education would 
inform our thinking for future developments. 

We are also in need of important data and knowledge in areas such as the curriculum and 
teaching melhods for Jewish schools. For exnrnple, the teaching of Hebrew needs to be 
grounded in research. The various goals for the teaching of Hebrew should determine the 
kind of Hebrew to be taught: the Hebrew of the Bible, of the prayer book, spoken Hebrew, 
Hebrew useful on a first visit to Israel, and so on. These decisions in tum would determine 
the vocabulary to be mastered, the relative importance of literature, of grammar, etc. 

The potential of informal education has not been researched. Summer camping appears to 
make a difference. Is this really so? If it is, how can its impact be increased by relating it to 
the education that takes place in the JCCs and in schools? 

Adult education is also an area that needs to be researched. How could we best reach out to 
the many Jewish adults who might be interested in Jewish study but are not involved in 
existing adult education courses? What are the varied needs of different audiences of adults 
and what kinds of programs would meet dive rse needs and learning styles? 
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The role of Israel as an educational resource has not been studied ..idequately. It plays too 
small a role in the.curriculum of Jewish schools. There is a shortage of educational rnat~rials 
and literature about teaching methods for this topic. 

We need research in order to allow decision-makers to make informed decisions. We need 
it, too, to enrich our knowledge about Jewish education and to promote the creative 
processes that will design the Jewish education of tomorrow. 

II. Reco mmendations 

The Commission recommends the establishment of a research capability in North 
America to develop the knowledge base for Jewish education, to gather the necessary 
data and to undertake monitoring and evaluation. Resear ch and development 
should be supported at existing ins titutions and organizations, and at specialized 
r esearch facilities that may need to be established. 

,--- ... t-- -
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DRAFT DRAFT DRAFT 

STRATEGIC PLAN FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF LEAD COMMUNITIES 

SOME ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED 

I. BACKGROUND 

The Commission on Jewish Education in North America decided to 

recommend the establishment of 3-5 lead communities. Lead 

communities are model communities whose purpose it is to 

demonstrate what can happen when there is an infusion of 

:--i--- - --outstanding personnel into the educational system, when the 

importance of Jewish education is recognized by the community and 

its leadership, and when the necessary funds are secured to meet 

additional costs. 

These "Lead Communities" will provide a leadership function for 

other communities throughout North America. Their purpose is to 

serve as laboratories in which to discover the educational 

practices and policies that work best. They will function as the 

testing places for "best practices 11 
-- exemplary or excellent 

programs -- in all fields of Jewish education. 

Each of the Lead Communities will engage in the process of 

redesigning and improving the delivery of Jewish education 

through a wide array of intensive programs. 
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Through a feedback, evaluation and monitoring system, innovation 

developed in Lead Communities will be diffused throughout the 

country. 

II. THE ASSIGNMENT 

A planning process must be undertaken to deal with the systematic 

development of lead communities. This process should be guided 

by a sub- committee of the CIJE and staffed by educators and 

planners. The product of the planning process should include: 

1. A description of alternative conceptions of a lead 
,-~ -

community. Two models have already been discussed (Appendix 

A) . 

2. A re- examination and amplification of the assumptions upon 

which the concept of lead community is based and a 

recommendation as to which are to guide the work with lead 

communities (see Appendix B) . 

3. The development of criteria for the selection of lead 

communities including visiting teams. 

4. A decision on the method for the selection of lead 

communities (public announcement, who will decide, when). 

5. Suggestions as to the kind of local mechanism needed in the 

comm.unity for work with the CIJE, towards the establishment 

and rnaintainenance of the lead community . Prepare assessment 
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-- diagnostic tools -- to assist communities in self- study 

(the preparation of a local "educational profile"). 

6. Establishment of a program for the development of 

"portfolios" of best practices (recruit staff to develop 

portfolios, possibly locate these staffs at institutions 

throughout North America). 

7. The development of rosters of experts for work with the 

communities in each of the programmatic areas (e.g., 

supplementary school, day school, etc.). 
,--- -

8. Design relationship between lead communities and continental 

and regional institutions (the denominations and their 

training institutions) for the purposes of training and 

consultation. 

9. Prepare recommendations for the development of community 

leadership to guide and support the lead community . 

10. Start ongoing processes of building contacts with 

foundations interested in supporting specific categories of 

innovative programs. 

11. Establish a mechanism to maintain a monitoring-feedback-loop 

and to guarantee ongoing evaluation of program (in 

partnership with the CIJE). 
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12 . Recommendations concerning modes of diffusion of findings 

concerning the impact of programs in lead communities. 

Include relationship and method of communication between 

lead communities and interested communities, institutions 

and organizations - - during the period when ideas and 

programs are being developed. 

13. The preparation of alternative scenarios of how a lead 

community would work (see Appendix C). 

,-- -
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FRELIMINARY WORXING PAPERS fOR DISCUSSION BY CIJE 
SENIOR POLICY AOVXSQRS: NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION 

STRATEGIC PL.AN FOR THE DEVELOPMENT 
OF LEAD COMMUNITIES 

SOME ISSUES TO BE CONSIDERED 

I. BACKGROUND 

The Coinlllission on Jewish Education in North America has 
recommended the establishment of three to five lead 
communities. 

A. Lead communities will be model communities. In the lead 
communities, the CIJE hopes to demonstrate what can happen 
when: 

,-- -

0 

0 

,--· 0 

a community has outstanding personnel 
Jewish education is recognized as important 
by the community and its leadership 
necessary funds are available 

These communities will serve a "leadership function" 
for other North American communities. As laboratories 
for educational practices and policies, they will function 
as test sites for "best practices" -- exemplary and 
excellent programs in all fields. 

Each lead community will be required to undertake a 
process to redesign and improve a wide array of intensive 
educational programs. 

Through feedback, evaluation and close monitoring, the 
innovations developed in the communities will be 
diffused throughout the continent. 

II. THE CIJE ASSIGNMENT 

A planning process will systematically develop the concept of 
"Lead Communities". A CIJE sub-committee staffed by educators 
and planners will guide the process. 

The plan should include: 

1. A description of alternative conceptions of a lead 
community. Two models are discussed in 
Appendix A. 

2. A re-examination and amplification of the assumptions 
upon which the concept is based. 

3. Recommendations to guide the work with lead 
communities ( Appendix B). 

@ 
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4. Criteria for the selection of lead communities. 

5. A method for the selection of lead communities. 

6. Suggestions for an appropriate local mechanism 
for work with CIJE to establish the lead community 
and to coordinate on-going activities. 

7. An assessment and diagnostic tools to assist 
communities in self-study and the preparation of a 
local educational profile. 

8. A program for the development of best practices. 

9. The rosters of experts for work with the communities 
in each programmatic area (e.g., supplementary 
school, day school, etc.). 

10. For training and consul tat ion purposes: A design for 
·the relat)6nship between lead communities and 
·continental and regional institutions, the 
denominations and their training institutions. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

Recommendations for the development of 
community leadership to guide and support the 
lead conununity. 

A process for building contacts with toundations 
interested in supporting specific categories ot 
innovative programs. 

A mechanism to maintain- in partnership with CIJE -
a feedback-loop to monitor and guarantee ongoing 
program evaluation. 

Recommendations for diffusion of the findings on the 
impact of programs in the communities. This should 
include reconunendations on the ideal relationship and 
method of communication between lead communities and 
other interested communities, and between 
institutions and organizations du:ring the period when 
ideas and progra~s are being developed. 

Alternative scenarios of how a 
lead community might work ( Appendix C). 



APPENDIX A 

LEAD COMMUNITIES; TWO POSSIBLE MODELS 

A. A lead community could be all of the Jewish educational 
institutions of an individual community. one to 
three such sites could be established. Each would reouire 
the participation of minimum number of institutions OR a 
substantial number of the educational institutions in 
the community {e.g., early childhood programs, supplementary 
schools, day schools, JCCs, Jewish studies programs of local 
col leges and universities, adult education programs}. 

B. Several lead communities could be established each of which 
could have a different focus within Jewish education by 
ages 1~.:_g_., elementary school age), by institutions {e.g., 
day s'chools) , or some combination. 

For example, three lead communities could decide to focus on 
early childhood, supplementary and day schools. Three others 
would focus on the high school and college-age programs, and 
three additional on JCCs, summer camps and Israel Experiences. 
Thus, a significant portion of the map ~auld be covered by 
this approach. 



tested, they will be carefully monitored and subject to 
critical analysis. Openness and creativity, monitoring 
and accountability are not easily accomplished, but are 
vital to the concept. 

6. EVALUATION 

Work will be monitored and evaluated to discover what can be 
achieved with a massive systematic investment of thought, 
energy, and funding. The results will serve as the basis for 
diffusion and dissemination. 

7. DISSEMINATION 

The results of work and lessons learned will be diffused 
throughout the North American Jewish community and to other 
interested communities through the world. This can be 
accomplished only with documentation of all aspects of the 
work. ,:=::::,...-: -



~PPENDIX l3 

WORKING ASSUMPTIONS 

The Lead Community concept is based on several assumptions. 

1. LOCAL INITIATIVES 

The initiative must come from the local community and 
the key participants must be fully committed to the endeavor. 
The community must set for itself the highest possible 
standards and guarantee necessary funding. The community 
selected will have to develop a local mechanism to be 
responsible for the initiation of ideas, the design of 
programs and program implementation. 

2. LEARNING BY DOING 

The notion of a lead community assumes that it is possible to 
demonstrate effective approaches to specific community 
problems and that these can then be replicated elsewhere. 
Significant questions concerning innovation and implementation 
can only be resolved in real settings and by careful 
consideration of the many processes involved. 

3. BEST PRACTICE 

An inventory of "best practi ce" will be an important resource . 
Examples suggested by the de.nominational bodies, their traini ng 
institutions, educational organizations , JCCA, JESNA, CJF, 
and other groups, together with their staff s will be 
hrnnCJht. t-.o tha site, intearated and funded. 

4. CONTENT 

The educational program will be guided by a carefully 
articulated philosophy developed by reflective 
deliberations on educational goals and implementation 
strategies. Local institutions working with the national 
organizations and CIJE co-sponsors and others will be invited 
to participate and will produce background papers on the 
philosophy to guide the effort. These papers will address: 
the problem of translating philosophy into curriculum, 
the texts to be studied and the teaching methods to be 
used. They will also be used to guide the evaluation of the 
program. 

5. ENVIRONMENT 

The community will be characterized by innovation and 
experimentation. Creativity will be encouraged. Programs 
will ne~ Ba lim~~a~ ~~ ~~~.ting id~~~ - ~~ ~nP~A ~rQ 



APPENDIX C 

AN tXAMPLE OF A LOCAL COMMUNITY AT WORK 

After establishing selection criteria, the Board will consider 
several possible communities and choose from among them. Each 
community .!>t:lt:\,,: Lt:::u w 111 t,.;rt:!e1 l.t:! ;;,. ::5tructure to worx: in par-cnersh1p 
with the CIJE. If a local commission already exists, it could serve 
that function. ' 

A study of the community must be undertaken to learn about the 
community - the market for Jewish education, the commitment of lay 
leadership, and the current level of funding. 

A preliminary plan would then be developed. Some of its elements 
must include: 

1. PERSONNEL 
,-- - -
,---- -

A personnel study will show the number of filled positions 
full-time and part-time in all areas of formal and informal 
Jewish education in the community . 

The study will also identify the gaps - positions that need 
to be created and ultimately filled. The denominations, 
organizations and training institutions and others will be 
invited to join in developing a plan for recruiting, training 
and retaining personnel. 

a. RECRUITMENT 

All of the recommendations on recruitment in the 
Commission report and the results of a future national 
recruitment study will be reviewed and the community 
required to act on those recommendations. 

Some examples: 

o Recruit appropriate local college students and 
contract with them for several years of work 
in the supplementary schools, day schools and JCCs 

o Recruit people interested in career changes. 

o Encourage general educators to train for positions 
in Jewish education. 

o Recruit outstanding educators( e.g., Jerusalem 
Fellows, Senior Educators) from outside the 
community to assume key positions. 

o Recruit personnel from national organizations and 
build a program to prepare them for positions. 



for positions. 

b. TRAINING 

... - - - - - ... J.. ... - ,. ..... - - ,. .. - .. -- "'-- - - -- - - .A ..... .A -- "" - -

New people will be prepared for the field. 

Everyone currently in the field will be involved in 
in-service training and professional development 
activities. 

For example: 

o All non-professional teachers will be individually 
assessed (current knowledge, individual potential) 
and a program designed to meet their needs. 

o All professional teachers, principals, and informal 
educators will be involved in continuing education 
planned jointly by the national and local 
mechanisms. 

-- ---:· -

o Special fast-track progra~s will be developed for 
retraining general educators or career-changers. 

o A consortium of training institutions each with 
a specific assignment - could adopt the community. 
The training institutions, the local universities, 
institutions in Israel, and other appropriate 
groups could be invited to participate. 

o Lay leadership training programs will be 
established. 

o As a result of the community study, a new map of 
the educational needs in the community will be 
developed. 

This map will include positions for special 
education: for experts in early childhood 
oduc::a.ticn ~ for., tgac:hor--t:;i:-a i ngrc.., £or c.-o~o,i ::1. l ic.tc. 
~sraei ~xperience programs; consul~an~s 
on ..iew1sn programming 1:or Jcc.:s: acm.u: ana ram11y 
educators. 

T~ ~~v h~ MA~~ ......... ~~A~ ~~~~•~A~~~~~ ~~A~~~~~~ 

increase in the number of positions in the 
community. This could include more full-time 
positions. This could be the beginning of a new 
conception of the profession! 

Accompanying this should be a description of the 
training, salary, benefits and status appropriate 



to each position. Thus, a Bible expert may 
earn the same salary and be granted the same 
status as a principal. This would expand the 
possibilities of advancement beyond the 
conventional linear pattern of teacher, 
assistant principal, principal. 

d. RETENTION 

The study may point to the need for improving the 
relationship between lay boards and educators; the need 
for better compensation, sabbaticals, trips to Israel as 
well as on-the-job training. The local mechanism will 
determine the conditions that are necessary to retain 
outstanding people in the field. 

2. COMMUNITY - LEADERSHIP, FUNDING, AND STRUCTURES 

::Appropriate community leadership will have to be involved 
from the onset. These leaders will develop the community 
plans for oversight. The community will create its own 
evaluation program or accept a national program so that 
success can be measured and appropriate decisions made . 

Only with well-informed and tota:ly committed leadership 
will necessary funding and overall support be obtained 
for the work. A oartnership betveen the lay leadership, 
educators, and educational institutions must be created. 

:,. AN t::XAMPL?:: or AN l:N::JTITUTl'.ON - TnD QUPPtPMEt!ThB¥ Qcttoot; 

Tho cupplcmcntary cohoolc in a cpcoifio oonununity aro 
offered below as one example of how the CIJE and local 
group could work to implement appropriate 
recommendations. 

A community taskforce composed of the acknowledged 
leaders of various movements is created to help the 
local group examine the schools. They bring 
examples of "best practice" and invite their 
developers and thinkers in the area to join in 
deliberations on the supplementary school. Together, 
they plan an approach to improving the supplementary 
school. 

The following might be included: 
o elaboration of education philosophies. 

o school's relationship to synagogue, 
informal education, summer camping, trips 
to Israel, family and adult education. 



o definition of legitimate and anticipated 
educational outcomes. 

o Scope and Sequence of curriculum and its 
content 

o available methods and materials to be introduced. 

o problematic areas for which ~aterials must be 
developed 

Each denomination is given the opportunity and 
appropriate support to develop a plan based on one of the 
elements listed above. 

The local group and the CIJE reviews, modifies, and 
adopts the plan. Funding and criteria for evaluation are 
agreed upon. The appropriate institutions are asked to 
undertake responsibility for training the personnel and 

,;:accompany the::.-experirnent as a whole. For example, for 
the Conservative schools, the Jewish Theological Seminary 
and its Melton Research Center ~orks with the staff 
helpin~ Thqm rn n~~inP nn m~tAri~1s and to develop a 
training program for its teaching. They would be 
involved with the local schools on a regular basis to · 
monitor progress and to consult. 

Although denominations work individually with their 
schools, t here are areas where _gJ.l work together. On many 
issues-such as integration of formal and informal 
education and the use of the Israel Experience and family 
education, and, possibly even in certain content areas, 
such as the teaching of Hebrew, combined effort yield 
significant results. 

Within a few years, we learn what can be achieved 
with an investment of proper thinking and training. 
We also see how informal education, the Israel 
Experience, family eduction and other elements 
combine to increase the impact of the supplementary 
school. 

CIJE, in addition to its role in planning, evaluating and 
overseeing the entire project, would, as quickly as 
possible, extrapolates principles from the experience, 
The public debate lead to the development of policies 
on important issues (such as salaries, benefits, 
professional status, sabbatics, etc.) Specific lessons 
l,,....,.., .. .;,,J. •~-..:1 G~op• •o•o,m?"'l,L ... i-..•a .,,.... d:/.~r.,o,:-,..~ ... . -.+-,...4 ~n 

other communities. 



PRELIMINARY WORKING PAPER FOR DISCUSSION 51 
CIJE SENIOR POLICY ADVISORS 

NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION 

A STRATEGIC PLAN FOR THE TRAINING OF JEWISH EDUCATORS 
FOR NORTH AMERICA 

GUIDELINES FOR PROPOSALS 

I. BACKGROUND 

The field of Jewish education in North Alt\erica is plagued by a 
severe shortage of trained and qualified educators for its 
numerous formal and informal settings. 

It is estimated that there are approximately 5,000 full-time 
positions for Jewish educators and another 20,000-30,000 
part-time positions. At the same time, all training programs 
for Jewish education - with the exception of the Haredi sector
graduate.-together approximately 100 people per year -:- a figure 
woefu!Ty·· inadequate to meet the needs of the field . 

An improvement in this situation is contingent upon a 
significant increase in the number of well-trained educators. 
This includes training for competence in Judaica, Hebrew 
language proficiency and mastery of theory and practice. 

It is estimated that today less than one-half the educators in 
the field have these qualifications. 

The Commission on Jewish Education in North Alllerica has 
developed several recommendations to improve Jewish education 
including the recommendation to Build the Profession. 
The Commission has identified the need to significantly 
expand the training capability as a cornerstone of its 
current program. 

II. THE ASSIGNMENT 

A planning process must be undertaken for the 
systematic development of pre-service and in-service training 
for Jewish educators for North America. 

The product will consist of alternative short, medium and 
long-term development strategies and their policy implications 
and plans for implementation. 

Recommendations might include: 
o strategies for the expansion of existing training 

programs 
o links with existing educator training programs at 

general universities 
o use of Israel as a resource for training existing 

programs and new programs 



o recommendations for the creation of new and innovative 
programs, any combination of the above and more. 

The program will also include recommendations for the: 
o recruitment of candidates for training 
o strategies for dealing with the current shortage of 

faculty of training programs 
o improvement of the curriculum of these programs 
o financial aspects of the entire endeavor - - e.g., 

above costs as well as tuition costs, student 
scholarships and fellowships. 

Policy recommendations will deal with issues such as the 
relationship between pre -service and in-service education; 
the relationship of pre- service education to salary increases 
and to professional advancement; sponsorship of training - in 
particular in-service training. 

Is this an activity appropriate for the bureaus of Jewish 
educatl9n? .. for individual schools? for comI:1unity centers? for 
national organizations? training institutions? 

What is the most appropriate role fo~ Israeli institutions? 
What kind of partnership should or could be built? 
What incentives should be made available to encourage 
participation? 

III. THE PLAN 

The planning process will include the preparation of a lllfil2 of 
the field of training, including an overview of current 
training opportunities in both Jewish and general institutions 
in North America and in Israel. 

Parts of this map are already available, in particular in 
the area of pre-service training. Mapping current 
in-service training programs is a more complicated assignment 
because of the variety, geographic distribution and local 
nature of much of the training. Relevant organizations
such as JESNA for education in formal settings, the 
JCC Association for education in informal settings, bureaus 
of Jewish eduction, the training institutions in the United 
states and in Israel, the WZO education departments- will 
all need to be consulted on the scope, content, quality 
and availability of training. 

The map will provide a picture of the cur~ent resour7e 
and will identify challenges and opportunities. Key issues 
facing the training of educators will be identified and 
analyzed. 

How will faculty !or training programs be recruited and 
trained? 

What specialized programs must be developed? 
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Where should these be developed? 

A detailed needs assessment will be prepared. This is a 
complicated as very little exists in most areas, and a great 
deal is required for all. 

How much pre-service training is required? (e.g., the field 
presently needs "X" early childhood teachers and will need "X" 
more within five years). 

For in-service training, teachers of sUbjects in Jewish 
schools -- Hebrew, history, Bible, prayer, etc. -
probably need to be involved in regular, systematic 
upgrading programs. 

New programs are required for informal educators who are now 
faced with the need to intensify the role of the JCC as a 
Jewish educational institution. 

The n~~~-for facul.ty training will have to be addressed for 
the different assignments. Faculty for in-service education 
is likely to be more readily available than faculty for pre
service education. 

Alternative strategies will be designed. In order to inform 
the staff's analysis, key individuals (lay 
leaders, heads of training programs, experts in the fields 
of Jewish and general eduction, members of the CIJE 
board) will be interviewed. The interviews will identify the 
problems, ideas and visions that should inform decisions and 
lead to preferred policies and directions for development. 

The setting of priorities will be particularly important: 
o With what segment of the field should we begin? 
o With teachers of Hebrew or teachers of history? 
o Should we concentrate on didactic skills or on the 

commitment of teachers to Jewish values? 
o What will be the respective scope of efforts in the 

area of pre-service and in-service training? 

Recommended policies need to be spelled out and must include 
anticipated outcomes, required resources -- human, financial, 
organizational -- and the time frame. The various 
recommendations must include detailed implementation plans. 
The plan must allow the CIJE to select appropriate policies 
and to have a clear picture of their implications. 

A steering committee will be set up by the CIJE to review 
planning proposals and to guide the planning process. 
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PRELIMINARY WORKING PAPER; FOR DISCUSSION PURPOSES BY CIJE 
SENIOR ?9LICY ADVISORS: NOT FOR DISTRIBUTION 

DEVELOPING A RESEARCH CAPABILITY IN NORTH MERICA 

SOMB ISSUt8 FOR CONSIDERATION 

1. The Commission on Jewish education pointed to the lack of 
reliable data on Jewish education. 

"There is a paucity of data about the basic issues, 
and almost no evaluation has been made to assess the 
quality an impact of programs. 

Because of this, decisions are taken without the benefit 
of clear evidence of need, and major resource are 
inv~sted with9~t sufficient monitoring. We do not know 

·,what works in-Jewish education. We do not even know much 
about what students know at different stages of their 
education. There are not enough standardized achievement 
tests. There is not sufficie.ntly accurate information 
on the number of teachers in the system, their 
qualifications and their salaries. 

We also need more extensive investigation into the 
history and philosophy of Jewish education in order to 
enrich the creative process that will help design the 
Jewish education of tomorrow." 

As a result of its findings the commission adopted, as one 
of its five recommendations to develop a research capability: 

"A research capability ..• will be developed at 
universities, by professional research organizations, 
as well as by individual scholars. They will create 
the theoretical and practical knowledge base that is 
indispensable for change and improvement. A 
comprehensive, long-range research agenda will be 
outlined •... " 

2. The staff of the Council on Innovations in Jewish Education 
(CIJE} suggested that as a first step a 
distinguished/outstanding researcher be asked to map and assess 
the existing research capability (people, institutions, 
forums, resources) and to recommend approaches to the 
development of an agenda. The researcher would work with an 
active steering or editorial committee. The work would be 
brought to the Senior Policy Advisors and to the Board of CIJE 
for approval. 

,..,\., - _. - - ., .. .. ... . . -- . - - . . ·- . . 



people actively, involved in research on 
Jewish education in North America. 

2. There is a group of academics in general education 
who are Jewish and have expressed great interest 
in Jewish education (e.g., Gam:moran and Pekarsky 
at the University of Wisconsin; Fieman Nemzer at 
Michigan State University). 

3. There are researchers in general education who are 
Jewish, who might be recruited to the task (e.g., 
Henry Levin at Stanford University). 

4. There are subject matter experts - primarily 
professors of Judaica who could be invited to 
contribute their expertise (e.g., Prof. r. Twersky 
(lt IIarva.rd Univcr:sity) . 

What can should be done to expand the pool of individuals who 
devote themselves to research . . -- . 

b. The Research Agenda: 

1. There is a need to map existing research and to 
address its validity. In the continuum from basic 
to policy research there are enormous gaps in 
knowledge - far beyond what that in general education 
or in other areas. (See Appendix A - from the 
Background Papers to the Fifth Commission meeting). 
These gaps should be defined and documented. 

~. SomQ garly attgmptg havg bg~n rnadg to agfir.g tha 
agenda. These often consist of extensive lists of 
possible research topics. There is a need for a 
reasoned agenda, Researchers and others should think 
through the needs and prioritizing them. 

o What is already available? 
o What will make a diff~rence? 
o What is most urgent? 

3. The researcher will need to consider the 
situation from several perspectives. From 
statistical data (profile of the teaching force) 
to the question of indicators, 

a How are we improving knowledge and skills 
this year? 

o What is the true relationship of tuition to 
day-school enrollment? 

o How much does it cost to run an educational 
institutions? 

o What are alternative modes of financing? 
o How effective has this innovative - or 

ongoing program been? 



4. 

5. 

In the area of curriculum there are examples of 
attempts to prepare subject matter for curriculum. 
In general, the curriculum for formal and 
informal settings is underdeveloped and - except 
for the Haredim - lacks a contemporary historical 
and philosophic foundation. In most settings work 
is done without an overall syllabus or set curricula. 
Programs often depend on the ingenuity of the 
individual educator. 

Needs, desires, expectations - the market - have 
not been addressed. 

o What do parents want for themselves? for 
their children? 

o What do students want? 
o What do rabbis and lay people want? 
o What is the fit between what exists what is 

wanted? 
o Do the North American Jews have the 

=~ucation they want? 

,6.- What are the policy implications of the above? 
Additional questions? 

c. The Assignment: 

1. The researcher should work together with a steering 
or editorial committee and undertake an assessment of 
the state of research in Jewish education. The 
product should consist of a paper that offers an 
overview and assessment of the current state of · 
research, guidelines for an agenda, and suggestions 
on the development of existing and new settings for 
research. This should take about 6 months to 
complete. 

2. The paper will be presented to the Senior Policy 
Advisors and to the CIJE Board for discussion 
and recommendations. 

3. The CIJE will involve the appropriate foundations in 
this process with a view to securing funding for the 
development of research opportunities. It will decide 
if the research endeavor will be the domain of 
one foundation or whether several foundations will be 
approached for specific grants consistent with each 
foundation's interests. 

Added here is Appendix/Research 
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DRAFT FOR DISCUSSION: August 2, 1991 

TOWARDS THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RECOMMENDATI ONS OF THE, 
COMMISSION ON JEWI SH EDUCATION IN NORTH AMERICA: ' 
THE COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

LBAD COMMUNITY PROJECT 

The Lead Community: A Concept, A Process, A Place 

An Overview and Basic Conceptions 

A Lead Community is a concept, a process and a pla 
- a community engaged in planning for a comprehensi 

far-reaching and systematic improvement of Jewis 
education. 

The CIJE and the Lead Community I 
I 

I 
Several lead communities will be established and e 
will enter a partnership with the CIJE committing 
itself to develop and implement a specific plan of 
programs and projects in the community. 

Content 

h 

The community plan must include elements designed 
address the 'enabling options ' - professional ' 
development programs for all educators , recrui tznent d 
involvement of key lay leadership and enhanced use f 
Israel experiences as an educational resource. 

Programs 
The communities should undertake programmatic 
initiatives most suited to meet local needs and 
resources and likely to have a major impact on the 
scope and quality of Jewish education in the 
community. 

Monitoring, Evaluation, and Feed-back 
COtmn\L"'li ty plans and projects should be carefully 
monitored and evaluated and feedback provided on a 
ongoing basis. 

Appendix: Recruitment and Selection of Lead Communities 

1 
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An Overview 

A Time to Act, reflects the North American Commission on Jew 
Education's recommendation to establish local laboratories r 
Jewish education as a strategy for bringing about signific t 
change and improvement. 

Three to five model communities will be established to 
demonstrate what can happen when there is an infusion of 
outstanding personnel into the educational system, when t 
importance of Jewish education is recognized by the 
community and its leadership, and when the necessary fund · 
are secured to meet additional costs. 

These models, called "Lead Communities", wi ll provide a 
leadership function for other ·communities throughout Nort 
America. Their purpose is to serve as laboratories in whi 
to discover the educational practices and policies that w k 
best. They will function as the testing places for "best 
practices" - exemplary·or excellent programs - in all fie s 
of Jewish education. 

Each of the Lead Communities will engage in the 
process of redesigning and improving the delivery of Jewi 
education through a wide array of intensive programs. 

2 

(A Time to Act, p. 67) 1 

I 
I 
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Basic Conceptions 

1. The process of change is gradual. A long term project 
being undertaken by the CIJE. The Lead Community Proj t 
is a means of bringing about meaningful change in Jewi 
education in North America by addressing those element 
thought to be most critical to improvement. 

2. Without community support for Jewish education and an 
approach to deal with the shortage of qualified person l 
no systemic change is likely. These are the "building 
blocks or enabling options 11 identified by the Comrnissi 

3. The initiative for bringing about community change sho d 
come from the local community itself. 

4. Each local community will be encouraged to strengthen 
existing programs and to develop innovative and 1 
experimental programs to expand thinking beyond existi 
ideas and approaches. 

I 
5. A local planning mechanism will be responsible I 

for generating plans and ideas and designing programs 
that have the support of a coalition of t he stakeholder 
key institutions and individuals. 

4. In order for a community plan tor change to be valid a 
effective it should fulfill two conditi ons: 

• It must be comprehensive and of sufficient scope t 
have significant impact on the overall profile of 
Jewish education. 

• It must ensure high standards of quality. This can 
accomplished with the assistance of experts in the 
field , careful and thorough planning, and appropri e 
evaluation procedures. 

5. The CIJE will assist in designing and field-testing 1 

solutions to local problems through the professional a 
technical support of its staff and consultants and the 
assistance of the many resources of its co-sponsors-- e 
Council of Jewish Federations (CJF), the Jewish Commun y 
Center- Association (JCCA) and the Jewish Educational 
Services of North America (JESNA)-- the national train g 
institutions, the denomintions and the local, regional, d 
national organi~ations. 

3 
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The CIJE and the Lead Community 

A coalition of the majority of the local educational institut· ns 
should be required to undertake a planning process and to ma a 
commitment to recruit outstanding lay leadership so as to estab · sh 
a supportive community climate to ensure the success of the p n. 

Based on the specific needs of the cornmuni ty and the resou es 
available for implementation each community should propos a 
specific program that it believes will make a significant impac on 
the scope and quality of Jewish education. 

The C!JE should offer each lead community: 

- professional guidance by staff and consultants 
- on-going consultation on content and process issues 
- liaison to continental and international resources 
- facilitation of funding for special projects through t 

CIJE's relationship with foundations 
- assistance in the recruitment of community leadership 
- Best Practice Project 
- Monitoring, Evaluation and Feed-back 

Each community should make specific programmatic choices s~le ed 
by mutual agreement from a menu prepared by the CIJE. The CIJE u 
will include required and optional elements. 

The reguired elements will include: 

o activities to "build the profession" including in-se 
education for all personnel 

o recruit~ent and involvement of outstanding lay leaders 
for "community support" of Jewish education 

o maximum use of Best Practices so as to strengthen 
existing programs 

o additional and enhanced Israel experience programs 

4 
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Personnel Development: 

Communities should develop and implement a plan for the recrui tm t 
and training of personnel and for activities to "build 
profession n. The plan should consider the community I s var 
settings for formal and informal Jewish education and plan for p 
s e rvice and in-service activities for teachers, principals, rab s 
and all personnel working in the field , either as professionals 
as avocational educators. It should include a plan to recruit 
train previously under- utili zed community human resources. 

Specific examples of personnel development activities i nclude 
development of policies and programs to improve salaries 
benefits, to develop new career paths and to empower educators 
creating new roles for educators in decision- making in schools 
in the community. 

The CIJE will recommend elements of an effective person l 
development program and assist communities in the planning d 
implementation stages. 

Community Support: 

Each lead community sho uld launch a major effort at build g 
community support. What is required is leadership at e 
congregational / school, agency board level and Federation level 
This requirement includes the recruitment of top leadership r 
financial support for Jewish education so as to create a support e 
community climate to influence funding decisions and prov e 
effective leadership for lead community activities. 

Some possible approaches to developing stronger leadership h e 
been identified. They include: 

- improving the status of leadership in Jewish education 
- providing mentors for younger leadership from among the 

well-established ano influential community leadership 
- training of school and agency boards through a 

community based training program 
- recruiting leadership from active adult learners 
- community leadership development programs designed 

specifically for Jewish educational leadership 

5 
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Among the specific activiies that should be considered is e 
adoption of a formal agenda for COMMUNITY SUPPORT that include : 

- new financial commitments with specific appropriate 
approaches to local fund-raising 

- establishment of a formal education "lobby" 
- development of regional or inter-communal networks 
- formalization of lay-professional dialogues 
- public relations efforts 

Optional elements may include the enrichment and/or modificatio 
existing programs and the development of innovative 
experimental programs for a variety of settings. 

f 
d 

The CIJE should formalize its relationship with each lead commun 
specifying the programs/ projects to be implemented - the goa 
anticipated outcomes, and the additional human and financ 
resources that the community will make available. The agreem . t 
should likewise specify the support that can be expected from 

y 
I 

1 

e 
CIJE. 

The CIJE should provide e ach lead community with timely feed-b k 
through the study of programs and projects . At a later stage, e 
successful programs may be offered to addit ional communities r 
replication or modification in other settings. Others may e 
dropped altogether. 

6 



CONTENT 

A wide variety of possible options reflecting the 
commitments, concerns and interests of the commissioners 
were considered - any one of which could have served as 
basis for the Commission's agenda. It was recognized tha 
the options could be usefully divided into two large 
categories: enabling options and programmatic options. 

The Commission decided to focus its work initially on two enab 
options as major approaches to change without which other pro 
options were unlikely to achieve their goals. The enabling opt 
are to "build the profession" so as to deal with the shortag 
qualified personnel and "the cornmunit - its leadershi struct 
and funding" so as to provide the supp0rt essential for commu 
change. Each community will be required first to plan for 
"enabling options", the required elements of the community pl 

The Commission identified programmatic areas for intervention 
means to improving existing programs, strengthening institut 
and developing innovative and experimental projects. 
programmatic areas include the target populations (early 
childhood through senior citizens), settings and framew 
(informal and formal - e.g., schools , centers and camps) 
specific content and methods. 

Each community should choose the programmatic areas through 
they plan to address these options. 

"Enabling options" should be reflected in the programmatic a 
selected by the community, those most suited to local needs 
conditions. 

Two examples help clarify the critical relationship bet 
"enabling options" and specific programs. 

- Training programs for principals improve schools. 
- Individual schools benefit when supplementary school 

teachers participate in required in-service training 
programs. 

a 

"As the Lead Communities begin to develop their plans of actio he 
Best Practices inventory would offer a guide to ul 
programs/sites/curricula which could be adopted in the ad 
Com.munities." (The Best Practices Project by Dr . Barry w. Hol ) . 
Thus a community choosing to undertake a specific program/pro . ct 
will be offered models of successful programs/projects by the JE 
so as to incorporate experience in the field in planning . nd 
decision making. The community can then either replicate, modif or 
develop unique programs, keeping in mind the standards set by t se 
models. 

7 



Monitoring, Evaluation, and Feedback 

Ongoing monitoring of progress -- collection and analysis of 
data -- should assist community leaders, planners and educators o 
improve and adjust implementation activities in the communitie 

The CIJE should establish an Evaluation Project to provide: 

• ongoing monitoring of activities and elements of the 
community plan 

• evaluation of progress in appropriate form/s 
• a feedback loop(s) to "connect practical results with a 

process of rethinking, replanning and implementation" 

Data will be collected locally and nationally to: 

- evaluate the impact and effectiveness of individual progr s 
- evaluate the effectiveness of the Lead Community Concept 

as a model for change 
- create indicators and a data base to serve as the basis f 

an ongoing assessment of Jewish education in North Americ 

It is anticipated that this work may contribute to a c 
"State of Jewish Education Report" as recommended e 
Commission. 

Research findings provided through the feedback loop(s) will m e 
information available on a continuous basis for decision-mak g 
purposes. The feedback loop(s) provide for the rapid exchange f 
knowledge and the ability to use information in both planning d 
practice. It 1s anticipated that this approach will result n 
ongoing adjustments and adaptations of plans. 

8 
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UPDATE: NEXT STEPS 

During its initial months the CIJE has succeeded in establishi a 
organization and infrastructure that is now ready to launch wor on 
the recommendations of the Commission. The Senior Policy Advi rs 
and t:he Board of Di rectors of the CIJE have held their ini al 
meetings and reviewed preliminary papers and conceptions. he 
Education Officer has begun work on a full-time basis and a se ch 
is undrway for the Executive Director and Senior Planner. 

Two deliberations were held at the Mandel Institute in Jerusal 
January and July 1991- with CIJE staff, advisors and consult 
A working group of educators and planners has been formed to as 
the CIJE in its work. 

A first workplan for the CIJE and time line have been establi 
that includes the following elements: 

Establishing Lead Co!Mlunities - as outlined in this p 

Undertaking a Best Practices Projects as outlined in 
the enclosed C!JE paper by Dr. Barry W. Holtz 

A paper now being prepared towards the establishment 
research capability in North America 

A project to building community support including the 
preparation of a strategic plan 

Development of an approach to a Continental Strategy r 
Preparing Jewish Educators as outlined in the proposa 
from Dr. Jack Ukeles 

Developing and launching a mon!toring, evaluation and 
feedback program for the CIJE 

a 

Separate papers will be forthcoming on each of the above elem ts 
of the CIJE's program. 

Acknowledgements: 

Professor Seymour Fox and Annette Hochstein: Implementing he 
Recommendations of the Commission for Jewish Education in N th 
.~rica: Documents for Discussion for the Second Jerusalem 

Workshop of the CIJE 

Mark Gurvis and Dr. Jonathan Woocher: Enhancing Jewish Educat n 
Through Community Development 

Dr. Barry w. Holtz: The Best Practices Project 
Dr. Jonathan Woocher: The Lead Community - A Concept, A Proces, A 
Place 
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Appendix~ The Recruitment and Selection of Lead Communities 

The following approach has been proposed for the recruitment d 
selection of lead communities through a two round screen g 
process. 

Application and Selection 

Round One: Request for Proposals (RFP) 

Following a publ ic announcement and communication to the lo 1 
federation, which will include information about criteria and e 
selection process, communities will have six weeks to prepar a 
letter of intent which wil l be processed by CIJE staff, reviewed y 
Senior Policy Advisors and a committee of the Board of Director 

Selection Criteria: 

A. City Size: minimum population of 15,000 to maximum 
population of 250,000 

B. Commitment 
In the Letter of Intent the local federation will be ask 
to provide evidence of: 
l. the community's capability of a j oint effort by a11 

elements of the community 
* 2. commitment to involve all stakeholders 

3. an existing planning process 
4. initiatives and progress in Jewish education in rece 

years (5 years) 
* 5. a serious commitment of lay leadership 

6. potential to recruit strong community leaders 
7. potential for funding for lead community 

activities 
8. understanding of the importance of creating an 

environment conducive to innovation and experimentat· 
9. commitment to developing personnel. 

* Letters of support should be included £rom a sampling 
the stakeholders - educational and communal leaders .. 

Communities will be selected to participate in the second roun 

Fol lowing discussion and approval by the Senior Pol icy Advisors d 
the Board of Directors, the CIJE staff will begin the recruitm t 
process as outlined above. 

10 
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Round Two: Formal Application 

Communities selected for Round Two will be invited to nd 
representatives to an informational seminar in preparation or 
Round Two and a more detailed application process that will inc · ae 
a site visit by CIJE staff upon receipt of the completed form. 

Following screening by the CIJE staff, comments will be elici ed 
from the Senior Policy Advisors and all applications, materials · nd 
colillllents will be reviewed by a committee of the Board of Direc rs 
and recommendations made for approval by the Board. 

Timetable for Recruitment and Selection: 

SRE 
8/91 

1. Requests for Proposals (RFP): early September 1991 
2. Round One applications due: October 15, 1991 
3. Decision by CIJE Board: mid November 1991 
4. Seminar for Round Two Communities: early December 199 
5. Round Two applications due: late January 1992 
6. Decision by CIJE Board: by March 1992 

ll 
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DRAF'l': August l, 1991 

TOWARDS 'I'Ht: IMPLEMENTA'l'lON OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE 
COMMISSION ON JEWISH EDUCATION IN NORTH AMr.~rr.n: 
'l.'lm COUNCIL FOR INITIATlV.t:.~ HI .Jt;WlSH EDUCATION 

LEAD COMMUNITY PROJECT 

The Leacl Communi.ty : A Concept, A Proce:is, 11. Place 

Ar'I 0Vtil:v .i.ttw 

A L!::!ad Commurii ty l::s "" ccncapt, a process and a plac:(~
- a community engaged ir. planning for fl 

~omprAhP.r1<\ i """', FA-r-rc;,~,. .. hinl:" .:.nd oyotc.111c:d:d.,:, 

improvement of Jewish education. 

The CIJE ~nd the Lead ~ommunity 

St:!v~r.al lead conu11unl ties wil 1 be estabJ i!frrod and aach 
will on-cer a partner5hip with the CIJE commj ti:ing 
itself to develop and implement a 5pecific plan of 
1;:>rogran1~ and pro.:i ects in tho community. 

Cv11L1.:.111t ~ 

The. community plan~ .:.nclude elements designed to 
address tho 'enabling options' -professional ernw~, 
ProJZ.rams f:or ,. 11 Aflllr•~tn-,•c;. ro;.01.-,.,itmon-1! i\nd 
involvement of key lay leadei1'ship and ut.iJ .ization of 
education~l trips to Israel. 

Pros:i:ctm::-
The comrnuni ties should undal:-tako p1:·o~:r:amm.:itic 
init.iatJves most snited to meet local needs and 
rosouroAs and likely to have a major impact on the 
ecc,pe and qualitv of ,Tf'lwii'1h Adnnn+inro in +.h11> 
O(J!IUIIUlli ty , 

!3et- L l'i·clct . .i r:P.~ 
CIJJ~ :'1\IUJ.:m,-+- f-nr i-h.., r;:,ommunit.ioc chould include {.].c, 

HA~+- Dr~i:-ti-::-c.10 Pro.;ioot dooisncd t.o f,J:c,~cul.. ::>ll\.1uu::;::;ful 
model~ from which lead communities can learn as 
programs and proJecto are developed . 

Muni tcn~.i.ns, Evc:i.l uct.l:.ion and Feed back 

Comrn\11'\ i t-,y i, l ;~,..., ,.n,:1. r-r-:-j ~o-ec ,,h oul<..l .be ..:-C\l' ofulJ y 
monitored and evalu~tod and feedback provid~d on ~n 
ongoing ba5is. 
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THE COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN ,1EWIOH EDUCATION 
LE1\D COMMHNT'T'Y PlWJl!;OT 

An. OvervieH 

1.l. •. 'J'J mA t.o Z\ct... rof lects ·the North fuu<:.•rioetn Comm:i r3:1icm on J E,Wi::,h 
Eduo,:d:ion 1 ~ reconmHrnda.tic,n to Qt..t:-1].,l..i.~ll lur:n.1 labo1.·ato)..·ie.:s [uL' 
,TAwi sh educ,:d:ion .:lo a strat.esy f;;,,:i.• b1:·i.ng.i.11t!. ctl..,out i,ignificant 
chane:e ~md impr-ovnrn,-mt . 

ThreCi' to five rnod0l oommunitien; will bo oatablished 'l.v 
cl,~mcm.strat.C1 wh~t oan happen whon thorc, i:3 an infu:!lion of 
ou'lstanding Pflrson11e l into tho o<luc,:d. ional system, when t.he 
it11po1.·t&\11.,.:-o:- of JeWi!!:lh c,duc.:.. t ion is reooe;nizod by the> 
<:otnrnunity ;:ind i 1:.l-t J f'adcrehi.p, ,:u,d whon the nec:e~e.en~y !und!> 
are secured to mG~t additional oocto, 

The~u 111udt>l~, oallod "Lead Communities 11
, wlll provide a 

leadership function for othor communi li{:S throughout North 
America. Their purpose is to gerve a5 laborator:i~s in which 
~~ diuvvvv~ u,~ uJuca~JQn~l pr~~tLco~ oncl ~vll~l~b LlldL WU~~ 
b('l5t . They will f:i.mct.j on us the testing places for 11besl 
i:,1.'E.t.cti.:.:e~ '' - 1.:1x1:<mplc:u:y or excollent proe:rc1ms - in al 1 f ield:3 
of Jewish education. 

Ea0!1 uf Uu,, T,ead Comrm.mit.ie5 will engage in the 
proae~s uf ~~<l~~lgning and improvinfil the delivery oi Jewish 
education through a wide array of intensive progr~ms. 

(A 'l'ime to Act, p, 6'/) 
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2 

----1J..ruij.c ConceptJ.Qll3 

J • A long t.Prm projec-t is ba.i ns undortakon by thb CIJE . The 
proc:Ai=.r, of c.h_~D.~ iG g;r·Allllcll, The Lccid Conunuul ty 
Pr,:, iec-1-. , P. a 1ne,:m:::; of bri11e;ing i.:tLuu L m<!la11ingful change in 

Jewish n ci1.1eati.on .:i.n North 1\rnerio.i by acldros!.>.lng l-h<.>t$e 
elP.mr-,nta thought to be moist CJl~j L.i..<.,;ctl t .o imi:,1.~ovlj11\1;1ll't, 

2 . With.out. nnmmnni ty S\ll::>port for Jewiol! oclucatiol) 
and d~i'll irip. with the 5ho1.·t.agt:.1 uf qua.li.fied pcrisonrwl 11c1 

~ ystGm.i.c ohanse i$ likoly. The:.se o.i:e t.he ''l,ull<ling blocks 
or ianablins op~iono II i<le!>ntif iod by t.he Cu11u11.l.::;:;lon, 

3, Thf'l in it i at ivC! for brinsins about commun ity .&:llange :,h1:,uhl 
r.nm~ f1.•r_,n, the local comrm,mity it=..olf. 

4. r:01.;li luudl e will be encouraged to strengt.hen e:>,ii:;'ting 
programs th1.·ough the U!lO of "Best Practice3 11 and LCJ 
<lev1::1lop innovative and experiment:f.'IJ. progratn5 to oxparid 
thinking beyond existing ideas and approaches. 

'.:i. A h,uul i->lcrnning mechanism Will be J:espon:;ible 
for generating plan~ and ideas and designing programs 
that have the ~upport of a coalition of the stakeholder~
- key ill::; L.i.. LuU .. ori:5 and individuals , 

L,., ln orden: i o~.- ci u~mum.mi ty plan for cliauge to bo valid and 
effective it should fulfill two conditions: 

It n,i.\:;t. be: t:um1,>:r1:!l1ensive v.nd of su[C:Joient. ocope t<> have 
:;;i~i-1ifi1,.;c1.11L .impact. on the overall profile of Jewish 
t:,1.lu1.:d L.i.on, 

It must. ensu·.i:·t., 11.i.!:!.li :-;i:andarde of rutal.it~. This c.arn be 
accompli:shed with the assistance of experts in the 
field, careful and thorough planning, and appropriate 
evaluation procedures. 

b, The CIJC: will a:os~dst in de3igning and field-te:,tin,z 
solutions to local problems thi·ough 'Lhe prof ese;ional and 
technic.n] frnpport of j ts staff .'.:lnd consuJ tnnt..s c:\nd Ll1c, 

assiA~ance ot the many resourc~s of its co-sponsors·- the 
Cr.-1..u, c.U ,:,f Je,uieoh Pedc:i.-,::d::.t(,1J~ (O,JF) I the:, •JC"\o/.l.:511 t:onmn.1111'\.y 

Center Association (JCCA) and the Jewish Educational 
Servic~a of North America (JESNA)· and local , re~ional. 
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~ .. QlJE anc1 J •. J& Lead ~mmunity 

Ba!Sed Ol'\ the :JP'='L:ific needs c,f the convnuni ty 
available for impJP.mentation each convnunity 
specific proRram that jt hAliAvP~ w • ll m~co ~ 
on the ~cope and quality of Jewi5h education. 

anct the resources 
should propose a 

e~aniE~o~n~ impao~ 

Each :should be required to form a coalition of: the mcdority of 
the local educat' one\] inst.i.t.\tt.ions to undertake a planning 
process and 'Lo make a commitment to recruit out$1:.anding lay 
leadershj p so as to obtain the necessai:·y financial sul,)port to 
ensure the success of the plan. 

Each c.:onuuuni ty sho\11 d make specific pr.or;ramma.t.io choice~ selacted 
by mutual Agreement from a menu prepared by the CTJE. The CIJE 
menu will included required and optional elements. The required 
elements will include: 

i:, dt.: Llv:i t. toe to "build the prote:s:5ion" including j 11-service 
education for all personnel 

o recruitment and involvement of outst.anding lay loader::
for "community l':Uppo~t 11 of Jowish education 

o maxi.J11u111 u5e of Re~t Prac:ticos ~o a~ to ~i:.l.'engthem 
existir1g progx·ams 

o addith-,11ctl cut<.1 <"nhanced ut.ilizat.ion ot trip3 to Israel 
as an educational experience 

Or,·t ; nn,..J r.ol.on,ont.B m~;- lnolUC1Q tho onl. .i.vlu11cs11 L <:.UH.l/Ul.' moc11r l.Cat:.ion 
of P-xisting programs and the development of innovative and 
experimental programs for a variety of settings. 



The C1JE 51IOUld formalize it5 relut.ionship with l:1ClUli J.~c1d 
Community 5ped.fying the pragram~/projects to be implemented 
the goals, aHti.eipated otitc:omes , and the addi tionaJ human and 
financial resources that the community wilJ make available. The 
agreement should likewise specify the support Ul~t can bo 
expected from the CIJE . 

The t;lJ.t. should provide each lead communit.y wilh Ll1111:1ly [t;t<cl-l:,adc 
through t.he study of pro gr-ams /projects. Da tt:i ::;liuulu lJti 1:11.:,l le~t.ed 
and anaJ y.-:ed and used to fa<:i.litate timely changes v.nd to 
determine which pl:-ograms ux: t;\;mulnct L.i<in~ of i.=,:i:.:..g:i:runa are 
5uccessful in ach:..ev.i.ng goals ctnd which warrant modifi<.::c:\liou. 1\L 
a later stage, th0 sucoe55ful p;n)1:J,.1.:ci.111::J llld.Y Lei offered b ·J 
udditional oommuniU.as f or· replication or modifjc;cd.iun .iu uL.lH.'.L 
settings. Others may bo dropped altogether. 

The CJJE :5J1ould <.iJ:ier ~o.t.:11 lt:l<.1u uu11111u11.LL:.y: 

- p.L·c.,CelS~.i.uucil !Sl\lr1d.lH.'.~ l.,y :'.\ Lerr aud c.:v1u:1uJ. Lct11l.:, 

- t.llr··gui11~ <;<.m~uJ l.r.d.1u1, un L:UJJlt.➔ 11L dtH.l .l:'.L'ut.:~~1$ l~H.IUl:l::. 
.. 1 iaison to continental and internatic,nal resourc(:Js 
- facilit~tion of funding for ~p~cjal proje0~~ through the 

CIJE 1
3 relationship with foundations 

·· a5sistanc-e in the reor\d.t.ment of. C('lfWm.mi ty leadeJ:~h.i.p 
- Bt:1~ L P..L'c:H.:Llt.:~ P1:uj~t: L 
- Monitoring, Evaluation and Foed-b~ck 
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CONTENT 

A wide va~inty o5 possible optione roflocting tho 
commit.mnnt.~, concerns and interoo1.·.o of the cominii-..~iuw::,..t.·~ 
WA~~ considernd- Any one of which could have Gol~~~ a3 the 
baDis- fo)" t.hA Co1nmi!:oion I s aganda . It Wi:lC, :i:·~t..:ui;,ni z;ed that 
the opt.inn~, oo\.,ld be u::,efully diviclod iuLu Lwo len:-se 
Crlt:Agn1--i ~s: 1?-nabJ .i nr:; opt.ionB and p;rot;l.~ammat.ic o ption~. 

( Ranksround Materials, June 1, 1989) 

'J'hA Commission decided to f:ooue itc work ini-t..in1ly on two of Lhe 
9nabl.1ng nptir.,ru~ ao ma:ior approaohec; t.c1 i..:lidll!St::, without whicl1 
other prosrnm option::: wcro \mlikel y to achieve, Llit:1.i.i.· goals. The 
~riablins optiono aro t.o "build t.ho p1:c,fes15:lon'' l:lU as to deal wii•.h 
tho shortage of q1.1olified per:,onn~l and "the community - .i.ts 
leader:1hip, stnwtures and funding" so a5 to provide the M\1pport 
essential for community change. Each commun,i ty will be 1.~equired 
f.irst. to plan tor the "enabling options'', the requir<.'ld alement~ 
of the community plan. 

The <.:onu11.i.:-::;oion identif' ied programmatic a.reas tor intex·vent.ion a::1 
a moans t.o improving exieting p:r.·ograms, strengthen;\ ng 
institutions and developi.ng innovative and exper~nental projects. 
The programmatic area5 inchld('j the target populations ( early 
childhood through sen1or citizen~), setting5 and framework!-> 
( infoJ:-mal and formal - e.g. , schools, centers and camps) a11d 
speojfic content and methods. 

Each coll'1111u11.it.y !'lhould choo5e t.he programmatic arHa5 through whiuh 
they plan to address the5e option~. 
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Re_q\l ired El.e.Illfillu 

Community Support: 

Each ]el'ld community ::;hould launoh .:. major effort at building 
comrnunity ~upport, Thie; roquiremEJnt .includes the :r.ec:ruitmenl cf 
top leaderzhip for f ina11clnl ouppo:rt for .. 1Elwid1 educa1t.i 0n sa as 
to creat~ c1. ~u1-1portive cc,mmuriit.y c::limatC:1 to infh1cnc!e funding 
deci.:;i,:,n~ and p):·ov.i.de effective l.oc::,,dcrehip for load community 
activities. 

What 1:::s roquh:od i.::, lc.::tdarshi.p at the ,.:.1ongregational./school, 
agency board l~vsl and Federation lev~lo. 

Some poe~ibl~ ~~proacho~ ~o develo~ing stroneer lead~rshjp hnvn 
b~en identified. They include: 

~ improving the status of lead~ried·d .. p :Ln ,Jewi!=::h education 
prov.i.cling mentors for yonngei· J.~c.ut::l1::,;l1.i.~ fl:urn aH1v11g t.he 
well-este1blished a11d influ~11Llul ~t.>uununity leade):·1:,hi1:, 
t.r·a1ning (d: school and agency boardt-- U11: t.1L1gli c1. 

0v11unurii Ly based ti·aining pxog:i.:am 
recruiting lead~rship from activo adult learner~ 
0ommun.i i:.y lt::!a,Jl:::!rsl1.i.p <lt1vt1lup111<:111L J,,'.L·vg.r·o.111:'1 det:>ign~d 
~pecd.f:.i.cally for J'ewish caducationc:11 .1.eader:,;ld.p 

(from" Enhancing Jewish Education Through 
Community Development.. 11 prep,,u·ed for t..he CIJE: 
by Mark Gurvis and Dr. Jonathan Woocher) 

Amons the specjfic aGtivlties that should be considered is U1~ 
aclopt.:i on of a fc,r.mal agenda for COMMUNITY ,'3UPPORT that includes: 

- new financial c:ommi tments with specific appi-opric:it1:i 
approaches to local fund-raising 

- c:::::slol.,lltd1111c:::11L vf ct fvL-mctl t1~h1<..:e1.L.i.uu "lul.,Ly 11 

- Ut':V'--1lvµ111c:uL vr .n:1~luue1l. UL' j_IIL!!l.I."'(..;(.lllUlllUlc\l ne-Lwork~ 
- formalization of lay-profe5~ional dialogues 
- r,11l,l: ,. r•1.:.tl ~~ {,""\1,c: ._af:Fr,.,....4-..: 
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Personnel Development: 

Commllni ties should develop and implcmon-t: a plan for t.he 
rllcruitment ilnd trainins of poroonnol and f,;,r activiti6s t.o 
11 bu.i.ld the profeccion11 , The 1~lan should conl!lidc,r the commun.i.i:y I l:\ 

varied setting£: fol"' formal and i.nfoi·m.:il Jcwi!lh C?ducation and plun 
for ~ro-servicP and in-sarv3oa aotivitieo for toach0ra 1 

~rinolpals, rmbbi~ and all personnel wnrkins in tho fLold, either 
as professionals or 
as avocational educators. It whould include o pl~n to rooruit and 
train prr:>vious) y nnder-utilizgd oomtn\.ll'li t.y human i·cc:o\.\rcoo. 

S~eci.fjc examples of personnel devalopmont antivJtioo include the 
develo~ment of policies and pro~r~mfi to improve calariav nnd 
benefits, tc, d~vel op now career paths and to empower edu~atora by 
c.:i.t:ieiLlug 11~w rolew tor educators in decision··making :i.n ~chools 
ctm.1 in th~ community. 

The CIJE will recommend elem<,nts of i:I.H ~ffl"lctjve personnel 
development program and assi~t comrrn.mit.ies in the planning and 
imr,lementat.iuu ::s LclB~3. 

Prosram 
11 Euc:1.bl1.ng options 11 should be :reflected in the programmatic a1:·ec1s 
ee-locted by the community, those most suited to local ne~cls "nd 
condi tio115 . 

Two exai11µlu~ h~) p C'1larity ti1A c:ri ti cal '.L'eJ ationsl"1ip botw0a11 
"enabling options" and specific programs. 

- Traininr; programs for principals improve school~. 
Individual schools benefit when supplementary school 

toachers parLlulpete in r0quired in-~ervice training 
program5, 
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Holtz), 

Tl::n,," ;i. oomnn,,'\i+.:,.· oh-:,c:,.-,..ine; L.v UHUC1.1.'L.J)<.c a epeo1ric pro~.L'dJll/project 
will 1,H nl"fA-r"'rl l'lv,,4"'' ~ ~f C:'U,:JO(Juu!\.,l p-::ot:,:i:c.,rn-.,,',...J,V.i ovl..~ 11y Lile 
CI,JE £() as to inoorp(.'lr..,.te e;,,poriemce lu 1:he field in pl~nning ;s,n<'l 
decisiu11 makil-1F(, The community ccrn t.hen either .replica.to, modj fy 
,_,J.' develop uniquo prc,i;ram:-i, keep:i.nF1 :L11 mind the $tandard:, 00t by 
thee;e modcl3, 

Mori i t.o,...ine, Evalyal:i,Q.n, .n~_Feedback 

Oniojng monitoring of progresA-- oolloction and analy~io of d~~d-
~hnuld as~ist co1111rn.tnity leaderc:, p.lont'lers ~nd <,cluoatoi·•f'> L1.1 

improve and ..\dj t\l:.d: implomcnt.ation a.ct:.i vi t.ies in t.hcc, vu11u11u11i l~il'l8, 

The CJ,TF. r-hn\\ld er,,tabli~h an Evalua1 ;on P:::..·cdocit t.o 1>1.·ovide: 
o ongoing moriil.vJ.'.i.11~ uf ac;t.ivitiE:ls nnd element..~ Clf the 

c..:immu11lLy plan 
o tivo.luctllcm of prosre~:5 in appropriate form/g 
o a feedbuck loop(s) to "connect pl.~actical r.esultn with ct 

process c,f 1'el:.h.i11k.i11e. 1 replanning and implementation" 
(Background Materials , February 14, 1990) 

Dot~ will ~~ uvll~cL~d locally and nationally to: 
ava;lU<"\te Ll1"' lmpact. and effectiveness of .i.ndividual p.L·ograms 

- evaluate tho effect.ivene~s of the Lead Community Concept. 
as a mod0l for change 

- c.;J.'l::late. indicators and a data base to serve c:H; the basj $ for 
an ongoing asses~m~nt of Jewish education in North America. 

It is antlclpd~~d 
"State of Jewish 
Commission. 

that this 
Education 

work may contribute to a 
~P.onr+. 11 .,. e; ,•r-1rr-,rnm.,,.,-.,4.,.,-1 

periodic 
b~; tl-...-

Re:-ioo.rch firH1.i.11g~ provided through the foed})ack loop($) will make 
information available on a continuous basis for decision-m~ting 
purpo~os, The feedback loop(s) provide for the rapid exchange ot 
knowledge and the ability to use information in both plannins and 
practice. It is anticipated that this appx·c,aoh will res1.1l t in 
ongoing adjustments and adaptations of plur1s, 
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D1..n:·i11is .i. l.5 initial rnont.hs the ClJE has succ0t=1ded .i.n ostabJ ishing 
a organization and infratructure that is now ready to launch work 
on the recommendations of the Commission. 

l\ lh.·::,t. workplon and time line have be.en Gsablishecl that includes 
the following elements: 

EstabJ .i.~~l1lug Lead Commun ties - as out.lined in this pape):· 

Undertaking a Best Practices Projects as outlined i11 

the enclosed paper by Dr. Barry w. Holtz 

A po.p~r t.owards "Ll1t:.i i::,::i Lc:.1.ul .i.::ihment. of a r·es~(irch 
capability in l~ort.li America 

A project to building commu11i ty support .i.ncluding tl1e 
p1~epcu.·u.L.i.011 of a :strategic ?>lan 

Dcvol.ur1111~nL of an approach to a Continental Strl.l'\..E:jgy fox: 
P1:-epct.1.·.iu1:; J1:1w.i.::;li Educators as outl ine<l :in the enclosed 
pap~~ Ly D~. Jack Ukeles 

t,eveloi:,,.ing tJ.uu ld.um.:ld.1ig a monitoring , eva.Luali.011 and 
feedback px~gram for the CIJE 

Cepa1·,:,.te, pa.)?ei1'$ will J:,e fu1:LlH..:um.i.11e; llll each l"lt the elements ot 
Lht::1 CIJ"E's pJ:-ogram. 

Profe~rno.c Si=y111uui.· l•'o>~ amd Annette Hochstein : Implement.i.ng the 
Recommendat.i..011::1 of the Commission for Jewi~h gd\\cation in North 
J\merica : Document.:;; f<.n:· D.i.:scu:35ion for the Second Jerusalem 
Workshop of tho CIJE 

Mo.J:k (h.u:·vi t:. ct11u DL·. Jon~t.han Woocher: Enhancing d E-,wi ::;h r~ducati on 
Through CommLmi ty Dovelopment. 

Di-:. Darry W. HvlL~: The Uest l'ract.1oes Project 

D1.-. Jonc:1Ll1d11 Woooher: The Lead Community- A Concept, A P:rooeew, A 
Place 



Appou<llx: 'the RocruUrnent anq __ ~eleotion_._Q_!: Lead 
.Qommuni_i..i.~ 

The following approach ha5 bo0n proposed 
selection of lead communities t.hrough 
prooesc:. 

for the re01.'ui t.inent. and 
a two round screening 

1lr:ml i~:sd,..i.uu etnd SelectJ.Q.U 

Round 011e; R~qu~!!-l fu1: Proposals (RFP) 

Followin1:, d publ .i c announcement and communication to the local 
federation, which wil l include information about criteria and the 
:'Seli:,t: L:.ion p:i.:-oce8s , communi tles will hc\ve sL"'< we~k:.. to prepa:i:·e. ,i 

letter of intont which wlll be proce5:5ed by CIJE $'l'.aff, reviewed 
by Senior l"'-:, J . .:i.oy Advi~,,.1.0 o.wJ. ct vv11u11.l.L.Lc,;u t.1!: 1,·J1e l:ioara ,>t' 
D.i.rectors. 

$oltH.:tipn .. Q_:r,:_i teria..:... 

A. City Si.~.e: 111.iu:i.mum population of 15,000 to maxinrnm 
r,c,pt,J.at.ivu of 250,000 classified ae: 

1. Intermediate 
2 . L<:n.-gt::1 l11Lei-mediate 
~ • La.J..-~t! 

.t1 , r...;ornnu. 'tmont 
ln lhe Letter of Intent ths loc~l federati<m will be a:;kc,d 
to Pl.'<:ivide l!lv.i.<lence of: 

J . the community's capability ot a joint effort by all 
elements of the cornrnuni ty 

* ?. . r.nmmi +m...,rd· +A ; ,,vol"9 .;;,.ll ~'t-;;,.keholdorc; 
3. an ex.i.:::; Ll11g planning process 
4. initiatives and progress in Jewi9h education in recent 

years (5 years) 
>I• 5. a ser1ous cornmit.men't of lay leade:r.-Bhip 
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6. potent.i al to recruit strons comrm.inity J &ade;r.s 
'I . potential for funding for lE>ad ciommurii ty 

activities 
A. 1mnP.1'i::;t·.r.1.ndine r.,f the import an,::,,:;, ,;,f ,:-1.~eat.i.np,; an 

c;,nvironm.,;.nt <:!onclucive to innovation and exper.i rn1-)n'l:.<t't..:i.on 
9. oomrnitmE?nt to developinP.; pereon1'l0l. 

• Latters of support should be included from a sampling of 
the !-:\takeholders - eduoat.ional an<l oommunal leaders. 

Twenty oommun:Lties - a first. l.ist of ten and a s~c:ond tier ot 10 
will b~ salaoted t.o partioipato in tho cocond round. 

Following di~cuseion and approval b:t t.be 
and the Board of Diroctorc , tho CJJE 
recri.d.tment. procesg as outlined above. 

Senior 
staff 

Polioy l\dvic:o,:-o 
will begin the 

Twerity 1·!omrn, 1rLi:L:i.et1 w.i.11 b~ iuv i t .ed to ~e,nd representatives to &ll 
informational 5eminar in preparation for Round Two and a mor.e 
<letailed application process that will include a site visit by 
CIJE ::;taff upon receipt of the c<,mple'l:.ed form. 

Following ::H.:l:ti::u.i.u~ l.,y Lli~ UIJl-; ::st.a.ff, comments will be e.lic.tt.ed 
[1:urn -lhe Senio:i:· Policy Advisors and all applications, tnaterials 
and c.omments will be r:eviewed by a commit-tee of the Board of; 
Direct.ors and 1.·eco1nrnendations made for.- ,':'\pproval by the Boarc!, 

T imetable ... i:.Q.:,...:_~1:.1u.L·u.i Lment. 1:UJ.~e 1 action: 

1. Rtl<-1ue!'Jt~ for Pro1~osali:. (RFP): i:,cu:ly September lY~l 
2 . R,:.ui-1d Oue c:11,1t111.\.:c:i L.ion~ due: October. 15 , 19 91 
3 . Decision by CIJE Board: mid November 1991 
I'¼, Sen,inax: f u.L· Ruurnl Twc.1 t.:ommuniti0s: early Decemb0r 19~1 
5. Round T.wo applications due: late Janu~ry lYYi 
G. Dec.:i.t>.i.on l>y CIJE Board: by March l 992 
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PURPOSE 

TlJt, µu1 µu~t! 11£ ll,h,. pwjec~ i~ to a~.si~t the Cuuncll on Inltit1tlvc3 tn kwl~h Eduoution 
(CIJB) in its e!forts to expand nnd improve the education, development and training of current 
and future Jewish educmtors in contlMntnl North America, 

Specifically, the project hus three objectlv~$: 

■ To nsse!.s currently nvailuble resources nod needs for pre-service and In-service 
trnininy or profcs:..lonnl developine11l in the field of Jewish education; 

I To develop a five to tl!n year str~tegio pl11n to exp.ind and improve trnlnJna for Jewish 
education in North America. This plnn will Incorporate an overoll view of the future 
training system: priorities for the use of resources; and recommendntlons for policy 
directions and programs to b1: promoted by CIJB; and 

• To develop o three year Implementation plnn spec:lfying orgon!zntional, staffing and 
fi.nnnclnl n.:sourccs required to carry out recommendntions In a tlmetcble. 

BACKGROUND 

'fne field of Jewish education in North A.merlcn is plogu~d by a severa shortage of 
trained and qualified educators for its numerous fMmal nnd lnformt'l settings. It ls estimated 
that there are 51000 full-time positions for Jewish educators nnd irnolher 20,000 to 30,000 
p:irt-time positions. At the same time, all training programs for Jewish education (outside of 
the Charedi sector) g.rndunte to~ethcr approximc1tely 100 people ptr ye«r •- a figure woefully 
inadequnte to meet the needs of the field, Improvement is contingent upon a significant 

.1cre:ise in the number of wel\-traine<l educators, This will lncludij training for matters such 
as; competence in Ju<luica1 proficiency in Hebrew, mastery of theory nnd practice of 
education. It is estimnted that to<lny less than holf the educDmrs in the field possess these 
qunlifications. 

The Commission on Jewish Education in North America in Its report, A Time To Ac.!, 
cogently describes the 11crisis11 In Jcwl~h educatlc,n ond h.kntifles the interrelated problems that 
must be addressed: 

· sporndlc pnrtlcipat!c,n 
· deficiencies in content 
· tnndequace community support 
· under<lcveloped profession 
• unreliable data 

l 



Of aJJ of thcs~ problem~. ndurnssing h;sues rei;1ted lO the profession of Jewish 
educntion is key. Accordingly, personnel In Jewish education js one of the major areas of 
concern for CUE, Thls includes a focus on recruitment, career development (salnry and status 
enhancement), crentlon of new types of Jobs a$ well ns the preparntlon of educators. While 
recognizing the inter•relationship of these dift'~rent dlmt:nslons of personnel and buildin~ a 
profession, this propos:11 focuses on one dimension -- the educntion, development and training 
of educators. 

OVERVIEW OF 'tHE APPROACH 

Jewish educntion in North Amcrkn is lncrensingly belng seen ns a life.time 
cx.pi;rl~111.:c; l.!11wmpas8ll1g ''l'alllt!11u uuy c:m·t: 1111u BlucrHu:<tcl. It lrwuuc~ tnt~nstva 5 ycur 
post-graduate degree programs und a lunch-nnd-ltnrn experl~nce In a downtown law firm in a 
mnjor city. It takes pince ln schools, but nlso in o variety of non-school S~ttings -· the home, 
~11mnH•r l'anmr lPw!l:1, i'nmm11nltp r,.l"ltf"r t•nllp,y11 H111,.., rn,tM 

ln such a complex enterprise, the progi:ams, resources nnd needs with respect to the 
preparation of Jewish educators nrc dlvcr~c, diffuse, Md dcccntrnlitcd. In the absence of n 
deep well oi resources, an approved set of professlonal standnrds, and an acknowledged 
course or method for training of Jewish educators. a pntchworlc of solutions have arisen. 
These surdy run the gamut In quollty1 creativity nnd relevance for other settings. They 
nonetheless comr,llcnte the tn~lc nt hnn<l. 

Thn<-n who hnv& ot1.1dled to 1:1-cwmc, protessionnl educators might hold an advnnced 
degree in Jcwli.h etlucntlon from o n«tlonal institution (e.g, Jewish Theological Seminnry); 
have a degree from a regionnl or local College under Jewish 111.:splce (e.g. Spertus College); a 
degree from a secular University (e.g. Stunford University) or a certlfieate from a charedl 
Teachers s~minnry (e.g, Beis Yaakov), 'I11e trnlning possibilities foe people Involved In 
informal Jewish education lire even more wide.ranging. 

tnls proposal will consider the need for, nnd training of, educators at nll levels (from 
gr;)dunte professors to enrly childhood teachers); In 11 vurlety of settings (formal, informal and 
mixed); and for different types of position~ (e,g. teachers, priocli,als, specialty nrea expert&), 

W9rklng with the Fi~ld: In ord~r to cope with the complexity of this field it will be 
11ecessary to work closely with existing instltut!ons, without necessnrily being unduly limited 
by whnt hns gone b~fore. 

Spcciilc~lly, each of the institutions of higher educ.ition (IHE's) with Jewish education 
programs will be asked (both by survey Instruments and field visits) for information on their 
~rogrnm rt!sourc~s, i,lans, u~plt·atlu11s, \1ss~i::s111~11l ur ue~us, and 1eco111menct,1tio11s for n.itlonal 
lc::vel nctlon. This will serves several purposes. Fiest, it obtulns the benefit of some of the best 
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thinkln~ nbout prcpt1rntlon nnd trnining In Jewish education frorn practitioners who are close 
to th~ field, knowledgenble nbout best pro~ram practices, details nnd constraints· second It 
provHks datn e_ssentinl for a typology of current resources; and third, ii is an importunt ;ource 
for lnnov,lt{ve 1de-'S, 

. . P~?ie_ct Co':1~1ttc~: A committee will be formed to guide the work of this study, To 
be \:.OlllpllSCd of d1.st01gu1shed profe55Jonnl c1nd luy !Gadcrs In Jcwfah ~ducation the rrojcct 
Comm!ttee will review progress at major .stci£es of the work pl,m (see below). 'In addition, 
committee members by virtue ol their stature and poshl<ms ore llk~ly to play significant roles 
In promoting recommendations und supporting implementation. 

WORK PLAN 

1.0 O'RlF,lft'ATION 

The project begins with revlew of project purposes, methods, nnd work pl:in wit!:\ the Board 
of Policy Advisors, staff of, and consultnnts to CUB; ddinlng working ~s$;umptions and 
ptlodtics; estahlishln~ um! meeting with the Pcoject Committee:; and rev{ewins b3ckgtound 
mmerlnls, 

2.0 ;RECONNAi~SA~ 

An interview schedule will be pn.:pnred, inclucllnii a comprehensive list of topics on 
prapM~\i<)n nnd training nf Jewish tdw!':'ltott, to obtoio ~">' jnf'nrm:1nt •• In>' 1,-nrlP.r~, 
rrnfr•uloMh, l'lnhjnnr nr,·n r·tpf\rtn vle'l'{)'n nhn11, l'l,rnni;thn, wnnlin11nn,u;1 prlnrll)' nui:111, 
npportunitie~, i~~ues t1nd lmportllnt choice..q facing the trntnins;r of !ewlsh educntorli. 

Key informant~ will be selected to ensure a cross-section of all sectors of lnterfst and 
involvemcot in Jewish education (e.j., professionnl nnd lay groups. geoijrnphic nrens, formnt 
and lnformnl, etc.). lntcrviews will be conducted and rt!sponses compiled. 

The results of the ,ccortnnis:rnnct will be u~cd to help focus the work in the rem:iinder 
of the project, The sugge~tlons for lmrm.>vln~ ,he prepMMio;1 o! Jewli,I?. educ:itors will be 
reviewed £rom the point of view 0£ ptobnble b~n(!flt t1nd probnble teo1>lblllty or risk. This 
prelimiMcy oi;ses~;mcnt will be 1.ised to 
assi:sa whlch nrcns of tho prcporntion of Jewish educntors should race!ve lnttnse t1nt1lydc 
effort and whlth OM! less, 
The morn promising av~n1,1cs --high potentlul b<muflt nnd relntively high probable fet1sibility ~
will set the most nttcntion in luter phma:s of wock. 
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3.0 RF.SOURCES AND ,N.gEQ.S Al;!A!,,YSlS' 

Ba!.ed on the reconnnlss:ince, nn nssessmont of {n-servlce ,md pre-service truining needs and 
resources In both formnl uml lnformnl settings of Jewl:;h educators will be carried out, 

Given the wenkness in existing information, it will be very diff1cult to develop reliable 
•-1~rnll1Lluli11~ i:..11lurnl• •• ) 1,,1! .. ,\l.11111~ 11~\\;I~ (..:•,&, 1(11.).lus H,liL1tJli. iJnlu IJII , .. l\i.ht.;1· ILUUv,u ltlld !lit; 
oron•io11 uf no·n· pooitiono1 i• Ju t!iffloull 10 ,01imu11 1h1 numb ur of onnunl 11a11hnr oponlnf;DI lat 
ttluue lu pwjci.;L fu,wtm.1 lulu Lile fuL1.ue). IL ~i,uuh.J t,c, po:-,:,,llJli: lu geL ll!JlJIUJJuuHc IIUIUUCI~ 
and qunlltative Information utilizing existing infmmatlon nnd the judgment of experienced 
observers. 

On the resource sitti,, some duta -- e.g. estimates of the number of people receiving degrees in 
Jewish education from institutions of higher learning •· will 'be relatively easy to assemble. It 
will be much more difficult to get useful Information on the numbers receiving various levels 
an<l types of in•servlce training; the training resources being utillied to produce educators for 
informal hwish educution , or to get e~tlmate8 of the numbers coming out of a variety of 
non-degree programs in the chnredi community. 

The: information about needs and resources will be put together to ;enerutes estimates of 
program gl\ps -· both qunlltative ond qunmitatlvc •· for different types of positions, settings 
ond parts of the country. 

4,0 §TRATEGIC ISSUE§ 

In charting future dlrectlons there nro a m>mber of Jmportnnt policy c.holce$: i.e., strateelr. 
lssues. Tbes~ will emerge from the ke)' i11fo1'llHll1t Interviews and the annl~sls of rt!soun:~~ 
nnd needs. 

l~H1¢.~ wJI) hn c.lJl,\;,\lrlcd 1nm: 

• Funtlamenta1 Issues -- i.e. choices relntlng to the vision of a nntionol apprOilch 
to educntion. development nnd troininu of Jewish educntors, and the desirable 
size nnd structure of the trnln!ng "system" give11 cummt and emerging needs In 
the field. Ex.imr,les of such issues Include: Should we be thinking of one 
intcgrattd trnlning system or scvcrnl7 a compeHtlve model or cooperative one? 
Whnt should bG relutionship between training for the formnl and informal 
sectors? Whnt should be the role of different types of institutions in relation to 

1See 3A b•low for an alternate, more iystematic and 
elaborate, approach to the effort to estimats n~eds and service 
gaps. 
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different type~ of needs? Should lnstltutlons be encouraged t1J 1$p~cl~\\2.e? 
Wltloh elements of the continentul trnlnlng S)'Stem should be local, whlcb 
rcsionol, and which natlonnl? 

■ Polley nnd Progrum Issues •• l.o. choices relating to ~peciflc pollcle$ and 
proernms. Some of tbote choices relnte to i:,xlstlng pro~rJms (e.g., what are the 
best policies and progrnm choi¢cs available to lnsul'e high-quality In-service 
tndn!ng for tcnchets or pollc!c:s or pm~rnms for crt:atins or locating skilled 
!lri<l knowlcdgcabl~ trainers of educators, Others rt!laus to the cre;ition of new 
programs (e.g. progrnms to upgrnde the skills of undergraduates teaching ln 
supplemenrnry school on a temporary busls). 

■ Resource and organlzi\tioo l~sucs •• i.e. choices relating to the internal capncity 
of present institutions ot posslble new ones to cnrry out policies and progrnms, 
(e.g. the financial resources, orgnnlzationnl structure, possible coordinative and 
lntegrntive m~chanlsms). 

S.O BASIC POUCY STATEMENI 

A draft of the Basic Policy Statement will be developed by the UAI team working with the 
Project Committee of CIJE. It will represent the resolution o( fundnmentnl strategic issues 
and frame a bron<l response to the Needs Assessment. The Statement should describe Jn 
brood terms a inodd of the future training system. It should define tha roles of vrtrious types 
of institutions both existing nn<l new. It should project nn overall nppronch to up~rnding the 
quality of Jewish educators In the futura. 

6.0 PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION~ 

In this phase the BasJc Polley Statement will bo developed Into prellmlnnry recommended 
policies nnd programs. The probable effoctiveness nnd feasibllity of each proposal will be 
assessed. The entire p.ickase would be rev!t:wcd from the per$pective of completeness and 
lnterno 1 consistency, 

The recommendntions mny include the allocadon of scnrce resources among competing 
priorities (e.g., inlra-regionnl priorities) ruid suggested criteria for deciding what kinds of 
progrnms to fund under whnt clrcumstunces. 

7,0 FINAL REPORT 

The Pinal Report wllt include a summary of 1he needs; b.isio policy statement nnd 
recommended policies and progrnms for the next dccuc.Je. 
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8.0 IMPLEMF.~TATJQN PLAN 

A detniled implemcntution pion will be developed for CIJE that specifies the specific actions 
Iha\ CUD vvulJ uuu<:1 wki; tu (;Urry out tile ,t'tan. .MnJor tasks, persons or orgnnlzotion 
r~sponGible for carrying out t~t:ks, annuul costs, and time irnmes will be specified. By thls 
poi,,t in lht, process, ti number of other kc:y players tn this arena will have become committed 
to the Pinn. Thus, it mJy be nr,propdatc: an<l nc:cessury to develop a series of s~etch 
!tnplcmcntntion pltms1 cnch targeted to a different srnke-holder in training Jewish educators. 
The process of developing the implementotlon plan(s) itself provides a u5eful opportunity for 
developing partnerships among key stn"ebolders (e.g., consortia of Institutions). The 
lmplemenlation plan becomes the fram~work for nsslgnlny accountability and for getting work 
done. 
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3.0A RESOURCES AND NEEDS ANALYSIS) 

Bused on the re~onnnissnnce, M :is$CSsmont of In-service and pre-service training needs and 
resources in both formnl and informnl seltin~s of Jewish educators will be c~rried out. 

Given the weukness in existing Information, It Is only possible to get reliable quantitative 
estimates of needs and resources with a signif!enri\ invt:stmem of effort In the collection and 
anftlysis of l\\:w survey information, 

In this appronch, this project would bcgi11 tht, development of a to-be-periodically updated 
clatabnse on training in Jewish education, Including lnfocmation and projectiol'ls about numbers 
of institutions providing training, staffing, enrollments, exptnditure~, etc, The baseline data 
will illumlnate currently available r<.1sources, and permit mensuruble nssesstnents of progress 
In future years. 

Am,ther dntabnse would include lnformatk>n Ol'l positions by school type nnd location 
(Including full.time and part-time stAtus, salnry levels. requlrcmenls1 eto), openings, turnover, 
incumbents (includina their qualiflcmions nnd trnin!ng experience, yenrs of service). 

Such an effort will yield estimates of the d¢mnnds for educators (at different levels, and with 
different kinds of knowledge and expertise); estimc\tes of the qualified Jewish educators now 
being produced by higher education institutions In North America ond Isrnet: o.nd comparing 
the two to identify gups. A variety of sub•mnrkets will be lder.tlfled by: geography (regions 
of the country), level of education (prc-sc.:hool, elementnry, second11ry, post~secondary), 
educntionnl role (e.g. professors, teachers, senior educnlors1 iuidance couns~lors), knowledge 
and skill nrec1s of expertise. In addition to estimating the size of each submarket, we will 
examine relutcd needs, sueh ns job definltlons ond hiernrchle!i, nnd snlnry structures. 

Wbile such an approach Is time-consuming and expensive, $Ooncr or Inter it should be done. 

2Tn~s work step repre8ents an alternate, more systematic and 
•l-~$il.z:-atc, approo.c:h t:u l.Ilt:4 ~r .Cu1.·t to eu~.11'!\ate needs and service 
gaps discussed abov~ under 3.0. 
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DATE: Aprl . .L " .. , ... ., ~ - d Annette ttochs \.:el.n 
TO: Seymour Fox an 

FAX NUMBER: 
011-912-2-699951 

FROM: Shulamith n. Elster 

including this sheet : Jf 
Total number of pages T 

all of the pages, please call 
If you do not receive 

301-984-6176, 

Faxed by:SRE 
oate: 4/24/91 
Time : 6:45 P.M. 

Notes from April 17, 19..9l-
Meeting in New York with Annette and Seymour: 

Barry.Ji~,-2~£~.-Y.keles 

I. Lead Coll\Jl\unities ** 

- ;J-

A. There is a revision in the recommended approach to lead 
communities based on Annette and Seymour's discussions in 
Chicago with Jim Coleman and Michael Inbar 

1. Summary of latest thinking: 
CIJE should direct a process whereby local communities 
(perhaps as many as 5-20 sites) make a select from a 
CIJE defined 'package' of issues and concerns to be 
that the individual community would address. 

The •package' of educational issues and concerns would be 
carefully defined by a simulation and planning process and 
might include as many as 30-50 topics. These would be both 
'core•, that is required, and 'elective • topics chosen by the 
individual communities in response to their particular 
concerns. 

The original concept of a lead community as an action site 
or lab remains: experimentation, data collection, analysis; 
exemplary/ ''best practice", commitment to on-going research 
and evaluation remain. 

2 . Coleman has agreed to role as consultant, possible 
addition of Adam Gamoran to direct research 
SF to speak with Gamoran and be liaison with Coleman. 

B. Next steps 
Proceed with simulation 
l.AH and SF to provide a revised descriptive statement on 

lead communities and work on the simulation (description 
of conditions, issues and concerns). SE has time 
constraints until July 1st and after that is prepared 
to go to Israel, if appropriate to continue planning 
for lead communities. 

2.Planner should be selected in time for full participation 
in July. In the interim, suggested that SE and Steve work 
with Ukeles on the selection process and a time line. 



___ ....... , ... awuran @ 
Possible roles here for selected members of the Senior-=-e«, -

Policy Advisors 

II. Meeting with Jack Ukeles 

Jack Ukeles willing to serve as advisor to SE as 'gift' from 
MAP .•. possible areas: •mapping' training field, selection of 

lead communities 
SE to meet with Jack on May 5th in New York 

III. Identification of Personnel for Steering Committees 

SF and AH made suggestions for individuals tor each area 

SE has compiled a master list which includes Commission and 
CIJE participants- individuals who worked with the Commission 
and - others (from general and Jewish education, lay 
and professional) who are potential resources 
* this may become a mailing list for newsletter or the 

dissemination of information about CIJE and its work. 

Lead Communities: 
Beiler, Cribetz, Shapiro (Boston) 
Schiff, Spack, Kay (Reform) 

Research: Scheffler, Coleman, Shulman 
Training: Ettenberg, Reimer, Lee, Hirt, Ukeles 
Informal: Carolyn Keller, Shelly Dorph, Reform camping (?) 
JCCA: Dubin, Poupko (Chicago) 
Supplementary Schools: 

Reimer, Gail Dorph, Vicki Kelman 
Early Childhood: 

Ginzberg, Micky Feinberg 

SE: every Seni or Policy Advisor should be assigned to one ot 
the committees 

IV. Best Practices: 

A.Barry's role 
definition of best practice 
expertise- contacts for best practice 

B.Panels tor each area 
C.Timetable 

six months- one year to determine current best practice 
D.SF: elaboration on stages in the lite of best 

Stage #1: Servicing the lead community through 
provision of information and 
ideas concerning best practice 

St.age #2; Conference on 11 X11 (areas or aubj ect 
matter) 

Annotated bibliography of practice 
~~~~~ f ~I H9~~ P~~,~ 

establishment of Center on 11X" 
sponsored by foundations at 
institutions of higher learning 
or other sites 

Stage j4: Research 



NOTES FROM MEETING W~TH BARRY HOLTZ 
March 3, 1991 RE: Best Practice 

1. Basic questions: 
• What is good practice? 

I .L.. 

• What are the intellectual/content s tandards for selection? 
How are these to be est ablished? 

• Where do "unique" and "creative" programs fit in? 
• What of "good enough" practice? 

Reference: Introduction by Sara Lightfoot Lee to~ Good 
fil.gh School. 

• How does 11best practice" r e late to research issues? 

2 . One of sever al possible approaches : 
a. Barry Holtz will write a brief document identifying the 

issues and posing a s e t of questions. 
b. Identify a group of consultants - (from general education 

and senior policy advisors) . 
c . Sp~ak with them individually and as a group . (Written 

responses and interviews.) Possible meeting of group at 
CAJE . 

d. Final document with bibliogr aphy . 

5. Funding Options 
a. Grant to Barry - appoint him Project Director and 

award a fixed budget 
b. Grant to Barry for his work and direct compensation to 

consultants ($500 per day), and reimbursement of their 
expenses. 

6. Timetabl e 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September 

c:holtz 

Continuing dialogue on "conceptual" issue 
Agreement with Barry 
Initial Document/Identify Consultants 
Interviews 
Interviews 
Yorn I'yun/Group Mee ting at CAJE 
Final Document 
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SECOND DRAFT/FOR COMMENT: 

THE COUNCIL POR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION (CIJEl 

Position Description: Planning Director 

The mission of CIJE is the implementation of ambitious goals to 
bring about change in Jewish education in North America. These 
goals are the recommendations of the North American Commission on 
Jewish Education/The Mandel Commission and are fully documented in 
the Commission Report, A Time To Act, published in November 1990 . 

The successful candidate will exhibit evidence of commitment to the 
Jewish people and to the specific goals of the CIJE 1s. S/he will 
have specific knowledge of and experience with Jewish educational 
issues. 

The Planning Director will be responsible to the Executive Director 
for all aspects of STRATEGIC PLANNING in the Council's effort to 
develop comprehensive implementation strategies for specific 
program goals. 

Prerequisites: 

- A graduate degree from an accredi ted school in a related 
field i.e., public policy, social work, education, Jewish 
communal service, the Rabbinate. 

Specific training in policy analysis and technical skills in 
strategic planning and one or more of the following: 

community planning and organization 
social work 
education 
program administration 
program evaluation and applied social research 
grantsmanship 

- Experience in a Jewish communal or educational setting with 
demonstrated success. 

Major Responsibilities and Tasks: 

- to IDENTIFY STRATEGIES ANO TO PACILITATB ongoing activities 
with CIJE's various constituencies which include 
educational organizations, schools of higher Jewish 
education, professional organizations, local Jewish 
communities through their federations and central agencies 
for Jewish education, professional and lay leadership of 
the North American Jewish conununity. 

- to GATHER AND ASSESS INFORMATION necessary for activities 
and on-going decision-making including data collection and 
analysis, critical review of materials to evaluate the 
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usefulness of information and to identify areas where 
additional data is essential highlighting areas requiring 
further clarification and articulating questions/ideas. 

- to EVALUATE AND MONITOR programs utilizing established 
criteria and to make specific suggestions for improvement. 

- to utilize JQlOWLEDGE OF RESOURCES ANO THE FIELD to develop 
policies that insure the integrity of the planning process. 

- to maintain ongoing communication with planners within 
the Jewish community nationwide. 

- to assume other related duties and activities as assigned by 
the Executive Director and Chief Educational Officer. 

spec ific Skills: 

- Personal skills, knowledge and diplomacy, the ability to 
maintain a positive working relation with staff, advisory 
boards and lay leadership. 

- Technical skills to include research and quantitative skills 
and, specifically, the ability to utilize demographic data, 
research and survey techniques in planning functions. 

- Effective writing skills to prepare reports and accompanying 
documentation and effective skills for related oral 
presentations. 

- Knowledge of computers and experience with data bases 
preferred. 

Salary commensurate with training and experience. 

Position available Spring 1991. The offices of the Council for 
Initia~ives in Jewish Education will be located at 730 Broadway New 
York, New York. Interested candidates are invited to send a resume 
and names of three references to : 

2/22/91 
SRE 

· or. Shulamith R. Elster 
CIJE 
1901 East Jefferson street 
Rockville, Maryland 20852 
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· Mundel Institute 

For· the /\c.lv~111ccd Study and DcvclormcnL or .Jewish Educ~ttion 

February 1991 

A STRATEGIC PLAN FOR THE TRAINING OF JEWISH EDUCATORS 

FOR NORTH AMERICA 

GUIDELINES FOR PROPOSALS 

I. Background 

The field of Jewish education in North America is plagued by a 

severe shortage of trained and qualified educators for its 

numerous formal and informal settings. It is estimated that there 

are approximately 5,000 full-time positions for Jewish educators 

and another 20,000-30,000 part-time positions. At the same time, 

all training programs for Jewish education (outside of the Haredi 

sector) graduate together approximately 100 people per year -- a 

figure woefully inadequate to meet the needs of the field. 

Improvement is contingent upon a significant increase in the 

number of well-trained educators. This will include training for 

matters such as: competence in Judaica, proficiency in Hebrew, 

mastery of theory and practice of education. It is estimated that 

today less than one-half the educators in the field possess these 

qualifications. 
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The Commission on Jewish Education in North America has de~eloped 

several recommendations to improve Jewish education. Among these 

is the recommendation to Build the Profession. The Commission has 

identified the need to significantly expand the training 

capability as a cornerstone of its program. 

II. The Assignment 

A planning process must be undertaken to deal with the systematic 

development of pre- service and in- service training for Jewish 

educators for North America. The p r oduct will consist of 

alternative short, medium and long- term development strategies, 

their policy implications and plans for their implementation. 

Recommendations might include strategies for the expansion of 

existing training programs; links with existing educator training 

programs at general universities; the use of Israel as a resource 

for training (the enlargement of existing programs and the 

development.of new programs); recoltllT\endations for the creation of 

. _) new and innovative programs; any mix of programs and more. The 

product will also include recommendations for the recruitment of 

candidates for training; strategies for dealing with the current 

shortage of faculty for training institutions; improvement of the 

curriculum of training programs; the financial aspects of the 

entire endeavor - - e.g., the cost of the above as well as tuition 

costs, student scholarships and fellowships. 

Policy recommendations will deal with issues such as the 
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relationship between pre-service and in- service education; the 

relationship of pre-service education to salary increases and to 

professional advancement; sponsorship of training - in particular 

in-service training: is this an activity appropriate for the 

bureaus of Jewish education, for individual schools, for 

community centers or for national organizations and training 

institutions? What is the most appropriate role for Israeli 

institutions in this area -- what kind of partnerships should or 

could be built? What incentives should be made available to 

encourage participation in in-service training? 

III. The Plan 

The planning process will include the preparation of a map of the 

field of training, including an overview of current training 

opportunities in North America and in Israel, in both Jewish and 

general institutions. Parts of this map are already available, in 

particular as regards pre-service training. Mapping the current 

availability of in-service training programs is a more 

complicated assignment because of the wide variety, geographic 

distribution and local nature of much of this training. Relevant 

institutions such as JESNA, bureaus of Jewish education, the 

training institutions in the United States and in Israel, the WZO 

education departments, will all need to be consulted on the 

scope, content, quality and availability of training. 

The map will offer a picture of the current resources available 

for development, and will help identify both challenges and 
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opportunities. Key issues facing the training of educators will 

be identified and analyzed as part of this effort. E.g., how will 

faculty for training programs be recruited and trained; what kind 

of specialized programs must be developed (informal education, 

senior personnel) and where (at general universities, in Israel, 

etc.) . 

A detailed needs assessment will be prepared. This is a 

complicated assignment since not much exists in most areas, and a 

great deal is probably required for all . How much pre-service 

training and of what kind is required (e . g . , the field presently 

needs " X" early childhood teachers and will need "Y" more within 

five years). For in- service training , teachers of subjects in 

Jewish schools -- Hebrew, history, Bible, prayer, etc. 

probably need to be involved in regular, systematic upgrading 

programs. New programs are probably required for informal 

educators who are now faced with the challenge of intensifying 

the role of the JCCs as Jewish educational institutions. The need 

of faculty for tra i n i ng wi ll have to be addressed for the 

J different assignments. Faculty for in- service education is 

probably more readily available than faculty for pre- service 

education. 

Alternative strategies for development will be designed . In order 

to inform the staff's analysis, key actors (lay leaders, heads of 

training programs, experts in the fields of Jewish and general 

education, members of the CIJE board , others) will be 

interviewed . The purpose of these interviews will be to identify 
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the problems, the ideas and the visions that should inform the 

develg,pment of the field and will lead to preferred policies and 

directions for development . 

Because the issue of training is so massive an undertaking, the 

setting of priorities will be a particularly important 

assignment. With what segment of the field should we begin, with 

teachers of Hebrew or teachers of history? Should we concentrate 

on didactic skills or on the commitment of teachers to Jewish 

values? What will be the respective scope of efforts in the area 

of pre- service and in- service training? 

Recommended policies for development need to be spelled out and 

must include the anticipated outcomes, required resources -

human, financial, organizational -- and the time frame. The 

various recommendations must include detailed implementation 

plans. The plan must allow the CIJE to select the appropriate 

policies and to have a clear picture of their implications. 
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Planning Workshop with the 
Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education 

January 7-10, 1991 

Held at the Mandel Institute, Jerusalem 

Participants: 

Ami Bouganim, Shulamitb Elster, Seymour Fox, Annette Hochstein, Steve Hoffman, 
Alan Hoffmann, Danny Marorn, Marc Rosenstein, Arthur Rotman 

Introduction 

S. Hoffman reviewed his paper on the mission, method of operation, and structure of the CUE 
(Exhibit 1). 

There was a discussion of relative priorities of the recommendations of the Commission in 
order to determine where to begin: lead communities, building the profession, research, and 
building community support. 

There was general consensus that all areas interact, but that lead communities seems to serve 
as a focus for the others, as well as being visible, concrete and proactive. Therefore, it was 
agreed that this area should be our first priority. At the same time, there was consensus that 
the lead communities effort does not entirely subsume all other areas -and that we therefore 
must move on the other fronts too. 

Lead Communities 

Some concerns and dilemmas which arose in the discussion of how to implement the local 
communities project: 

a. We cannot ignore other efforts underway and focus Q.D]x on lead communities; there may 
be other community and foundation projects deserving of our interest and support. 

b. In choosing candidates for lead communities, do we prefer those which have weaknesses 
( e.g. lack of top leadership) which we can remediate as a demonstration, or do we choose 
communities which are already strong, to model excellence (but possibly not significantly 
replicable)? 



c. There may be a tension between the local perception of the community's priorities and our 
view of what must be done to fulfill our goals for the lead community as a demonstration 
site or model of excellence. 

d. Possible considerations in selection process: 

1. city size 
2. geographical location 
3. lay leadership commitment 
4. planning process underway 
5. financial stability 
6. availability of academic resources 
7. strength of existing institutions 
8. presence of some strong professional leadership 
9. willingness of community to talce over process and carry it forward after the initial period. 

In general, there was difficulty in conceptualizing a clear set of criteria for choosing lead 
communities - and in deciding among the goals of replicability/demonstrability/models of 
excellence. What emerged from this discussion was consensus on the idea of differentiated 
criteria: different communities might be chosen for different reasons. On the other hand, we 
clearly cannot afford to fail; however we choose candidates, we must be convinced that 
between the community's resources and our own, success is likely. 

There was agreement that the CUE needs to clarify what a lead community is: what are the 
specific categories of actions and/or programs and/or processes which form the heart of the 
lead community effort. However, there was no closure on content. Two aspects were con
sidered: 

a. The lead community is characterized by a certain type of planning approach, involving 
comprehensive, systematic planning; a national perspective and involvement (via various 
national educational institutions, movements, etc.); and the bringing in of outside resour
ces, human and material. 

b. In addition to "a," the lead community would be required to make certain educational, 
programmatic commitments ( e.g., to in-service training, leadership development, etc.) 

The following points were agreed upon: 

a. The centrality of systematic assessment and planning and the role of the CIJE in providing 
resources and incentives for this process. 

b. The full support of top local lay leadership as a sine qua non. 

c. The overall goal of creating fundamental reform, not just incremental change; of creating 
new approaches, not just extinguishing fires. 
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d. The importance of an approach based upon research, analysis and national decision
making. 

e. Lead communities serve as laboratories, but not as the only laboratories: we might be 
supporting experiments elsewhere for eventual application in a lead community. 

f. The need to establish a contractual relationship between the CDE and the lead community. 

The discussion moved on to the issue of what the CUE would provide for a lead community. 
A model which served as a basis for discussion was that of an account manager: someone who 
must work closely with a client and understand all of his needs in depth and who must be 
creative in bringing in various other resources to fulfill those needs. 

Thus, the CIJE would serve a facilitating, matchmaking, guiding, managing role. Closure was 
not attained on an exact role description, but a number of specific applications of this concept 
were discussed: 

a. Providing a "roster of experts" (persons and institutions) on whom the lead community 
can call for specific assistance. 

b. Arranging for the seconding of staff resources from existing institutions to the lead 
community. 

c. Providing up-to-date information on developments in general and Jewish education 
relevant to the communities' planning process. 

d. Finding and "certifying" best practices is a valuable service which the CDE needs to 
provide to assist lead communities. This turns out to be not as simple as first appears. The 
CUE will have to invest resources and energy into studying the whole concept of best 
practice, and developing procedures for finding, certifying, and communicating best prac
tices to lead communities and others. 

e. Serving as a broker between lead communities and foundations, for providing funding and 
for particular programs relevant to the communities' needs. 

f. Guiding the local planning and research process, providing assistance as needed, quality 
control, monitoring and feedback. 

There ensued a discussion of the essential "building blocks" which would have to be part of a 
lead community's plan of action. At this stage of our work, the following were suggested: 

a. Programs to train personnel. 
b. Lay leadership development. 
c. Israel program development. 
d. A framework or frameworks for deliberation on educational philosophy and goals. 
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It was agreed that the "tone" set by the CIJE is important: we need to embody and stand for 
excellence, continuously to hold before the communities a model of thoughtful, serious 
planning, research, and implementation. 

The consensus was that the CUE bas a responsibility to set the very highest standards possible, 
demanding tough quality control, never "settling" for compromises on work quality. 

ACTION AGENDA FOR IMPLEMENTING LEAD COMMUNITIES 

1. Recruit planning team (in-house and/or borrowed) to map out overall program. 

2. Develop selection procedure and criteria, and "visiting team" if necessary. 

3. Prepare assessment/diagnostic tools to assist communities in self study ("educational 
profile"). 

4. Set up monitoring/feedback loop: procedure and framework for ongoing evaluation. 

5. Set up process for identifying, documenting, and disseminating ''best practice." 

6. Set up framework for training and assisting community leadership in developing: 
1) proposals, 2) community educational plans, and 3) local monitoring/feedback loop. 

7. Establish framework for creating "programmatic menus" to help communities choose 
new ideas and programs for implementation. 

8. Start ongoing process of accumulating "roster of experts" - contacts in the academic 
world (and otherworlds)who can provide assistance to communities in self-examina
tion, planning, and introducing innovations. 

9. Start ongoing process of building contacts with foundations with interests in support
ing specific categories of programming, in order to help find funding for lead 
communities' innovations. 

10. Develop key elements of contract defining relationship between lead communities 
and CUE; what are the specific requirements of the lead community and of the CUE? 

11. Create framework for discussions with and among continental agencies ( e.g., JESN A, 
JCCA, denominational education bodies, etc.) regarding a) their providing services 
to lead communities; b) the identification of "best practice" programming which may 
exist on a continental level under the auspices of these agencies and may be useful to 
lead communities. 
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Building the Profession 

All participants contributed to a list of components of the process of building the profession 
of Jewish education: 

• recruitment 
• pre-service training 
• in-service training 
• senior personnel development 
• retention 
• image and recognition 
• certification 
• compensation 
• professional organizations and networking 
• career development 
• supervision and evaluation 
• research 
• the contribution of general education 
• empowerment 
• paraprofessionals and volunteers. 

Of these, five received highest priority ranking by the group: 

1. Pre-service training 
2. In-service training 
3. Recruitment 
4. Compensation 
5. Networking 

In discussion of how to attack this list, the issue arose of the tension between the CDE's 
inclination to do its own process leading to a master plan for, say, pre-service training, and the 
need to involve other "players" in the planning ( e.g., Y.U., J.T.S., H.U.C., J .C.C.A, federation 
planners, etc.). What will happen if there are conflicts between CDE's standards, methods and 
directions and the possibly less exacting approaches of existing institutions? The Mandel 
Associated Foundations, the Wexner Foundation and others must also be integrated into the 
picture since they have decided to invest in pre-service education. It was agreed that this is a 
difficult issue, requiring sensitive and creative thought. 
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Moving to pre-service training. several suggestions were made: 

1. We should see what we can learn from work being done in general education, and possibly 
use scholars and institutions from that world in our planning. 

2. We should talk to all the current "players" to get a picture of the state of the art. 

3. We could involve other foundations (Bronfman Foundation to fund Israel Experience 
components of teacher- training, Wexner Foundation for the training of elites, etc.). 

4. The Mandel Institute in Jerusalem may be running a world-wide planning seminar in the 
spring, of which we could take advantage. 

5. We must keep all options open and under careful scrutiny and look at all possible options 
including those in general education. 

A. Hochstein accepted the assignment to produce a paper defining the questions and issues 
which must be addressed in developing a master plan for pre-service training, to guide the 
CUE in beginning the process. A. Hoffmann accepted a similar assignment for in-service 
education. 

With respect to compensation, discussion was brief; no closure was reached on a plan of action, 
or even whether the CUE should remain in a study/advocacy role or actually become involved, 
for example through encouraging the setting up of a national pension plan. 

Networking was also discussed briefly; while there was consensus that networks must be 
studied and supported, no specific suggestions were made. 

ACTION AGENDA FOR BUILDING THE PROFESSION 

1. A Hochstein's paper to guide development of a master plan in pre-service training. 

2. A Hoffmann's paper to guide development of a master plan in in-service training. 

3. Coordinate efforts with MAF in developing plans with existing pre-service training 
institutions. 

4. Establishing contact with interested foundations to become involved in parts of the 
program. 

5. Set up a planning team to map out efforts and assign roles in pursuing the five top 
prio~ties (and others). 
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Research Agenda 

Two aspects of educational research which are necessary were presented: 

• Policy research, including monitoring, evaluation and program design. 
• Pure research including the education of educators, the philosophy of education, etc. 

Participants suggested a number of areas crying out for research attention: 

• standardized achievement testing 
• market research 
• research itself-a "map" of the field is needed 
• best practices 
• data about teachers 
• evaluation methods 
• history and philosophy of Jewish education. 

And they proposed several different ways in which the CUE might serve the needs of Jewish 
educational research: 

a. Coordination of research efforts; influencing and stimulating. 
b. Reaching out to research institutions to create centers for Jewish educational research. 
c. Making useful connections among research needs, researchers, and sources of funding. 
d. Modeling research-based planning. 
e. Work to create new centers of research and train/recruit new researchers. 

Three concrete results: 

a. The CUE will commission a preliminary paper, preferably by Israel Scheffler, on the state 
of Jewish educational research. This will serve as the basis of the work of a high level task 
force which will recommend a course of action in order to establish a research capability. 

b. J. Woocherwill prepare a thought paper on the issue of maintaining a data base of Jewish 
educational research. 

c. There is a need to pay special attention to current good research while the longer term 
approach is being developed. 
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ACTION AGENDA FOR RESEARCH 

1. Commission a preliminary paper, preferably by Israel Scheffler, on the state of Jewish 
education research and on the need for strategic planning. 

2. Based on this paper, set up a high level task force which will recommend a course of 
action in order to establish a research capability. 

3. J. Woocher will prepare a thought paper on the issue of maintaining a data base of 
Jewish educational research. 

4. Seek to develop connections among and support for existing researchers, on specific 
need-drive projects, while waiting for the entire system to be rebuilt. 

5. Actively model research-based planning from the beginning, commissioning research 
and borrowing researchers to provide a research base for every project we undertake. 

6. Make it clear, to our lay leadership and to that of communities ( e.g., lead com
munities) and agencies interacting with us, that we do not move without research. 

Developing Community Support 

A number of suggestions were made regarding models and directions for pursuing this goal: 

a. The model of the Commission on Jewish Education in North America: give top leaders 
important decisions to make and let them work with outstanding professionals. 

b. A constant flow of special events, programming, support, and personal cultivation is 
necessary to keep lay leaders enthusiastic and involved. 

c. We need to select and cultivate first-echelon leaders in the federation and UJ A worlds and 
bring them into education. 

d. We should use exciting and dramatic methods to interest our target leadership; e.g., 
prestigious retreats, meetings with high-status leaders and scholars like Nobel laureates, 
university presidents. 

e. We should capitalize on the headway already made in this direction, by working to involve 
people who already have been touched by the Commission. 

f. Systematic creation of a supportive climate by PR and marketing activities; e.g., wide 
distribution of A Time to Act, newsletters, materials for rabbis, encouragement of Com
mission members to speak and write. 
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g. We should develop new programs for educating lay leadership, and work with existing ones 
(e.g., CIAL, JESNA, JCCA). 

h. We need to cultivate the heads of the three religious movements. 

No specific plan of action was agreed upon, though there was consensus that we need to 
develop one. Meanwhile, S. Hoffman undertook personally to work to involve several key 
leaders of national stature in the work of the CUE. 

ACTION AGENDA FOR DEVELOPING COMMUNI'JY SUPPORT 

1. Marketing plan for A Time to Act. 

2. Efforts to cultivate top echelon continental leadership from non-educational settings 
for involvement in CIJE. 

3. Reach-out to existing top leadership with interest in education ( e.g., denominations, 
Commissioners). 

4. Planning team to develop series of high level programs for attracting new top 
leadership and keeping those already involved excited (e.g., retreats, prestigious 
meetings, etc.). 

5. Establish systematic ongoing public-relations program. 

Putting It All Together 

The final session was devoted to considering some of the elements of a rough strategic plan, 
connecting priorities in a logical order and fitting them to a calendar. 

Several general principles were agreed upon: 

a. Work of CUE must be characterized by expertise, quality, and excellence. 

b. We must focus on change - planned, systematic, monitored change. 

c. We must have a comprehensive outlook. 
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\l:1ndel I nstitute 
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The Second J erusalem 'Workshop of the CUE 

Implementing the Recommendations of the 
Commission for Jewish Education in North America: 

Documents for Discussion- Prepared b y S. Fox and A. Hochstein 

Introduction 

D r::i.ft 1 

During its initial setting up period the CITE has succeeded in establishing a human, organiza
tional, and financial infrasrrucrure that is now ready to launch work on several of the 
recommendations of the Commission. A first workplan a.1d time line we:-e established that in
clude the following elements (Exhibit 1): 

• Establishing Lead Communities 

• Undertaking a "best practices" project 

• Drafting a policy paper towards the establishment of a rese3Ich capability in North 
America 

• Building communicy support, including the preparation of a strategic plan 

• Developing a masterplan for the training of personnel 

• Developing and launching a monitoring, evaluation ar.d feedback program alongside the 
implementation work 

This paper will deal with Lead Communities. Separate papers will be prepared on each of the 
other elements (forthcoming). 

Lead Communities 

In the pages that follow we will outline some of the ideas that could guide the CIJE's approach 
to Lead Communities. 

1. \-Vbat is a L ead Community? 

In its report A Time to Acr the Commission on Jewish Education in North America decided on 
the establishment of Lead Communities as a srrategy for bringing about significant change and 
improvement in Jewish Education (Exhibit 2). A Lead Communicy (LC) will be a site-an en
tire community or a large part of it -that will undertake a major developmenc and improve
ment progrnm of its Jewish education. The program-prepared with the assistance of the 
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CUE, will involve the implementation of an action plan in the areas of building the profession 
of Jewish education, mobilizing community support and in programmatic areas such as day
schools or Israel experience programs. It will be carefully monitored and evaluated, and feed
back will be provided on an ongoing basis. 

Several Lead Communities will be established. Communities selected for the program will be 
presented with a menu of projects for the improvement of Jewish education. This menu, 
prepared by the staff of the CUE, will include required programs @.g., universal in-serviee 
education; recruiting and involving top lay leadership; maximum use of best practices) as 
well as optional program3 (e.g., innovation and experimentation in programmatic areas such 
as day schools, ~pplementary schools; summer camps; community center programs;'"~rael e~
perience programj). Each LC will prepare and undertake the implementation of a program 
most suited to meet its needs and resources, and likely to have a major impact on the scope 
and quality of Jewish education provided. Each community will negotiate an agreement with 
the CUE, which will specify the programs and projects tc be carried out by the community, 
their goals, anticipated outcomes, and the additional resources that will be made available. 
Terms for insuring the standards and scope of the plan wJl also be spelled out. The agreement 
will specify the support communities will receive from the CUE. A key element in the LC 
plan is the centrality of on-going evaluation of each project and of the whole plan. 

Through the LCs, the CUE hopes to implement a large number of experiments in diverse com
munities. Each community will make significant choices, while they are being carefully 
guided and assisted. The data collection and analysis effort will be aimed at determining which 
programs and combination of programs are more successful, and which need modification. 
The more successful programs will be offered for replication in additional communities, while 
others may be adapted or dropped. 

This conception of Lead Communities is based on the following conceptions: 

a . Gradual Change: A long-term project is being undertaken. Change will be gradual and 
take place over a period of time. 

b. Local Initiative: The initiative for establishing LCs will come from the local community. 
The plan must be locally developed and supported. The ;cey stakeholders must be committed 
to the endeavor. A local planning mechanism (committee) will play the major role in generat
ing ideas, designing programs and implementing them. With the help of the CUE, it will be 
possible for local and national forces to work together in designing and field-resting solutions 
to the problems of Jewish education. 

c . T he CU E's Role: Facilitating implementation and ensuring continen tal input. The 
CUE, through its staff and consultants will make a critical contribution to the development of 
Lead Communities. (See Item 2a below.) 

d . Community and Personnel: Meaningful change requires that those elements most critical 
to improvement be addressed. The Commission has called these "the building blocks of 
Jewish education., or "enabling options." It decided that without community support for 
Jewish education and dealing with the shortage of qualified personnel, no systemic change is 
likely to occur. All LCs will therefore, deal with these elements. The bulk of the thinking, 
planning, and resources will go to addressing them. 
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e. Scope and Quality: In order for a LC's plan to be valid and effective, it must fulfill two 
conditions: 

1. It must be of sufficient~ to have a significant impact on the overall educational picture 
in the community. 1"4'7 \~ 

2. It must ensure high standards of quality through the input of experts, through planning, 
and evaluation procedures. 

f. Evaluation & Feedback-Loop: Through a process of data- collection, and analysis for the 
purposes of monitoring and evaluation the community at large will be able to study and know 
what programs or plans yield positive results. It will also permit the creation of a feedback
loop between planning and evaluation activities, and between central and local activities. 

g. E nvironment: The LC should be characteriz.ed by an environment of innovation and ex
perimentation. Programs should not be limited to existing ideas but rather creativity should be 
encouraged. As ideas are tested they will be carefully monitored and will be subject to critical 
analysis. The combination of openness and creativity with monitoring and accountability is not 
easily accomplished but is vital to the concept of LC. 

2. Relationship Between the CUE and Lead Communities 

a. The CUE will offer the following support to Lead Communities: 

1. Professional guidance by its staff and consultants 

2. Bridge to continental/central resources, such as the Institutions of Higher Jewish Learning, 
JESNA, the JCCA, CJF, the denominations, etc. 

3. Facilitation of outside funding-in particular by Foundations 

4. Assistance in recruitment of Leadership 

5. Ongoing trouble-shooting (for matters of content and of process) 

6. Monitoring, evaluation and feedback loop 

7. Communication and networking 

b. Lead Communities will commit themselves to the following elements: 

1. To engage the majority of stakeholders, institutions and programs dealing with education in 
the planning process-across ideological and denominational points of view. 

2. To recruit outstanding leadership that will obtain the necessary resources for the implemen
tation of the plan. 

3. To plan and implement a program that includes the enabling options and that is of a scope 
and standard of quality that will ensure reasonable chance for significant change to occur. 

3. The Content: 

The core of the development program undertaken by Lead Communities must include the "ena
bling options." These will be required element in each LC program. However, communities 
will choose the programmatic areas through which they wish to address these options. 
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a. Required elemems: 

1. Community Support 

Every Lead Community will engage in a major effort at building community support for 
Jewish education. This will range from recruiting top leadership, to affecting the climate in 
the community as regards Jewish education. LCs will need to introduce programs that will 
make Jewish education a high communal priority. Some of these programs will include: new 
and additional approaches to local fund-raising; establishing a Jewish education "lobby,., inter
communal networking, developing lay-professional dialogue, setting an agenda for change; 
public relations efforts. 

2. Personnel Development: 

The community must be willing to implement a plan for recruiting, training, and generally 
building the profession of Jewish education. The plan will 2.ffect all elements of Jewish educa
tion in the community: formal; informal; pre-service; in-service; teachers; principals; rabbis; 
vocational; a-vocational. It will include developing a feeder system for recruitment; using pre
viously underutilized human resources. Salaries and benefitS must be improved; new career 
paths developed., empowerment and networking of educators addressed. The CUE will recom
mend the elements of such a program and assist in the planning and implementation as re
quested. 

b. Program areas 

Enabling options are applied in programmatic areas. For example, when we train principals, it 
is for the purpose of bringing about improvement in schools. When supplementary school 
teachers participate in an in-service training program, the school should benefit. The link be
tween "enabling" and programmatic options was made clear in the work of the Commission. 
It is therefore proposed that each lead community select , as arenas for the implementation of 
enabling options, those program areas most suited to local needs and conditions. These could 
include a variety of formal and informal settings, from day-schools, to summer camps, to 
adult education programs or Israel experience programs. 

c. The Role of £he CIJE 

The CUE will need to be prepared with suggestions as to how LC' s should work in program 
areas. Therefore it will need to build a lmowledge base from the very inception of its work. 
The CUE will provide LCs with information and guidance regarding "best practices" (see 
separate paper on "best practices.,). For example, when a community chooses to undertake an 
in-service training program for its supplementary school or JCC staff, it will be offered 
several models of successful training programs. The community will be offered the rationale 
behind the success of those programs. They will then be able to either replicate, make use of, 
or develop their own programs, in accordance with the standards of quality set by those 
models. 
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d. Outcomes 

The Commission on Jewish Education in North America was brought into existence because 
of an expressed concern with "Meaningful Jewish Continuity." The pluralistic nature of the 
Commission, did not permit it to deal with the goals of Jewish education. However the ques
tion of desired outcomes is a major issue, one that has not been addressed and that may yield 
different answers for each ideological or denominational group in the community. The role of 
evaluation in the process of Lead Communities will require that the question of outcomes be 
addressed. Otherwise, evaluation may not yield desired results. How will this be handled? 
Should, for example, each group or institution deal with this individually? (e.g. ask each to 
state what is educationally of importance to them). Should it be a collective endeavor? The 
CUE may have to develop initial hypotheses about the desired outcomes, base its work on 
these and amend them as work progresses. 

4. Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback-loop 

The CUE will establish an evaluation project (unit). Its purpose will be three-fold: 

1. to carry out ongoing monitoring of progress in Lead Communities, in order to assist com
munity leaders, planners and educators in their daily work. A researcher will be commis
sioned and will spend much of his/her time locally, collecting and analyzing data and offering 
it to practitioners for their consideration. The purpose of this process is to improve and cor
rect implementation in each LC and between them. 

2. to evaluate progress in Lead Communities-assessing, as time goes on, the impact and ef
fectiveness of each program, and its suitability for replication elsewhere. Evaluation will be 
conducted in a variety of methods. Data will be collected by the local researcher and also na
tionally if applicable. Analysis will be the responsibility of the head of the evaluation team 
with two purposes in mind: 1) To evaluate the effectiveness of individual programs and of the 
Lead Communities themselves as models for change, and, 2) To begin to create indicators and 
a data base that could serve as the basis for an ongoing assessment of the state of Jewish educa
tion in North America. This work will contribute to the publication of a periodic "'state of 
Jewish education" report as suggested by the Commission. 

3. The feedback-loop: findings of monitoring and evaluation activities will be continuously 
channelled to local and central planning activities in order to affect them and act as an ongoing 
corrective. In this manner there will be a rapid exchange of knowledge and mutual influence 
between practice and planning. Findings from the field will require ongoing adaptation of 
plans. These changed plans will in turn, affect implementation and so on. 

5. Recruitment and Selection of Lead Communities 

Several possible ways for the recruitment of LC's should be considered. 

1. Communities, thought to be appropriate could be invited to apply, while a public call-for
proposal would also make it possible for any interested communities to become candidates. 

2. Another method could be for the CUE to determine criteria for the selection of com
munities and encourage only those appearing most suitable to apply as candidates. 
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As part of the application process for participation, candidate communities will be invited to 
undertake an organizational process that would lead to: 

r . The recruitment of a strong community leader(s) to take charge of the process and to engage 
thers to assist in the task. 

b. Establishing a steering committee/commission to guide the process including most or all 
educational institutions in the community. 

c. Conducting a self-study that will map the local state of Jewish education, identifying current 
needs and detailing resources. 

d. Engaging a professional planning team for the process. 

Some or all of these elements may already exist in several communities. 

A side benefit from such a process would be community-wide publicity regarding the work of 
the CITE and the beginning of a response to the expectations that have been created. 

Criteria for the selection of Lead communities were discussed at the January Workshop and at 
the March meeting of Senior Policy Advisors (Exhibit 3). They must now be refined and final
ized. 

* * * * * 

We hope that this document will help us in our discussions at the seminar. It is meant to be 
modified, corrected and changed. In addition we will need to consider some of the following 
issues: 

1. How will the CITE gear itself up for work with the LC? fn particular it will have to recruit 
staff to undertake the following: 

a. Community relations and community development capability 

b. Best Practices 

c. Planning; research; monitoring, evaluation and feedback loop (a research unit?) 

d. Overall strategies for development (e.g. plan for the training of educators; development of 
community support). 

e. Development of financial resources-including work with foundations, federations and 
individuals. 

2. How many Lead Communities can be launched simultaneously? This will require a careful 
consideration of resources needed and available. 

3. What are the stages for establishing an LC, from selection, to planning, to undertaking 
first programs and activities. 
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C. Senior Policy Advl&orli 

l. llecLl11oc 

2. Interim communlcaLlonG 
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d. 1'hc Community-at-Large 

1. Develop communications 
proaram 

e. work with Foundations 

1. Engage r:oundations 

2. Joint planning of 
specific areas 
(e.g., Isro.el Experience; 
medio.; Early Childhood; 
i;upplmentary schools; 
research) 

4 

3. Develop a Research Capabili ty 

a. Conoolsslon policy paper 

b. r.11gaoe Foundation f ol:' 
I1nplementallon 

4. Developing the Profession 

a. Training 

1. Prepare compl:'ehens l vc pl an 

2 . Wol:'k w/ 1-1/\F &: traJ11Lno 
J nstltutions 

b. !,adder of /\dva ncernent 

c. TeLms of Employment 

d. Etc . 

5. Quality Control 

a. Develop method for C!JE 
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III: EsT.-IBUSHING LEAD CoMMUNIT1Es 

:Many of rhe acrivicies described above for che building of a pro

fession of Jewish educacors and che developmenc of communicy 

support will cake place on a concinencal level. However, che 

plan also calls for incensified local efforts. 

Local Laboratories for Jewish Education 

Three co five model communicies will be escablished co demon

suace what can happen when there is an infusion of oucscanding 

personnel inrn che educational system, when :he imporrance of 

Jewish educacion is recognized by che communicy and ics lead

ership, and when che necessary funds are secured co meec addi

tional coses. 

These models, called "Lead Communities/' will provide a 

leadership funet:ion for ocher communities throughout Nor.:h 

America. Their purpose is co serve as laboracories in which co dis

cover che educational practices and policies chat work best:. They 

will function as che cesring places for "best practices" - exem

plary or excellent programs - in all fields of Jewish education. 

Each of the Lead Communicies will engage in rhe process of 

redesigning and improving rhe delivery cf Jewish education 

through a wide array of intensive programs. 
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A TIME To ACT 

Selection of Lead Communities 

Fundamencal co che success of che Lead Communicies will be 

che commicmenc of che community and ics key sr:1.keholders co 

chis endeavor. The community muse be willing co sec high edu

cational standards, raise addicional funding for educacion, involve 

all or most of its educacional inscicucions in the program, and 

chereby become a model for che rest of the country. Because 

t~~ initiative will come from che community itself, chis will be. 

a "boccom-up" rather than a "cop-down" effort. 

A number of cicies have already expressed cheir interest, and 

these and ocher cities will be considered. The goal will be co 

choose those chat provide the strongest prospects for success. 

An analysis will be made of the different communities chat have 

offered co pan:icipa.ce in the program, and criteri:1 will be devel

oped for the selection of the sites. 

Once che lead Communicies are selected, a public announce

ment will be made so char the Jewish communicy as a whole 

will know the program is under way. 

Getting Started 

lead Communities may iniciace cheir programs by creacing a 

local planning commitcee consisting of che leaders of the orga

nized Jewish communiry, rabbis, educacors, and lay leaders in all 

che organizations involved in Jewish education. They would 

prepare a repon: on the scare of Jewish education in their com

munity. Based on their findings, a plan of acc:ion would be 

developed c:hac addresses che specific educacional needs of che 

community, including recommendations for new programs. 
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A BLUEPRINT FOR THE FUTURE 

An inventory of best educational practices in North America 

would be prepared as a guide co Lead Communities (and even

cually made available co the Jewish community as a whole). 

Each local school, community center, summer camp, youth pro

gram, and Israel experience program in the Lead Communities 

would be encouraged co select elements from chis invencory. 

After deciding which of the best pracrices they might adopt, 

the community would develop the apprnpriace training pro

-gram so chat these could be incroduced into the relevant insti

cutions. An imporcanc function of che local planning group 

would be co monicor and evaluate these innovations and co srudy 

their impact. 

The lead Communities will be a major cescing ground for 

che new sources of personnel chac will be developed. They will 

be a prime target for chose participating in the Fellows program 

as well as the Jewish Education Corps. In faa, while ocher com

munities around the country will reap che benefo:s of these pro

grams, che positive effects will be most apparenc '.O che lead 

Comm uni cies. 

The injection of new personnel inco a lead Community will 

be made for several purposes: co incroduce new programs; co 

offer new services, such as adult and family education; and co 

provide expercs in areas such as the teaching of Hebrew, the 

Bible, and Jewish history. 

Thus lead Communities will serve as pilot programs for con

cinencal efforts in the areas of recruitmenc, che improvement of 

salaries and benefits, the development of ladders of advance

menc, and generally in che building of a profession. 
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Criteria for the Selection of Lead Communities 

Senior Policy Advisors 

What Criteria Should be Used in Selecting Lead Communities? 

The following criteria will be considered in selecting lead communities: 

, • a . City size 

b. Geographic location 

c. Lay leadership commitment 

d. The existence of a planning process 

e. Financial stability 

f. Availability of academic resources 

g. Strength of existing institutions 

h. Presence of some strong professional leadership 

i. Willingness of community to take over process and carry it forward 

j. Replicability 

k. Commitment to coalition building (synergism) 

1. Commitment to innovation 

Exhibit 3 

_m. Commitment to a "seamless approach," involving all ages, formal and informal education 

n. Commitment to the notion of Clal Yisrael-willingness to involve all segments of the 
community 

o. Agreement with the importance of creating fundamental reform, not just incremental change 



Criteria for the Selection of LCs 

January 1991 Workshop 

Possible considerations in selection process: 

1. City size 

2. Geographical location 

3. Lay leadership commitment 

4. Planning process underway 

5. Financial stability 

6. Availability of academic resources 

7. Strength of existing institutions 

8. Presence of some strong professional leadership 

9. Willingness of community to take over process and carry it forward after the initial pericxi 

In general, there was difficulty in conceptualizing a clear set of criteria for choosing lead 
communities-and in deciding among the goals of replicability/demonstrability/mcxiels of 
excellence. What emerged from this discussion was consensus on the idea of differentiated 
criteria: different communities might be chosen for different reasons. On the other hand, we 
clearly cannot afford to fail: however we choose candidates, we must be convinced that 
between the community's resources and our own, success is likely. 

Al 



June 27, 1991 
To: Shulamith Elster 
From: Barry Holtz 
Re: Best Practice Version 2 

Based on my original memo, our subsequent discussions and our 
meeting with Annette and Seymour, here is the way I see the Best 
Practice Project at this point. 

r. Introduction 

As I understand it the purpose of the project is to develop an 
inventory of "Best Practice 11 Jewish education programs in North 
A~erica. This inventory would aid the future work of the Coun
cil, particularly in the "Lead Communities'' aspect of its work, 
because it would offer a kind of data base (or Rolodex) of suc
cessful programs/sites/curricula to which the Council staff could 
refer as it worked with the various Lead Communities . Thus a 
person from the Lead Community in "Toledo" (or wherever) could 
ask the Council "where is Hebrew. taught well?" and the Council
staff would be able to find such a program or school or site same 
place in the country through consulting the Best Practice in
ventory. E.g . You, Shulameth, would be able to say: 11Go to 
Temple Ansche Schmutz in Boston and there you'll see how Hebrew 
can be taught well in a day school/afternoon school/JCC/whatever 
setting." (I assume that the inventory would not be a published 
document but a kind of data base that the council would keep or 
make available to particular interested parties.) 

Theoretically, in having such an index the Council would be able 
to offer both psychological and programmatic assistance to the 
particular Lead'community asking for advice. "Psychological"-
because for many people (both lay and professional) there is 
doubt about the actual existence of "Bes,:. Practice" about many 
aspects of Jewish education. ("Is there really such a creature as 
a good Hebrew School," I have been asked-) 11 Programrnatic11

-- be
cause by viewing the Best Practice of "X" in one location, the 
Lead Community could see a living example of the way that 11 X11 

~ight be implemented in its local. 

I say 11theoretically11 in the paragraph above because we really 
don't know how this will play out in real life and certain sig
nificant stumbling blocks will have to be overcome. First, do we 
really know that viewing the Best Practice of "X" in Boston of
fers psychological comfort or·confidence building to the person 
sitting in the Lead Community of Toledo. Perhaps he or she will 
say: 11 Hey, that's fine for Boston, but in Toledo we don't have 
11 A11 and therefore can't do "B. 11 Of course, we could reply, 
learning that they don't have "A" and discovering (by seeing it 
in action) that they want to accomplish "B" may be the first step 
toward defining goals · and a plan of ac~ion for a particular Lead 
Community. 
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For me, however, the programmatic side of the Best Practice model 
is more problematic than the psychological issue. Knowing that 
Boston is able to implement a particular program and seeing that 
program in action does not guarantee that Toledo will be able to 
pull it off in their locality, no matter how good their inten
tions. The issue of translation from the Bes~ Practice site to 
the Lead Community community site is one which will require con
siderable thought. I will come back to this later on in this 
memo. 

II. What do we mean by "Best Pr4etice" and how do we go a.bout 
figuring it out? 

Let's say for the sake of argument (and this is a big assumption 
from the theoretical point of view, but probably justified in the 
realm of the practical) that 11we 11 know what we mean by 11 Bes-c 
Practice". The 11we 11 here is the network of people we k:now, trust 
or know about in the field of Jewish education around the coun
try. I assume that we could generate a list of such people with 
not too much difficulty. Let's say Best Practice is-- in the 
tradition of D.W. Winnicott to Sarah Lightfoot Lawrence (The Good 
High School) to Joe Reimer (Mandel Commission paper)-- something 
like 11good enough". Let's say that when you and I talk about 
Hebrew schools and Day schools we know what we mean by good 
enough. And that there are people with expertise in other areas 
that you and I might not have (e.g. early childhood; JCCs) who 
could do a similar task in those areas. 

Of course there is no such thing as "Best Practice" in the ab
stract, there is only Best Practice of 11x11 particularity: the 
best (i.e. good enough) Hebrew School, JCC, curriculum for teach
ing Israel, etc. The first problem we have to face is defining 
the areas which the inventory would want to have as these partic
ular categories. Thus we could talk about some of the following 
areas: 
--Hebrew schools 
--Day Schools 
--Early childhood progranis 
--JCCs 
--Adult Ed. programs 

Etc.-- Yes, this is beginning to get to be a long list and what's 
more it's only one cut into tne problem. The above list is es
sentially 11sites11 in which Jewish education takes place. But you 
could also run another list here: subject areas. 

Bible 
-- Hebrew 
-- Israel 
etc. 
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Complicating this is another factor: As you pointed out to me, 
sometimes you can find a "Best Practice" program for one subject 
area in a site that isn't necessarily so great-- for example, a 
not so great Jee that runs wonderful progra~s for early child
hood. 

Hence the following question needs to be decided: What are the 
appropriate categories for the inventory? 

Perhaps the way to answer this is to say that we will choose the 
categories based on the following criteria: 
a) what the Lead Communities appear to want and need. In other 
words, we wait for the Lead Communities before we do the job. 
b) what we think the Lead Communities will want and need based on 
our discussions in Israel about the Lead Community business. 
c) the quick and dirty approach: what we can get up and running 
quickly because we know the people (and maybe even same actual 
sites or programs) already (or can get that info. very fast.) 

A guess on b-- Best Practice in: Hebrew schools, early childhocd, 
Israel programs, family education curricula or programs. 

III. suggestions for a process. 

What has to be done to launch and implement the Best Practice 
project? I would sugges~ the following steps: 

1 . Define the catecrories 
I've tried to make a firs~ stab at this immediately above. 

2. Create a document (I will call it a "definitional guide") for 
each category. 
The definitional guide is a document which is composed for each 
category. It briefly states what we are looking for when we use 
the term Best Practice of x. The definitional guide is an in
house "screen" used by the "location finders" (see below) as a 
reference guide. Since this is an "in house" document, my guess 
is that ~e should not waste a lot of time writing fancy docu
ments: You don't need to hand Vicky Kelman a definitional docu
ment to ask her to identify 3-5 best, really good, or good enough 
Hebrew Schools. 

Okay we know we want to write -some kind of definitional guide: 
how much expertise do you need to do this? Perhaps I should say, 
how many experts do you need? What I mean is this. You and I 
could do this job for day schools and Hebrew schools, could we do 
it for adult ed. programs? (I'll answer for myself: probably 
yes). For early childhood? (probably no) For special ed? 
(definitely no), etc. So how many people have to be involved 
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here? Here's a suggestion: I suspect that via 11 the network" we 
know how to find out who knows about each of these areas (that 
is, once we've figured out what the areas are) . Can we co?lllilis
sion a short statement from teams of people who could write this 
for each area. These are short pieces. They should also include 
a suggested list of "location finders" for each area. I suggest 
two-person teams just so there can be some bouncing back and 
forth of ideas. 

3. Identify the location finders 

Once we define a list of categories and definitional guides for 
each, we would then want to find a group of "location (or sub
ject) finders" who would recognize or know about "Best Practice," 
It ~ay also require a meecing of people to brainstorm places, 
sites, people as well. Maybe there should be a brainstorming 
group of well-traveled Jewish educators who could suggest the 
"location finders"? And maybe there is another group of people 
who are real generalists just because they've been around the 
country so much that we would be able to ask them about any of 
the categories : Bob Abramson, Joel Grishaver, Eliot Spack, Gail 
Dorph, Vicky Kel~an, Betsy Katz, etc. 

4 . Get the lists 

Once we have the "location finders" for each category and the 
definitional guides, we can then put togemer the suggested lists 
for each category. This could come via meetings (as mentioned 
above), through phone calls or simply through getting submissions 
of lists from the location finders for each category. Obviously, 
we will have to buy some time frorn people, but except for meet
ings this should not be an expensive or burdensome task for them. 

5. Evaluate the choices 

Here i s something we haven't talked about before. Once we 
receive the proposed lists in each category, are we going to im
plement some independent evaluation? Who would do that and is it 
necessary? 

6. Write uo the reasons 

This project begins to overlap with "Research" at this point. 
Let's say we have received these lists of Best Practice sites, 
programs, etc. Well, can't we ask what makes them "best" (or 
"good" enough) . Perhaps this is the same as #5, outside evalua
tion; perhaps not . But I think we would have to go beyond mere 
lists to figure out wha~ it is that defines the "goodness" of the 
good. (E.g . Reimer's Com.mission paper). Of course this is no 
small job. We could probably get some of this from the location 
finders. They could tell us their reasons for their choices. We 

v - v 
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might be able to hire some of the location finders to write up 
the reasons in brief or in detail. Perhaps we would not need 
this for every example in everr category but it does seem to me 
that we're going to need this if we want to get to #7: 

7. Translate to Action for the particular Lead Communities 

What in each Best Practice case can be translated to the Lead 
Conununity and what cannot: This is a complicated question and 
requires the job described in #6 above, ac least for those cases 
in which the Lead Community is planning to implement action. It 
then requires a careful monitoring of what is going on when the 
attempt to translate particular Best Practic~s actually is 
launched . Which of course leads us to #8: 

8, Research Dimensions 

Here we can mean many things : action research in looking at the 
implementation of Best Practice from one place to another: 
evaluation research to see what is "best" about best and how 
things translate from one setting to another; comparative re
search as Best Practice from "Boston" is tried out both in Toledo 
and Los Angeles. And more too, I inagine, but I will leave this 
to Isa's project. 

IV. Timetabl e 

What of the eight steps above can and should be done when? I 
will not address thi s here, but leave it as an open question for 
us to determine. But one thing is clear- - we do have to have a 
sense of schedule and probably should discuss this with the group 
in Israel, 

v. Don 1 t undere stimate the politica l dynamite in suc h an in
ventory . 

A bit of advice here: This is a matter that needs to be well 
thought out. Who sees this inventory: Is is public? If it's a 
secret that's also a problem. How do you keep this from becoming 
politicized by denominations or localities? Does making it onto 
the inventory mean you have a running start on getting funding? 
(I can hear it now: "after all our school is on the Inventory"-
it's now a capital letter) How do you deal with people who are 
annoyed because they are not on it?! 
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The Second Jerusalem \-Vorkshop of the CUE 

Implementing the Recommendations of the 
Commission for Jewish Education in North America: 

Documents for Discussion-Prepared by S. Fox and A. Hochstein 

Introduction 

During its initial setting up period the CITE has succeeded in establishing a human, organiza
tional, and financial infrastructure that is now rea.dy to launch work on several of the 
recommendations of the Commission. A first workplan and time line were established that in
clude the following elements (Exhibit 1): 

• Establishing Lead Communities 

• Undertaking a .. best practices" project 

• Drafting a policy paper towards the establishment of a research c1pability in Nonh 
America 

• Building community support, including the preparation of a strategic plan 

• Developing a masterplan for the training of personnel 

• Developing and launching a monitoring, evaluation arid feedback program alongside the 
impl.ementation work 

This paper will dea.l with Lead Communities. Separate papers will be prepared on each of the 
ocher elements (forthcoming). 

Lead Communities 

In che pages that follow we will outline some of the ideas that could guide the CUE' s approach 
to Le.ad Communities. 

1. '\Vhat is a Lead Community? 

In its report A Time co Acr the Commission on Jewish Education in North America decided on 
the establishment of Lead Communities as a strategy for bringing about significant change and 
improvement in Jewish Education (Exhibit 2). A Lead Communicy (LC) will be a@ a:a e:n
~mm11oicy or a large ??r:t gf it that will undem.ke a major development and unprove
menc program of ics Jewish educ3.cion. The program-prepared with the .;.ssisr.a.nce of the 

... , .. __ ..... ,.- -, 
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CITE, will involve the implementation of an action plan in the areas of building the profession 
of Jewish education, mobilizing community support and in programmatic areas such as day
schools or Israel experience programs. It will be carefully monicored and evaluated, and feed-
back will be provided on an ongoing basis. §. ( 
Several Lead Communities will be established. Communities selected for the program will bel ~ 
presented with a menu of projects for the improvement of Jewish education. This menu, ~ 
prepared by the staff of the CUE, will include required programs (e.g. , universal in-service ~-u- -

education; recruiting and involving top lay leadership; maximum use of best practices) as I v'K ·--,1, 
/ well as optional programs (e.g., innovation and experimentation in programmatic areas such ~ J . 

. \_''(O as day schools, supplementary schools; summer camps; community center pr51grarns; Israel ex- '.:._IJJ.Jl.O.I 
vP.' perience programs). Each LC will prepare and undertake the implementation of a program J 19 ~ 

~ most suited to meet its needs and resources, and likely to have a major impact on the scope ~ 
· '/ and quality of Jewish education provided. Each community will negotiate an agreement with fi a.£ 

} the CITE, which will specify the programs and projects to be carried out by the community , _ . I~ 
l their goals, anticipated outcomes, and the additional resources that will be made available. 6 n.A 

.l ~ Terms for insuring the standards and scope of the plan will also be spelled ouL The agreement < ~ 
I\I /,,/ will specify the support communities will receive from the CIJE. A key element in the LC vv--

tJI'' plan is the centrality of on-going evaluation of each project and of the whole plan. l<f'IANP 

~ 19"1 )- Through the LCs, the CITE hopes to implement a large number of experiments in diverse com- ~ ~ 
\~ I-' munities. Each community will make significant choices, while they are being carefully \~ tr / ef guided and assisted. The data collection and analysis effon will be aimed at detennining which 
~:.. j'J) programs and combination of programs are more successful, and which need modification. 
VV' The more successful programs will be offered for replication in additional communities, while 

ochers may be adapted or dropped. 

This conception of Lead Communities is based on the following conceptions: 
ct __ T6 

~ - cJ 
a. Gradual Change: A long-term project is being undertaken. Change will be gradual and 
take place over a period of time. 

b. Local Initiative: The initiative for establishing LCs will come from the local community. 
The plan must be locally developed and supported. The key stakeholders must be committed 
to the endeavor. A local planning mechanism (committee) will play the major role in generat
ing ideas, designing programs and implementing them. With the help of the CUE, it will be 
possible for local and national forces to work together in designing and field-testing solutions 
to the problems of Jewish education. 

c. The CIJE's Role: Facilitating implementation and ensuring continental input. The 
CITE, through its staff and consultants will make a critical contribution to the development of 
Lead Communities. (See Item 2a below.) 

d. Community and Personnel: Meaningful change requires that those elements most critical 
to improvement be addressed. The Commission has called these .. the building blocks of 
Jewish education" or "enabling options." It decided that without community support for 
Jewish education and dealing with the shortage of qualified personnel, no systemic change is 
likely to occur. All LCs will therefore, deal with these elements. The bulk of the thinking, 
planning, and resources will go to addressing them. 
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e. Scope and Quality: Jn order for a LC's plan to be valid and effective, it must fulfill two (' ~ 
conditions: / '-C/ ~ v-,u... 

1. It must be of sufficient scope to have a significant im_pact_ 01'. the oyerall~~al picture.h 
in the community. 10 fr ~ · ©~~~~~- 7 

- ~ 
2. It must ensure high stanaar~ ?~~ality throu~n'°put of e:tf,er~s~ through planning, ~ 
and evaluation procedures. (}:).){l'-Xf\v • ~ 

f. Evaluation & Feedback-Loop: Through a process of data- collection, and analysis for thJ ~ 
purposes of monitoring and evaluation the community at large will be able to study and know )~ ~ 
what programs or plans yield positive results. It will also permit the creation 9f a feedback-
loop between planning and evaluation activities, and between central and local activities. 

g. Environment: The LC should be characterized by an environment of innovation and ex
perimentation. Programs should not be limited to existing ideas but rather creativity should be 
encouraged. As ideas are tested they will be carefully monitored and will be subject to critical 
analysis. The combination of openness and creativity with monitoring and accountability is not 

easily accomplished but is vital to the concept of~ 'fl:.~~ (di-) ~L{_ ~~) 

2. Relationship Between the CUE and Lead Communities ~ 6'---~ 
~ .I..~ 

a. The CUE will offer the following support to Lead Communities: ----· __ -,--.,--...,..-,:,--:--------z:-t:::" 

1. Professional guidance by its staff and consultants 

'1 2. Bridge to continental/central resources, such as the Institutions of Higher Jewish Leaming, 
~ ~-_ JESNA, the JCCA, CJF, the denominations, etc. 

\\ft)·- 3. Facilitation of outside funding-in particular by Foundations 

\o ~ 4. Assistance in recruitment of Leadership 

(.'{ 5. Ongoing trouble-shooting (for matters of content and of process) 
~· .,.,--..., -

6. Monitoring, evaluation and feedback loop 

7. Communication and networking 

rt' I , . , l-·'-.,·-"-:- ~-, .. 
/ 

r 

b. Lead Communities will commit themselves to the following elements: 

1. To engage the majority of stakeholders, institutions and programs dealing with education in 
the planning process-across ideological and denominational points of view. 

2. To recruit outstanding leadership that will obtain the necessary resources for the implemen-
tation of the plan. ~~JA.-) 

3. To plan and implement a pro(ram that includes the enabling options and that is of a scope 
and standard of quality that will ensure reasonable chance f; · · h 0 

3. The Content: 

The core of the development program undertaken by Lead Communities must include the "ena
bling options." These will be required element in each LC program. However, communities 
will choose the programmatic areas through which they wish to address these options. 

3 
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a. Required elemenrs: 

1. Community Support 

Every Lead Community will engage in a major effort at building community support for 
Jewish education. This will range from recruiting top leadership, to affecting the climate in 
the community as regards Jewish education. LCs will need to introduce programs that will 
make Jewish education a high communal priority. Some of these programs will include: new · 
and additional approaches to local fund-raising; establishing a Jewish education "lobby," inter
communal networking, developing lay-professional dialogue, setting an agenda for change; 
publi_c relations efforts. -· 

2. Personnel Development: 

The community must be willing to implement a plan for recruiting, training, and generally 
building the profession of Jewish education. The plan will meet all elements of Jewish educa
tion in the community: formal; informal; pre-service; in-service; teachers; principals; rabbis; 
vocational; a-vocational. It will include developing a feeder system for recruitment; using pre
viously underutilized human resources. Salaries and benefits must be improved; new career 
paths developed, empowerment and networking of educators addressed. The CUE will recom
mend the elements of such a program and assist in the planning and implementation as re
quested. 

b. Pro_gram areas 

Enabling options are applied in programmatic areas. For example, when we train principals, it 
is for the purpose of bringing about improvement in schools. When supplementary school 
teachers participate in an in-service training program, the school should benefit. The link be
tween "enabling" and programmatic options was made clear in the work of the Commission. 
It is therefore proposed that each lead community select , as arenas for the implementation of 
enabling options, those program areas most suited to local needs and conditions. These could 
include a variety of formal and informal settings, from day-schools, to summer camps, to 
adult education programs or Israel experience programs. 

c. The Role of the CJJE 

The CIJE will need to be prepared with suggestions as to how LC's should work in program 
areas. Therefore it will need to build a knowledge base from the very inception of its work. 
The CDE will provide LCs with information and guidance regarding "best practices" (see 
separate paper on "best practices"). For example, when a community chooses to undertake an 
in-service training program for its supplementary school or JCC staff, it will be offered 
several models of successful training programs. The community will be offered the rationale 
behind the success of those programs. They will then be able to either replicate, make use of, 
or develop their own programs, in accordance with the standards of qualicy set by those 
models. 



0:::::ssion on Jewish Education in North America was brought into existence because 
of an expressed concern with "Meaningful Jewish Continuity." The pluralistic nature of the 
Commission, did not permit it to deal with the goals of Jewish education. However the ques
tion of desired outcomes is a major issue, one that has not been addressed and that may yield 
different answers for each ideological or denominational group in the community. The role o 
evaluation in the process of Lead Communities will require that the question of outcomes be 
addressed. Otherwise, evaluation may not yield desired results. How will this be handled? 
Should, for example, each group or institution deal with this individually? (e.g. ask each to 
state what is educationally of importance to them). Should it be a collective endeavor? The 
CITE may have to develop initial hypotheses about the desired outcomes, base its work on 
these and amend them as work progresses. r.,l-

-~~~ ·~ _ ~ ~'t' ~ +~e4t>r o'. 
4. Monitoring, E valuation and Feedback-loop 

The CITE will establish an evaluation project (unit). Its purpose will be three-fold: 

1. to carry out ongoing monitoring of progress in Lead C:>mmunities, in order to assist com
munity leaders, planners and educators in their daily work. A researcher will be commis
sioned and will spend much of his/her time locally, collecting and analyzing data and offering 
it to practitioners for their consideration. The purpose of this process is to improve and cor
rect implementation in each LC and between them. 

2. to evaluate progress in Lead Communities-assessing, as time goes on, the impact and ef
fectiveness of each program, and ics suitability for replication elsewhere. Evaluation will be 
conducted in a variety of methods. Data will be collected by the local researcher and also na
tionally if applicable. Analysis will be the responsibility of the head of the evaluation team 
with two purposes in mind: 1) To evaluate the effectiveness of individual programs and of the 
Lead Communities themselves as models for change, and, 2) To begin to create indicators and 
a data ba!:.e that could serve as the basis for an ongoing assessment of the state of Jewish educa,.. 
tion in North America. This work will contribute to the ?ublication of a periodic "state of 
Jewish education" report as suggested by the Commission. 

3. The feedback-loop: findings of monitoring and evaluation activities will be continuously 
channelled to local and central planning activities in order to affect them and act as an ongoing 
corrective. In this manner there will be a rapid exchange of knowledge and mutual influence 
between practice and planning. Findings from the field will require ongoing adaptation of 
plans. These changed plans will in tum, affect implementation and so on. -~ J . -l--0~1!-f'l'. 

5. Recruitment and Selection of Lead Communities a - t0 ~3-J 
f'-,,w-- ~ --r~ (~ 
~ {_c_· , 

Several possible ways for the recruitment of LC's should be considered. 

1. Communities, thought to be appropriate could be invited to apply, while a public call-for
proposal would also make it possible for any interested communities to become candidates. 

2. Another method could be for the ClJE to determine criteria for the selection of com
munities and encourage only those appearing most suitable to apply as candidates. 
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As part of the application process for participation, candidate communities will be invited to 
undertake an organizational process that would lead to: --

.,..--
a. The recruitment of a strong community leader(s) to take charge of the process and to engage 
others to assist in the task. 

b. Establishing a steering committee/commission to guide the process including most or all 
educational institutions in the community. 

c. Conducting a self-study that will map the local state of Jewish education, identifying current 
needs and detailing resources. 

_I 

d. Engaging a professional planning team for the process. - ---- . .r ,"',; • • f 

Some or all of these elements may already exist in several communities. 

A side benefit from such a process would be community-wide publicity regarding the work of 
the CIJE and the beginning of a response to the expectations that have been created. 

Criteria for the selection of Lead communities were disc'Jssed at the January Workshop and at 
the March meeting of Senior Policy Advisors (Exhibit 3). They must now be refined and final-

A4 ~ <5"'- J? 1 ft~ Cc.t) 
IJV\M/ll\X" - Ilk-~- L • ::J ~ I ~ L . C ~ v - r - . \,v,- v \. c.. '- ' \ et) ~ l 

:: fl)-&:~ h't ~ ~ lJt>G" -~ (/._ 
We hope that this docurnJnt will help us in our discussions at the seminar. It is meant to be 
modified, corrected and changed. In addition we will need to consider some of the following 
issues: 

1. How will the CUE gear itself up for work with the LC? In particular it will have to recruit 
staff to undertake the following: 

a. Community relations and community development capability 

b. Best Practices 

c. Planning; research; monitoring, evaluation and feedback loop (a research unit?) 

d. Overall strategies for development (e.g. plan for the training of educators; development of 
community support). 

e. Development of financial resources-including work with foundations. federations and 
individuals. · 

2. How many Lead Communities can be launched simultaneously? This will require a careful 
consideration of resources needed and available. 

3. What are the stages for establishing an LC, from selection, co planning, to undert.alci.ng 
first programs and activities. 
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III: ESTABUSHING LEAD COMMUNITIES 

lvfany of che accivicies described above for che building of a pro

fession of Jewish educators and che development of communicy 

support will cake place on a concinencal level. However, che 

plan also calls for intensified local effon:s. 

Local Laboratories for J e-r.11ish Education 

Three co five model communicies will be established co demon

srrace whac can happen when chere is an infusion of oucscanding 

personnel inco the educ1tional sysrem, when che imporrance of 

Jewish education is recognized by the communicy and ics le3.d

ership, and when the necessary funds are se:ured co meec addi

tional coses. 

These models, called "lead Communicic::s," will provide a 

leadership funccion for ocher communicies chroughouc North 

America.. Their purpose is co serve as laboracorie.s in which co dis

cover the educational practices and policies iliac work besc. They 

will function as che cescing places for "best practices" - e..'Cem

plary or excellent programs - in all fields of Jewish educacion. 

Each of che Lead Com.muniries will engage in che process of 

redesigning and improving che delivery of Jewish educ1cion 

through a wide array of incensive programs. 
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A TIME To ACT 

Selection of Lead Communities 

Fundamencal co che success of che lead Communicies will be 

rhe commicmenc of che communicy and ics key sra.keholders co 

chis endeavor. The communicy musr be willing co sec high edu

cacional srandards, raise additional funding for educacion, involve / 

all or most of ics educa.cional inscicucions in che program, and 

thereby become a model for che resc of che councry. Because 

c~~ iniriacive will come from che communicy icself, chis will be. 

a "bottom-up'' racher chan a ''rap-down" efforr:. 

A number of cicies have already expressed their inceresc, and 

rhese and ocher cities will be considered. The goal will be to 

choose chose chac provide che scrongesc prospects for success. 

An analysis will be made of che difierenc comm.1niries chac have 

offered co parcicipace in che program, and criteria will be devel

ooed for che seleccion of che sices . ... 

Once che Lead Communities are selected, a public announce

ment will be made so chac che Jewish communicy as a whole 

will know che program is under way. 

Getting Started 

lead Communities may iniciace their programs by cre3.ting a 

local planning commiccee consisting of r:he leaders of che orga

nized Jewish communicy, rabbis, educar:ors, and lay leaders in all 

che organizations involved in Jewish education. They would 

prepare a report on che sr:ace of Jewish educacion in their com

munity. Based on their findings, a plan of action would be 

developed chac addresses the specific educacional needs of che 

communir:y, including recommendacions for new programs. 
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A BLUEPRINT FOR THE FUTURE 

An invencory of best educ1cional practices in Norch America 

would be prepared as a guide co Lead Communicies (and even

tually made available co che Jewish community as a whole). 

Each local school, communicy cencer, summer camp, youth pro

gram, and Israel experience program in che Lead Communicies 

would be encouraged co select elements from chis invencory. 

Afrer deciding which of che best praccices chey rnighc adopc, 

che communicy would develop che appropriace cra.ining pro

-gram so chat chese could be incroduced inco che relevanc in~ci

cucions. An impon:anc funccion of che local planning group 

would be ~o monitor and evaluate chese innovacions and co srudy 

their impacc. 

The Lead Communicies will be a major resting ground for 

che new sources of personnel rhac will be developed. They will 

be a prime cargec for chose parricipacing in che Fellows program 

as well as che Jewish Educacion Corps. In face, while ocher com

munities around the councry will reap che benefics of chese pro

grams, che positive effeccs will be masc apparenc in che Lead 

Communities. 

The injection of new personnel into a Lead Community will 

be made for several purposes: co incroduce new programs; co 

offer new services, such as adult and family educacion; and co 

provide experts in are3.S such as rhe ce1ching of Hebrew, che 

Bible, and Jewish hisrory. 

Thus Lead Communities will serve as pilot programs for con

cinencal effon:s in che areas of recruicmenc, che improvemenc of 

s2.laries and benefi cs, che developmenc of ladders of advance

ment, and generally in the building of a profession. 
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Criteria for the Selection of Lead Communities 

, Senior Policy Advisors 

\Vhat Criteria Should be Used in Selecting Lead Communities? 

The following criteria will be considered in selecting lead communities: 

a. City size 

b. Geographic location 

c. Lay leadership commitment 

d. The existence of a planning process 

e. Financial stability 

f. Availability of academic resources 

g. Strength of existing institutions 

h. Presence of some strong professional leadership 

i. Willingness of community to take over process and carry it forward 

j. Replicability 

k. Commitment to coalition building (synergism) 

1. Commitment to innovation 

Exhibit 3 

m. Commitment to a "seamless approach," involving all ages, formal and informal education 

n. Commitment to the notion of Clal Yisrael-willingness to involve all segments of the 
community 

o. Agreement with the importance of creating fundamental reform, not just incremental change 



Criteria for the Selection of LCs 

January 1991 Workshop 

Possible considerations in selection process: 

l. City size 

2. Geographical location 

3. Lay leadership commitment 

4. Planning process underway 

5. Financial stability 

6. Availability of academic resources 

7. Strength of existing institutions 

8. Presence of some strong professional leadership 

9. Willingness of community to take over process and C3..'TJ it forward after the initial period 

In general, there was difficulty in conceptualizing a clear set of criteria for choosing lead 
communities-and in deciding among the goals of replicability/demonstrability/models of 
excellence. What emerged from this discussion was consensus on the idea of differentiated 
criteria: different communities might be chosen for different reasons. On the other hand, we 
clearly cannot afford to fail: however we choose candidates, we must be convinced that 
between the community's resources and our own, success is likely. 


